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Introduction
The world we live in is made of matter, but the way we learn about it is mostly related to
the light. For evolutionary reasons most of the information we get from the outside comes
with light, emitted, reflected or refracted. For centuries humanity was building conception
of physics basing on observations with naked eye. Naturally the light became an object
of research and its instrument at the same time. The discoveries of light quantization and
the speed of light constancy lay at the origin of two modern physical paradigms, quantum
theory and the theory of relativity.
Understanding the interaction between the light and matter is crucial in solid state
physics. It is used for both optical creation and study of electronic subsystems excita-
tions. Among others, Wannier excitons, composite bosonic quasi-particles consisting of a
semiconductor electon and hole, present a special interest. The light-matter interaction
gives rise to a strong coupling between the exciton and the photon, and a new state of
light-matter. Fascinating experiments on Bose-Einstein condensation of the microcavity
polaritons, quanta of the light-matter, brought this fully quantum effect, previously ob-
served in cold atoms, closer to macroscopic scales and room temperatures. Recently it
has been demonstrated that the excitons themselves may be condensed provided that the
electron and the hole are separated in space by an electric field. In the latter case we
speak about spatially indirect excitons.
Both types of quasiparticles provide a platform where all sorts of physical phenomena
may be simulated and visualized directly due to light-matter interaction. Despite reduced
dimensionality and other properties specific to indirect excitons and cavity polaritons, they
provide a sandbox where complicated topological, relativistic and spin-related phenomena
may be modeled for deeper understanding. The present thesis manuscript contains a de-
scription of several interrelated works and is devoted to demonstration of this statement.
I tried to make it as self-sufficient as possible, starting with the very basics of semicon-
ductor physics and deriving more complicated phenomena later on. General properties of
both quasiparticle types, which are used as a base for futher findings, are introduced in
Chapter 1. Chapter 2 is focused on indirect exciton spin dynamics in various conditions.
In particular, a novel nonlinear optical spectroscopy technique is proposed for its exper-
imental study. Models for indirect exciton spin dynamics in coherent and non-coherent
regimes are introduced. Emergence of skyrmions, nontrivial topological configurations, is
predicted in a coherently expanding indirect exciton system. The rest of the manuscript
concerns cavity polariton physics and is divided in two parts. Spin kinetics of the opti-
cal parametric oscillator (OPO), a nonlinear device working on polaritons, is dicussed in
Chapter 3. A novel idea of polarization inversion voltage control is predicted in an OPO
working on dipolaritons, a hybrid between the cavity polariton and the indirect exciton.
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Finally, Chapter 4 focuses on study of pillar microcavity superstructures. The effect of
the spin-orbit interaction for polaritons, arising from longitudinal-transverse splitting, in
this type of system is studied profoundly. Its interesting and promising implication, the
Z topological insulator behaviour of polariton graphene in an external magnetic field, is
discussed in the final section.
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Chapter 1
General properties of indirect
excitons and microcavity polaritons
The present chapter gives an introduction to excitonic quasi-particles, indirect excitons
(IXs) and microcavity polaritons (or polaritons for simplicity), and their general proper-
ties. These two particular types of crystal electron subsystem excitations, taking place in
coupled quantum wells (CQWs) and microcavities respectively, have different and pecu-
liar properties, which draw interest from both fundamental and device application points
of view. One of the most fascinating effects that can be realized with both of these com-
posite quasi-bosons, is the Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC), when a many-body system
demonstrates quantum behaviour on macroscopic scales. Having different spin struc-
tures, they provide rich possibilities of studying quantum spin systems and spin-related
phenomena.
This chapter is organized as follows. The technological base and physical realizations
of semiconductor structures, which allow one to generate and observe IXs and polaritons,
are described in Section 1. Sections 2 and 3 are devoted to IXs and polaritons respectively,
giving their description and derivation of some of their properties.
1.1 Semiconductor heterostructures
Technological progress in the area of semiconductor devices during the second half of
the 20th century allowed to create almost arbitrary potentials for electrons and holes in
semiconductors. The first semiconductor devices based on p-n transition realized a simple
case of potential barrier and were manufactured via junction of separate semiconductor
crystals. Emergence of semiconductor crystal growth techniques allowed to combine ma-
terials with different properties, such as energy gap value and band structures in general,
within one crystal-quality sample.
The most suitable materials for such heterostructures were found to be the zinc-blend
symmetry crystals, such as GaAs-AlxGa1−xAs, discussed in the Subsection 1.
High quality crystals allow to observe excitonic effects. The excitons are hydrogen-like
bosonic quasiparticles consisting of a conduction band electron and a hole in the valence
band [1]. Their most general properties are discussed in the Subsection 2.
Semiconductor heterostructures with transitions of the type I (where two interfacing
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materials have energy gaps, one of which is inside the other) allow to create confinement
potentials for electrons and holes simultaneously. In the most simple case of sandwich-
like structures, electron, hole, and therefore exciton motion is confined in one dimension,
while remaining free in the other two, so that exciton becomes quasi-two-dimensional.
The effect of quantum well potentials on quasiparticle general properties is discussed in
Subsection 3.
Superlattices of layers with different refraction indices have properties of wavelength-
selective mirrors, or distributed Bragg reflectors, described in Subsection 4.
Finally, a microcavity, consisting of QWs positioned between two Bragg reflectors, and
coupling confined photon mode with 2D exciton in QWs, is introduced in Subsection 5.
1.1.1 Zinc-blende crystal band structure
Although many of the effects described in the present thesis may be realized with dif-
ferent materials, we will concentrate below on structures based on zinc-blende symmetry
semiconductors, schematically sketched in Fig 1.1(a). They have cubic Td point group
symmetry and an energy gap between conduction band c, formed by s-type electron
orbitals, and valence band v, emerging from p-type orbitals [2]. In effective mass ap-
proximation the conduction band energy dispersion is parabolic close to the gap and is
characterized by an effective mass mc. Valence band close to the gap is described with
Luttinger Hamiltonian [3]:
H =
~2
2m0
[(
γ1 +
5
2
γ2
)
∆− 2γ3 (∇J)2 + 2 (γ3 − γ2)
(
J2x
∂2
∂x2
+ J2y
∂2
∂y2
+ J2z
∂2
∂z2
)]
,
(1.1)
where γi is the set of independent Luttinger parameters varying for different materials,
and J is the total electron angular momentum vector operator,J = 3/2.
Its diagonalization results in two parabolic branches of energy dispersion, correspond-
ing to heavy and light holes, quasi-particles with spins ±3/2 and ±1/2 and different
effective masses mhh and mlh respectively. Neglecting spin-orbit interaction, conduction
and light hole valence bands are twice degenerate in spin.
The band structure close to the Fermi level is shown in Fig. 1.1(b)
The energy gap between conduction and valence bands is direct in reciprocal space,
which means that energy dispersion extrema positions in the Brillouin zone coinside. This
fact makes possible the radiative recombination of electron-hole pairs close to the energy
dispersion extrema. In this process a conduction band electron fills an empty valence band
state (a hole) and emits a photon. On the contrary, electron-hole pairs with energies close
to minimum may be generated in this types of semiconductors with light. In this case
photons absorbed in a crystal lift electrons from valence to conduction band.
1.1.2 Excitons
Exciton is a composite bosonic quasi-particle consisting of a conduction band electron
and a valence band hole. It may be understood as an excitation quantum of semicon-
ductor (or insulator) electron subsystem. Two models of the exciton, corresponding to
its characteristic size, are known as Frenkel and Wannier-Mott excitons. The first model
9
a) b)
Figure 1.1: Left: Zincblende lattice schematic representation. Two cubic-symmetry sub-
lattices A and B, formed by different types of atoms, are inserted into each other. Right
panel: Zincblende bulk band structure, having a direct energy gap in the Γ of the Brillouin
zone. Valence band energy dispersion is six times degenerate in the Γ point and splits
into twice degenerate light hole, and four times degenerate heavy hole branches.
describes the situation where the average electron-hole distance is of the order of the lat-
tice parameter, mostly relevant to molecule crystals [4]. The second one corresponds to
the opposite limit, where the distance between the electron and the hole by far exceeds
the size of a unit cell [1]. In this case they are treated as single quasi-particles in the
effective mass approximation, and the Coulombic attraction between them is considered
taking into account the effective dielectric permittivity of the crystal. The Hamiltonian
is therefore analogous to that of the Hydrogen atom:
H = − ~
2mc
∇2e −
~
2mv
∇2h +
e2
ε|re + rh| . (1.2)
Here the first two terms of the right-hand part describe the kinetic energies of the con-
duction band electron with effective mass mc and the hole with effective mass mv re-
spectively. The third term is the Coulombic interaction screened by the crystal effec-
tive permittivity ε. Note that the dielectric permittivity is only applicable on scales
larger than the lattice parameter. Variables separation via transition to ρ = re − rh and
R = (mere +mhrh) / (me +mh) results in the analytical hydrogen-like solution of the
Shroedinger equation with the Hamiltonian (1.2):
ΨQ,Sn (re, rh) = Ψ
Q (R) Ψn,l,m(ρ)χ
S(se, jh). (1.3)
Here, the translational motion of the exciton as whole is decoupled from the internal
electron-hole motion and the spin part.
Size quantization of the excitons in confined systems, such as quantum wells or dots,
removes the degeneracy between the heavy and light holes at the valence band extremum.
That makes the heavy hole exciton the lowest energy state of an electron-hole pair. It
is characterized by a unique spin structure consisting of four possible total momentum
projections −2, −1, +1 and +2. It originates from electron spin projections ±1/2 and
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heavy hole total momentum projections ±3/2. The bright states with total momentum
projections ±1 are optically active and may decay with photon emission. The emission
frequency is defined by the exciton transition energy EX = Eg +Ee +Eh−EB, where Eg
is the band gap energy, Ee(h) is the electron(hole) size quantization energy and EB is the
exciton binding energy.
The ground excitonic state is analogous to a hydrogen atom with 1s-orbital electron.
The wavefunction describing its internal electron-hole motion in the bulk semiconductor
has the following form:
Ψ1,0,0(ρ) = A exp
(
− ρ
2
2a2B
)
, (1.4)
where A is the normalization constant and aB = ε~2(me + mh)/memhe2 is the excitonic
Bohr radius equal to the average electron-hole distance. The ground state binding energy
EB = ~2(me +mh)/2memha2B has the meaning of excitonic Rydberg constant setting the
energy scale for excitons.
1.1.3 Quantum Wells
U
x
U0
a
U
A
lG
a
A
s
G
a
A
s
A
lG
a
A
s
U
x
1
2
1
2
a) b) c)
Figure 1.2: (a) GaAs-AlxGa1−xAs quantum well energy diagram, showing the edges of
valence and conduction bands through the growth direction. (b) and (c) Sketches for the
one-dimensional potential QW and CQWs problems respectively.
The interface between two different semiconductors with energy gaps folded one into
the other is called type-I heterointerface. Realistically, the most suitable candidates for
physical realization of such an interface in a grown crystal were AlxGa1−xAs/GaAs semi-
conductors of the type III-V, as seen from Fig. 1.3. Small difference in lattice parameters
allows one to grow these heterostructures with atomic layer accuracy and low strain. At
the same time, relatively large difference in energy gap values results in deep potential
confinement.
Two parallel plane heterointerfaces of the type I placed close to each other form a con-
fining potential in the direction normal to the interface planes - quantum well (QW)(Fig
1.2(a)). Both electron and hole motion in this direction is therefore finite and size quan-
tized should the energy of the quasiparticles lie in the wider of the two gaps.
One-dimensional stationary Schroedinger equation with QW potential, sketched in
Fig. 1.2(b), reads: [
− ~
2
2m
∇2 + U(x)
]
Ψ = EΨ (1.5)
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Figure 1.3: Energy gaps versus lattice constant measured for different zinc-blende sym-
metry materials at low temperatures. GaAs and AlAs have significant difference in gaps
and low lattice parameter mismatch. From Vurgaftman, et al. (2001) [5]
U(x) =
{
0, |x| ≤ a/2,
U0, |x| > a/2.
It yields transcendental equations for symmetric and antisymmetric state eigenenergies:√
U0 − Es
Es
= tan
(
d
√
mEs
2
)
;
√
U0 − Ea
Ea
= − cot
(
d
√
mEa
2
)
, (1.6)
where U and d are the QW depth and width and m is the quasiparticle mass. Here that
the mass mismatch is neglected for the well and barrier materials.
The ground symmetric confined solution exists for any U and d, although its energy
cannot be found analytically. All stationary solutions produce two-dimensional conduc-
tion and valence subbands due to electron and hole in-plane motion (Fig.1.2(b)).
Quasi-2D coupled electron-hole pairs in turn may form 2D excitons, described by the
stationary Shroedinger equation of reduced dimensionality with the Hamiltonian of having
the same form (1.2). The ground excitonic state wavefunction has the same form (1.3)
with internal motion part (1.4), where R and ρ have the meaning of in-plane center-
of-mass position and electron-hole distance respectively, and Bohr radius is replaced by
its 2D analogue a2DB = aB/2. Consequently the binding energy of such an exciton is
E2DB = 4EB.
Two parallel QWs placed nearby form a coupled quantum wells (CQWs) pair(Fig.
1.2(c)). Single particle eigenstate problem in this case is also solved by joining wavefunc-
tion solutions in three regions. In absence of external electric field the eigenstates are
symmetric and anti-symmetric due to the symmetry of the potential. The probability
density is spread equally between the two QWs. However, once electric field projection
on the QW growth axis is nonzero, band structure is distorted, single electron and hole
wavefunctions are mostly confined in different QWs and are therefore separated spatially.
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Exciton wavefunction calculation in this case is not trivial and is considered briefly in
Section 2 of the present chapter.
1.1.4 Distributed Bragg Reflectors
c
R
0,5 1,0 1,5
0,5
1,0
A B
1
r
t
a) b)
da db
an bn
Figure 1.4: (a) A sketch of the DBR (b) A typical dependence of the intensity reflection
coefficient on the wavelength for a DBR consisting of 10 periods of layers with refraction
indices na = 2 and nb = 3.
Distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) is a periodic structure composed of two types of
dielectric layers A and B with different refraction indices na and nb, and widths da =
λc/4na and db = λc/4nb, alternating througout one dimension. It is characterized by a
reflectivity coefficient close to unity for normally incident light with wavelength in the
vicinity of λc given naa = nb = λ/4. Such a good reflecting property of a dielectric
structure is due to the positive interference of waves, reflected from all interfaces between
layers. Structures of this type are fabricated layer by layer using standard semiconductor
growth technologies.
DBRs may be modeled using the tranfer matrix approach, considering a plane wave
propagation through the structure growth direction z and reflection on the interfaces [6].
The electric field is represented as E(x) = E→(x) exp(ikn(x)x−iωt)+E←(x) exp(−ikn(x)x−
iωt), where ω and k = ω/c are the wave frequency and wave vector in the vacuum, and
E→(←) has the meaning of the electric field envelope amplitude of the wave, popagating
along (opposite to) growth direction x. Introducing a 2x1 vector V(x) = [E→(x);Et ← (x)]T ,
the layers are described by 2x2 transfer matrices Ta and Tb, which relate the vectors Vt
and Vb on the top and bottom sides of a corresponding layer, so that Vb = Ta(b)Vt. Due
to linearity of this relation the transfer matrix of a complex structure is obtained as the
product of all transfer matrices of composing it layers.
For an incident plane wave with the wave vector value k = 2pi/λ each individual
homogeneous layer transfer matrix is defined by the phase ϕa(b) = kna(b)da(b) = pi/2 that
is gained during propagation and simply reads
Ta(b) =
(
exp(iϕa(b)) 0
0 exp(−iϕa(b))
)
=
(
i 0
0 −i
)
. (1.7)
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The transfer matrix for the interface between the two media is given by
Tab =
(
1 n˜
n˜ 1
)
, n˜ =
na − nb
na + nb
(1.8)
therefore the transfer matrix of the structure period T = TaTabTbTba reads:
T = −
(
1 + n˜2 −2n˜
−2n˜ 1 + n˜2
)
, (1.9)
For a semi-infinite structure the reflectivity coefficient is obtained by equating the
eigenvector of the period transfer matrix to the vector [1, r]T describing dimensionless
electric field amplitudes of the incident and reflected waves. This gives the amplitude
reflectivity coefficient r = 1 for the perfectly tuned wavelength λ = λc. For light frequency
ω in the vicinity of ωc = 2picλc it reads:
r = exp[iα(ω − ωc)], α = LDBR
n0c
, LDBR =
nanbλc
2(na − nb) (1.10)
where n0 is the refractive index of the medium outside of the DBR.
For finite DBRs one may simply calculate the whole structure transfer matrix TN ,
where N is the number of AB periods in the structure and extract the complex amplitude
reflectivity coefficient r = −T21/T22 and the intensity reflectivity R = |r|2. A typical
wavelength dependence of it is shown on Fig. 1.4(b).
1.1.5 Planar Microcavities
e
n
e
rg
y
wave vectorwave vectorwave vector
Figure 1.5: A sketch of planar microcavity eigenmodes dispersion for different detunings:
negative (left), zero (center) and positive (right). Uncoupled exciton and cavity photon
modes are plotted for comparison with dashed lines.
QWs and DBRs can be grown within one crystal-quality structure. Two DBRs sep-
arated by a layer, differing from the layers composing DBRs, form a Fabry-Pe´rot-type
resonator for light in its stop band frequency region. A QW, or several QWs, placed
in antidotes of the photonic mode, confined in the cavity between two DBRs, can real-
ize strong coupling of excitonic and photonic modes, resulting in mixed exciton-polariton
modes. Structures of this type are known as microcavities.
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The realizations of the microcavity scheme may vary. DBRs may be replaced with
metallic layers, which have good reflecting properties, but absorb light energy into heat,
contrary to the dielectric DBRs. Planar geometry may be substituted with a spherical
one, where one of the reflectors, or both, are curved. The photonic mode in this case is
confined in three dimensions. It is also confined if a planar microcavity has a finite in-plane
size, comparable to the light wavelength. Such structures with axial in-plane symmetry
are known as pillar microcavities. Finally, QWs may be removed if the light coupling to
the cavity bulk exciton is strong enough. However, the most common realization, which
will be referred to by default, is a planar microcavity with DBRs and QWs.
Microcavity is characterized by its quality-factor Q - a measure of rate at which optical
energy stored within the cavity dissipates. Two equivalent definitions of Q express it as
the relation between the stored energy and energy loss during each oscillation cycle and
as a relation between the photon mode frequency ωc and its linewidth δωc.
One important consequence of optical mode confinement is low-treshold lasing from
microcavities. Size quantization reduces the density of optical states and therefore the
number of optical modes coupled to an emitter. In some structures the treshold is absent
as one photon emission is enough to start lasing.
As DBRs, microcavities may be modelled with transfer matrix method. In the simplest
case microcavity consists of two homogeneous layers and one QW in the center between
them, and the cavity transfer matrix is calculated as a product of three corresponding
matrices. The reflectivity coefficient of DBRs r is obtained in the previous subsection and
its absolute value is close to unity. Reflectivity and transmittivity coefficients from a QW
close to an optically active exciton transition are given by [7]:
rQW =
iΓ0
ω0 − ω − i(Γ + Γ0) , tQW = 1− rQW, (1.11)
where ω0 is renormalized exciton transition frequency, Γ0 and Γ are the exciton radiational
and nonradiational broadenings. The transfer matrix, corresponding to a layer with known
reflectivity and transmittivity, is obtained solving matrix equations for light, incident from
both sides of the QW:
TQW =
1
tQW
(
t2QW − r2QW rQW
−rQW 1
)
. (1.12)
Using expressions for homogeneous transfer matrices (1.7), one gets the cavity transfer
matrix:
Tc =
(
exp(ikd/2) 0
0 exp(−ikd/2)
)
TQW
(
exp(ikd/2) 0
0 exp(−ikd/2)
)
, (1.13)
where d is the distance between the reflectors.
The eigenmodes are obtained as nontrivial solutions in absence of light outside the
microcavity:
Tc
(
r
1
)
= A
(
1
r
)
, (1.14)
from where the dispersion relation is derived:
(ω0 − ω − iΓ)(ωc − ω − iΓc) = R2, (1.15)
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where Γc is inverted lifetime of a cavity photonic mode, squared Rabi splitting
R2 =
2Γ0c
nc(LDBR + d)
,
and nc is the refractive index of the media inside the cavity.
In the general case of oblique incidence, photon cavity and QW exciton energies read:
ωc =
~k2||
2mc
, ω0 =
~k2||
2mX
+ δ, (1.16)
where mc and mX are the effective in-plane masses of cavity photon and exciton, k|| is the
in-plane wave vector related to the incidence angle ϕ as k|| = ω/c sinϕ and δ is detuning
between exciton transition and confined photon frequencies.
The strong coupling regime is realized when R > Γ,Γc. The energy dispersion law
in this case is schematically represented in Fig. 1.5 for different values and signs of the
detuning δ. Anti-crossing of photonic and excitonic branches gives rise to two mixed
polaritonic branches.
Accounting for the difference in reflectivity coefficients from DBRs for TE and TM
linearly polarized modes, which only takes place in the oblique incidence case, one obtains
quadratic in k|| splitting, known as TE-TM splitting. This effect is particularly interesting
when studying the lower polaritonic branch.
1.2 Indirect excitons in coupled quantum wells
Electron and hole composing a Wannier-Mott exciton are in some cases separated in either
direct or reciprocal space. The last case is met in semiconductors where conduction band
energy minimum and valence band maximum are in different points of the Brillouin zone.
The most common example of such a semiconductor is Silicon. Both single electron
and hole in this case live in corresponding separated valleys of energy dispersion. If the
Coulomb interaction energy is lower than the valley depths, it acts as a perturbation of
the single particle dispersion, and electron-hole pair composing an exciton stays in the
corresponding valleys.
The subject of the present thesis, however, is the spatially indirect exciton (IX), con-
sisting of a 2D QW electron and heavy hole confined in a pair of adjacent CQWs. The
electron and hole are separated by the potential barrier between the CQWs and an ap-
plied potential bias in direction, normal to the QWs plane. Electron and hole ground
states in this case are confined in different QWs.
Spin structure of this type of excitons is similar to that of bulk Wannier-Mott excitons
or QW confined heavy hole excitons. Total angular momentum projection on the CQWs
growth axis, being the sum of electron spin se = ±1/2 and heavy hole angular momentum
jh±3/2 projections, may have one of the four possible values ±1 and ±2. Bright excitons
with total spin projection S = ±1 are light-emitting, although photon emission is hindered
by electron-hole separation. For the dark states with spin S = ±2 emission of a photon
is forbidden by the selection rules.
Propagating exciton with nonzero spatial momentum is subject to effective fields,
rotating electron and hole spins due to spin-orbit interaction, described in subsection
1.2.2.
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Exciton lifetime is defined by the probability of electron-hole recombination, propor-
tional to the overlap of electron and hole wavefunctions, or rather, in terms of the 2D
internal motion wavefunction, to |Ψ(ρ = 0)|2. It is thus voltage controlled and may be
increased up to several microseconds, being several orders of magnitude longer than that
of conventional, or direct, excitons. Extremely long lifetime of the IXs is the main reason
for considering them as potential information carriers for completely new type of elec-
tronics. Experimentally obtained characteristic transport lengths of IXs are of the order
of hundreds of micrometers [8].
Another major property of IXs is strong interexciton repulsion due to the dipole mo-
ment, oriented normally to the CQWs plane [9]. Dipole-dipole repulsion force scales as
1/r3 with interexciton distance r and is linear in the dipole moment value, therefore in
the separation distance between the CQWs d. The strong IX-IX repulsion [10] prevents
excitonic gas from phase transition to electron-hole plasma at high densities. Combined
with the long exciton lifetime τ , it allows one to generate IXs in extremely high densities
n = Gτ , where G is the generation rate provided by either optical or electric excitation.
Exceeding the temperature-dependent critical exciton density results in excitonic con-
densation to a single quantum state. This effect is analogous to the atomic Bose-Einstein
condensation. Subsection 1.2.3 is dedicated to this phenomenon, and subsection 1.2.4 in-
troduces the spinor Gross-Pitaevskii equation describing the evolution of the condensates.
1.2.1 Coupled oscillators model
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Figure 1.6: (a) A schematic representation of excitonic eigenstates in coupled quantum
wells, obtained with diagolization of the Hamiltonian (1.17). Spatially direct and indirect
exciton states are coupled via elctron tunneling through the barrier. (b) Results of the
numerical calculation of excitonic eigenstates within the perturbation theory formalism.
Excitonic state oscillator strengths are given with circle areas. From Sivalertporn et al.
(2012) [11]
Coupled oscillators approximation may be used to obtain a simple model of CQWs
under applied electric bias. Two types of exciton transitions are considered: direct exciton
(DX), composed of an electron and a hole in one QW, and two indirect ones, coupled states
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of an electron and a hole in different QWs. IX binding energy EIXb is lower than that of
DX (EDXb ) simply due to the spatial electron-hole separation. Exciton transition energy,
however, may be calculated as the sum of the binding energy and noninteracting electron-
hole pair energy. In the approximation of thin QWs, the latter reads E0 = Eg +Ee +Eh
for DX transitions and Eg+Ee+Eh±edE for IX transitions. Here e is the electron charge,
d is the separation distance between the CQWs, Eg is the energy bandgap, Ee and Eh
are electron and hole size quantization energies and E is the applied electric field. The
coupling between the levels is mostly due to the electron tunneling between the CQWs,
as the electron mass in the normal to the QW plane direction is smaller than that of
a heavy hole. In the simplest model, the diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian matrix
form are obtained taking into account the Coulomb electron-hole interaction and thus the
binding energy, while nondiagonal ones are estimated treating excitons as noninteracting
electron-hole pairs. The Hamiltonian then reads:
H =

E0 + E
DX
b 0 −Je 0
0 E0 + E
DX
b 0 −Je
−Je 0 E0 + EDXb − edE 0
0 −Je 0 E0 + EDXb + edE
 . (1.17)
Diagonalization of the Hamiltonian (1.17) gives the superposed excitonic modes arising
from the coupling between DXs and IXs. The anti-crossing between DX and IX modes
is sketched in Fig. 1.6(a). In addition, one may deduce the oscillator strength of coupled
modes from the direct exciton part cDX of the linear superposition cDX|DX〉+ cIX|IX〉:
f = fDX|cDX|2 (1.18)
However, in the range of applied voltages where edE  Je, this coupling does not play
any essential role, and IX and DX can be treated independently.
A more accurate model includes Coulombic electron-hole attraction as a perturbation
over size-quantized single electron and hole states to numerically calculate the full exciton
wavefunctions [11]. The latter allow to calculate the oscillator strengths, and therefore
the radiative decay rates of the corresponding excitonic states, which are evanescently
small for IXs, compared to that of DXs or mixed IX-DX states.
1.2.2 Spin-orbit coupling
Just as quasi-2D QW excitons, IXs are subject to the effect of spin-orbit coupling (SOC)
acting on electron and hole simultaneously. It may be included into the effective Hamil-
tonian via the splittings of electron and hole propagating states with different spins,
which are degenerate in the absence of SOC. Such splittings are possible due to broken
symmetries of the system, which may originate from the microscopic structure of the
relevant semiconductor material (bulk inversion asymmetry, or BIA), or from the given
heterostructure properties, such as asymmetric QW or QW under an external electric
field (structure inversion asymmetry, or SIA).
The first type of SOC terms, taking place in zinc-blende materials with BIA, were sug-
gested by Dresselhaus [12] and have third order in wave-vector value k in bulk materials:
HD = β
[
σxkx(k
2
y − k2z) + σyky(k2z − k2x) + σzkz(k2x − k2y)
]
. (1.19)
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Figure 1.7: Effective spin-orbit interaction field texture map for Dresselhaus (a) and
Rashba (b) terms.
Here cubic axes, parallel to [100], [010] and [001] crystal directions, are used σ is the Pauli
vector, resulting in 2x2 Hamiltonian term (1.19) acting on 2-component electron spinor in
the basis of states (+1/2,−1/2). To obtain the Dresselhaus term for quasi-2D conduction
band electron in a QW one should average the bulk term (1.19) over momentum projection
on normal to QW plane axis kz, which is no longer a good quantum number for a QW-
confined electron:
HQWD = β〈kz〉2 [σyky − σxkx] . (1.20)
An term of the same form as (1.20) appears in QWs due to interface-induced asymmetry
(IIA).
The terms of the second type, present in systems with SIA lacking the symmetry with
respect to reflection off a plane, were introduced by Rashba [13] and are linear in electron
momentum even in bulk materials:
HR = α [σ × k] n, (1.21)
where n is a dimensionless vector of absolute value 1 orthogonal to the lacking symmetry
plane, and α is the Rashba constant depending on the structure. For asymmetric QWs
or QWs under applied external electric field the direction of the vector n is orthogonal to
the QW plane, therefore the term (1.21) takes the form:
HQWR = α [σxky − σykx] (1.22)
.
The analogous SOC terms for QW-confined 2D heavy holes were considered to have
the third order in the wave-vector, according to ref. [14], and in the spin basis (3/2,−3/2)
read:
HhhD = β (σ+k−k+k− + σ−k+k−k+) ,
HhhR = iα
(
σ+k
3
− + σ−k
3
+
)
. (1.23)
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Exciton-bound holes, however, differ from the free ones, being a superposition of plane
wave states with wave vectors k < a−1B , where aB is the exciton characteristic in-plane
radius, or the average electron-hole distance. To obtain the SOC terms for exciton-
bound electron and hole, one should average corresponding terms for single electrons and
holes (1.22,1.20,1.23) over the exciton internal motion wavefunction in the momentum
representation Ψrel(q), where q is the relative electron-hole momentum defined from the
relation between the electron, hole and exciton wavevectors:
ke =
me
me +mh
kX + q/2, kh =
mh
me +mh
kX − q/2.
The averaging of these terms
H˜
e(hh)
D(R) (k
X) =
∫
|Ψrel(q)|2HD(R)
(
me(h)k
X/(me +mh)± q/2
)
dq (1.24)
renormalizes both Rashba and Dresselhaus SOC constants for electron and Rashba con-
stant for heavy holes, and also changes the form of the Dresselhaus term for holes. This
introduces a linear-in-momentum Dresselhaus term analogous to that of electrons (1.20):
H˜hhD = β˜hh
[
σyk
X
y − σxkXx
]
. (1.25)
However, analogous linear-in-k SOC terms of the same order may be as well obtained
for single holes in QWs in k · p formalism from IIA and heavy-light-hole mixing [15, 16].
Moreover, the reference [14] is now considered erroneous by the community. I thank M.
Glazov for this valuable comment. Luckily, the conclusions of Section 2.3, which is based
on excitonic SOC Hamiltonian, does not depend on the exact microscopic origin of SOC
terms for exciton-bound electron and hole as long as their absolute values are comparable.
Neglecting the cubic terms for small momenta and keeping the highest order linear
SOC terms, we can finally construct the exciton SOC Hamiltonian in the basis of exciton
spin states |+ 2〉, |+ 1〉, | − 1〉, | − 2〉:
H(kX) =

E+2(k
X) νe(βek
X
+ + αek
X
− ) νh(βhk
X
− ) 0
νe(βek
X
− − αekX+ ) E+1(kX) 0 νh(βhkX− )
νh(βhk
X
+ ) 0 E−1(k
X) νe(βhk
X
+ + αek
X
− )
0 νh(βhk
X
+ ) νe(βhk
X
− − αekX+ ) E−2(kX)
 ,
(1.26)
where νe(h) = me(h)/(me +mh), and Es(k
X) is the exciton kinetic energy.
1.2.3 Bose-Einstein Condensation
Excitons confined in QW structures, both direct and indirect, are composite bosons from
the statistical point of view. Although these quasi-particles have finite lifetime τ contrary
to atoms, a macroscopic number of them still can be condensed to a single quantum state
at some circumstances, in analogy with Bose-Einstein condensation. Given a constant
generation rate of excitons G due to either electrical or optical pumping, their total
number also remains constant: n = Gτ . In this sense, long-living IXs in CQWs under
electric bias are preferential candidates for condensation, which occurs in dense bosonic
systems at low temperatures.
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Figure 1.8: Formation of an indirect exciton condensate. (a) Photoluminescence intensity
map, featuring bright regions on the ring and in localized bright spots, pinned to the
sample. (b) Interference pattern obtained by superposing two spatially shifted images of
the area. (c) Local map of first order coherence function. From High et al. (2012) [17]
In a simplified qualitative description, condensation of particles occurs when the ther-
mal de Broglie wavelength is comparable with the interparticle distance. In 2D case this
condition reads:
λdB =
(
2pi~2
mkBT
) 1
2
≈ n− 12 , (1.27)
from where at a given bosonic density n critical temperature may be estimated as
Tc ≈ 2pi~
2n
mkB
. (1.28)
Strictly speaking, BEC is not possible in neither 2D nor 1D infinite systems [18].
However, it occurs for trapped particles of any dimensionality due to size quantization.
Assuming a constant number n of 2D quasi-particles, the average occupation number ni
of a state of a discrete spectrum with energy Ei obeys the Bose-Einstein statistics:
ni =
1
exp [β(Ei − µ)]− 1 , (1.29)
where β = 1/kBT , T is the bosonic system temperature and µ is the chemical potential.
The total number of quasi-particles is then expressed using (1.29) as a sum of all average
occupation numbers:
n =
∞∑
i=0
ni. (1.30)
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At sufficiently high temperatures µ < E0 is defined by T . However, once the chemical
potential reaches the ground state energy level at critical temperature Tc, the occupation
becomes infinite, so that a macroscopic number of quasi-particles occupies the lowest
possible energy state, which will be referred to as the condensate.
Condensation of this type also may occur in the absence of spatial confinement for
quasi-particles with finite lifetime, provided the generation is inhomogeneous. This is the
case for optical pumping of CQWs with a focused laser spot, when electrons and holes are
generated under the excitation spot and diffuse outside. Due to the difference in diffusion
coefficients, the maximum of the exciton generation term G(ρ) ∼ ne(ρ)nh(ρ), where ρ
is the in-plane distance from the laser spot center, ne and nh are the electron and hole
local densities, respectively, is situated on a ring ouside the excitation spot [19, 11, 17].
Moreover, bosonic stimulation results in a fragmentation of the ring, producing numerous
spots where IXs are generated from electrons and holes in adjacent CQWs [19].
Figure 1.9: Experimental evidence for spontaneous coherence in an IX gas. (a) Two-point
first order coherence function measured at the center of a bright spot (blue circles) and
in the periphery (black squares). The deduced coherence decay length in the latter case
is of the order of the bright spot size. (b) In-plane wave vector distribution of the IX
emission corresponds to a strictly quantum statistics rather than classical. From High et
al. (2012) [17]
Bosonic condensates are characterized by quantum properties which can be observed
on a macroscopic scale. Experimentally measurable criteria of bosonic condensation in-
clude the emergence of off-diagonal long-range order [20], equivalent to Penrose-Onsager
criterion in absence of confinement potential [21]. It manifests itself in spatial coherence
of the excitonic light emission, measured via the interference of photons emitted from dif-
ferent points of the sample. First order coherence function is obtained from the intensities
on the interference fringes:
g(1) =
Imax − Imin
Imax + Imin
. (1.31)
Coherence decay length equals de Broglie wave length in the case of a bosonic gas at tem-
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peratures above the critical points and scales as T−1/2. However, below the condensation
temperature, when de Broglie wave length is comparable to the interparticle separation
distance n−1/2, the coherence length passes a threshold and increases up to the confine-
ment size. For infinite systems of higher dimensions, this is followed by the appearance of
a long-range order, satisfying the condition on nondiagonal elements of the density matrix
in coordinate representation ρ(r1, r2) = 〈Ψ†(r2)Ψ(r1)〉:
lim
|r1−r2|→∞
ρ(r1, r2) > 0. (1.32)
Temperature-dependent interferometry measurements of the light emission from the
bright spots on the external ring, as well as localized bright spots inside the ring, but
outside the laser excitation spot, evidenced that the coherence length of the IX gas be-
comes longer than the de Broglie wavelength at low temperatures [22]. Measurements
of the first order coherence function in the vicinity of a bright spot also suggests the a
coherence decay length is of the order of a bright spot size [17], see Fig. 1.9. One should
note that the optical interferometry measurements impose limitations on the coherence
decay length accuracy below the diffraction limit. Observed coherence function is in real-
ity convoluted with a function, decaying on the optical wavelength scale, which is of the
order of a micrometer. However, coherent IX states established over whole bright spots
are strongly evidencing in favour of IX condensation.
1.2.4 Gross-Pitaevskii equation
The condensates introduced in the previous subsection present a macroscopically popu-
lated quantum state and therefore have specific quantum properties. The behaviour of a
condensate is described in mean-field approximation by quantum equation derived from
Schroedinger equation for the state wavefunction with interparticle interaction taken into
account:
i~
∂
∂t
Ψ(r, t) =
[
−~
2∇2
2m
+
∫
Ψ†(r′, t)V (r− r′)Ψ(r′, t)dr′ + V ext(r, t)
]
Ψ(r, t), (1.33)
where m is the quasi-particle mass and V (ρ) is the interaction potential between two
bosons separated by a distance ρ and V ext is the external potential imposed by the struc-
ture.
Assuming that the characteristic variation scale of the wavefunction exceeds that of
the effective interaction potential, for spinless quasi-particles equation (1.33) transforms
to Gross-Pitaevskii equation [23, 24]:
i~
∂
∂t
Ψ(r, t) =
[
−~
2∇2
2m
+ α|Ψ(r, t)|2 + V ext(r, t)
]
Ψ(r, t), (1.34)
where α =
∫
V (ρ)dρ has a meaning of integrated interparticle interaction energy. Exci-
tonic condensate state possesses the spin degree of freedom and therefore is described by
a bispinor [Ψ+2Ψ+1Ψ−1Ψ−2]T . The equation (1.34) is in this case transformed to a set of
equations for each spin component, or the bispinor Gross-Pitaevskii equation:
i~
∂
∂t
Ψi(r, t) =
[
−~
2∇2
2m
+ αijkΨjΨ
∗
k + V
ext
i (r, t)
]
Ψi(r, t). (1.35)
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Here i and j and k indices span over the spin components +2, +1, −1, −2. The nteraction
coefficient α in (1.34) is replaced by a matrix αi,j,k.
1.3 Microcavity polaritons
Microcavity energy dispersion derived in the Subsection 1.1.5 may be interpreted as an
energy dispersion of exciton-polaritons, quasi-particles arising from the coupling between
a photonic mode confined between two mirrors and an excitonic mode.
Lower energy dispersion branch is characterized by an extremely small mass, of the
order of the confined photon effective massmc, derived from the photon energy dependence
on the in-plane wave wector:
Ec(k||) = ~c
√
k20 + k
2
|| ≈ ~ck0 +
~ck2
2k0
, (1.36)
where k0 = npi/Lc, where n is the integer number of the photonic confined mode and Lc
is the distance between the cavity reflectors.
In the simplified semiclassical picture, described in Subsection 1, the confined photon
is periodically absorbed in the QWs as an exciton and reemitted back into the cavity.
Spin structure of microcavity polaritons differs from that of exctions. Indeed, the
photonic mode is only coupled to bright excitons with spin ±1 due to selection rules. The
dark exciton states ±2 are thus uncoupled from the cavity photonic mode and are split
off the polaritonic dispersion branches. Microcavity polaritons therefore may have two
possible spin projections ±1 on the direction normal to the cavity plane. As a two-level
system, polariton state may be defined by a pseudospin 3D vector of the unitary length
on the Bloch sphere. The difference in longitudinally and transversely linearly polarized
propagating polariton energies is interpreted as an effective in-plane momentum dependent
magnetic field, around which the polariton pseudospin precesses. As a consequence, a
linearly polarized excitation after its evolution in the presence of this effective field, is
reemitted from different areas of the cavity with clockwise and anti-clockwise circular
polarizations. This effect is known as the optical spin Hall effect and is described in
Subsection 2.
Noncoherent dynamics of a polariton gas above the critical temperature is described
by the Boltzmann kinetic equations formalism, introduced in Subsection 3.
The bosonic stimulation of polariton-polariton scattering due to the Coulomb dipole-
dipole interaction between the excitonic parts of polaritons is used for nonlinear frequency
conversion of light. A device working on this principle, the optical parametric oscillator,
is described in Subsection 4.
Finally, the dipolaritons, quasi-particles emerging in microcavities with CQWs from
the coupling between direct and indirect exciton modes, and a photonic confined mode,
are introduced in Subsection 5.
1.3.1 Rabi model
Exciton-polariton in a microcavity may be studied in a semiclassical approach as a two-
level electronic system driven by an oscillating electromagnetic wave. The state of the
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electronic system is expressed as a superposition of the ground state |g〉 and the excited
state |e〉:
|Ψ(t)〉 = cg(t)|g〉+ ce(t)|e〉. (1.37)
The Hamiltonian of the system, accounting for interaction with alternating electric field
E(t) reads:
H = Eg|g〉〈g|+ Ee|e〉〈e| − E(t)
[
Pge|g〉〈e|+ P ∗ge|e〉〈g|
]
, (1.38)
and is rewritten for an electromagnetic wave E(t) = E0cos(ω0t) as a pair of coupled
equations for complex coefficients cg and ce:
i
∂ce
∂t
= ωece − ΩR cos(ω0t)cg,
i
∂cg
∂t
= ωgcg − Ω∗R cos(ω0t)ce, (1.39)
where ωe(g) = Ee(g)/~ and the Rabi frequency is introduced as ΩR = Veg/~.
The solution of (1.39) yields the probability of finding the electronic system in the
excited state:
|ce|2 = ΩR√
Ω2R + (ω0 − ωe + ωg)2
sin
(√
Ω2R + (ω0 − ωe + ωg)2
2
t
)2
. (1.40)
which contains the sine term responsible for the Rabi oscillations.
In the described situation photonic field is kept constant, which corresponds to external
constant-wave pumping of cavity mode. In absence of external driving force oscillations
between exciton and photon occur at the same Rabi frequency ΩR, as it defines the
coupling between excitonic and photonic oscillating modes.
The full quantum description of polaritons implies quantization of the electric field via
introducing photon and exciton creation operators a† and b† and constructing the fully
quantum Hamiltonian:
~ωca†a+ ~(ωe − ωg)b†b+ ~ΩR(ab† + a†b), (1.41)
where ωc is the cavity photon frequency, which is expressed for in-plane propagating
states from (1.36). Diagonalization of the Hamiltonian (1.41) gives two branches energy
dispersion law of in-plane propagating eigenstates, quantum superpositions of photons
and excitons.
1.3.2 Optical Spin Hall effect
The energy splitting of TE and TM photonic modes confined in microcavities lifts the
double degeneracy of polaritonic branches, related to polarisation degree of freedom. The
TE-TM energy splitting of polaritonic energy dispersion is quadratic in in-plane momen-
tum with a coefficient dependent on MC parameters. As for any two-level system, it acts
as an effective magnetic field ΩTE-TM, around which polariton pseudospin rotates, obeying
the precession equation:
∂S
∂t
= −S×ΩTE-TM. (1.42)
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Figure 1.10: Optical spin Hall effect (OSHE). (a) TE-TM effective field map in reciprocal
space. From Kavokin et al. (2005) [25]. (b) Experimental demonstration of OSHE. Cir-
cular polarization of light emission from a microcavity is mapped with colour in reciprocal
space. Red and blue correspond to right and left circular polarizations. From Leyder et
al. (2007) [26]
The effective momentum-dependent Hamiltonian term due to TE-TM splitting, acting on
the spinor [Ψ+,Ψ−]T, composed of polariton wawefunctions in two spin components +1
and -1, reads:
HTE-TM = CTE-TMk
2
(
0 e−2iφk
e−2iφk 0
)
(1.43)
where φk is the angle between k vector and x-axis. Both HTE-TM and ΩTE-TM satisfy the
symmetry with respect to rotation by pi (φk → φk +pi). The direction of the effective field
ΩTE-TM makes two complete circumrotations while k makes one, as seen from Fig. 1.9a,
showing the field texture.
As consequence of pseudospin precession, light absorbed in microcavity is re-emitted
through the reflectors with different polarization. This phenomenon is known as the
Optical Spin Hall Effect (OSHE)[25]:an oblique angle incident focused linearly polarized
light beam generates polariton gas or condensate propagating in all directions isotropically.
The re-emitted light polarization texture in real space inherits the rotational symmetry
of the TE-TM field as seen from Fig. 1.10b.
1.3.3 Optical Parametric Oscillator
Polaritons scatter on each other due to Coulomb interaction of their excitonic parts. Elas-
tic scattering of excitons is only allowed by energy-momentum conservation law when they
keep initial momentum absolute values. This is due to parabolicity of free exciton energy
dispersion. Lower polariton branch, however, has an inflection point where the effective
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mass changes sign, so the branch itself has a S-like shape. This implies that elastic scat-
tering processes, where polaritons actually interchange kinetic energy, are allowed. Such
processes are known as parametric polariton scattering. As an example, two polaritons on
LPB may scatter so that one goes to the ground state with k = 0 and the other is lifted
up in energy. This unique state is characterised by ”magic” angle θ of optical pumping
excitation. Resonant excitation of polaritons at this angle (see Fig 1.10) results in non-
linear frequency-shifted reemission due to parametric polariton scattering. Experiment
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Figure 1.11: Polariton optical parametric oscillator. (a) Signal, pump and idler states
participating in parametric scattering on the lower polariton branch of the energy dis-
persion. (b) Optical excitation scheme: pump states polaritons are resonantly injected
with light beam incident at magic angle θ to the plane. Signal state polaritons emit light
normally to the cavity plane.
on parametric stimulation [27], where parametric scattering was stimulated by a short
normally incident pulse populating the ground polariton state,has demonstrated both ex-
istence of the effect and bosonic nature of polaritons. The nonlinear optical scheme, where
polaritons are pumped at magic angle to the ”pump” state (p) parametrically scatter into
”signal” and ”idler” states (s and i) and re-emit from these states, is known as polariton
optical parametric oscillator.
1.3.4 Boltzmann kinetic equations
Classical Boltzmann equations, describing dynamics of occupation numbers of a space of
states spanned by a generalized index k, read:
dnk
dt
= Pk − Γknk +
∑
k′
Wk′→knk′ −
∑
k′
Wk→k′nk. (1.44)
Here Pk is the source term, Γk = τ
−1
k is the state specific decay rate, and Wi→f is the rate
of transition i→ f .
The semiclassical Boltzmann equations account for the quantum statistical properties
of the particles through modified rates of transitions. In case of bosons they are increased
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linearly in the final state occupation:
dnk
dt
= Pk − Γknk +
∑
k′
Wk′→knk′(nk + 1)−
∑
k′
Wk→k′nk(nk′ + 1) (1.45)
In the case of continuous spectra of states the system may be hard to solve analytically
and usually is simulated numerically.
In the particular case of polaritonic OPO, however, one may only trace populations of
the main states s, p, i and restrict the space of possible states. The system of semiclassical
kinetic equations for this case reads:
dns
dt
= −Γsns + V2 n2p(ns + 1)(ni + 1)− V2 nsni(np + 1)2,
dnp
dt
= −Γpns + V nsni(np + 1)2 − V n2p(ns + 1)(ni + 1), (1.46)
dni
dt
= −Γins + V2 n2p(ns + 1)(ni + 1)− V2 nsni(np + 1)2.
Here Γs,p,i denote signal, pump and idler state decay rates respectively, and interaction
constant V , governing the parametric scattering, is due to Coulombic scattering of exci-
tonic parts of the polaritons.
The system of equations (1.46) is usually studied either at constant generation of p-
state polaritons or with given initial conditions in case when optical pumping is pulsed.In
both cases if the power of the pumping is sufficient to get several polaritons parametrically
scattered, stimulated bosonic scattering occurs. As a result the dependence of signal
emission power on that pumping has a threshold. Note that it does not account for
polariton pseudospin. An analogous system with polarization degree of freedom taken
into account will be introduced in Chapter 3.
One should note that being a powerful model for study of Bose-Einstein condensation,
or macroscopic population of a single state, semiclassical Boltzmann equations miss fully
quantum effects taking place in BECs. Namely, it does not predict dynamics of the order
parameter of a BEC, which is described by the Gross-Pitaevskii equation. Consequently,
it does not yield the physics of a condensate excitations, bogolons, solitons and quantized
vortices.
1.3.5 Dipolaritons
Scattering of conventional polaritons is controlled by Coulomb exchange interaction be-
tween their excitonic parts. On the other hand, IXs are formed by an electron and a heavy
hole in neighboring CQWs and thus have a dipole moment oriented along the growth di-
rection (due to the applied bias) and proportional to the CQWs separation distance d.
Consequently, the dipole-dipole repulsion of IXs is a first-order effect and is stronger than
their exchange interaction, which switches from repulsive to attractive while increasing
d [29, 30]. However, the coupling of an IX with a cavity photon mode is limited by the
small oscillator strength of the IX, proportional to the overlap of the vanishing tails of
the electron and hole wavefunctions in the barriers.
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Figure 1.12: Dipolaritons in a microcavity with asymmetric double quantum wells. Left:
Schematic sketch of the structure. From Cristofolini et al. (2012) [28] Right: calculation
of the dipolariton branches. From Nalitov et al. (2014) [29]
Recently, exploiting the asymmetric double quantum wells (ASDQWs) for resonant
tunnel coupling of IX to the conventional direct exciton (DX), their bound state was sug-
gested and realized [28]. The ASDQW embedded in a microcavity structure is schemati-
cally shown in the left panel of Fig. 1.12. The coupling of three modes: indirect and direct
exciton and cavity photon, gives rise to new two-dimensional quasi-particles dipolaritons.
Being thus a mixture of dipolar matter and light, dipolaritons represent photons with
strong dipolar interaction, at least one order of magnitude stronger than that between
conventional polaritons.
The DX state is formed by an electron-hole pair in the ground state, confined in one
QW, while the IX consists of a hole in the same QW as the one of the DX, and an electron
in the other QW. The DX and IX are thus coupled via the electron tunneling through the
barrier, described by the coupling constant J , while the DX coupling to the cavity mode
is induced by the exciton oscillator strength, giving rise to the Rabi splitting Ω.
The ASDWQs are subject to an external electric field, normal to their plane, produced
by a voltage V , applied to the contacts on the doped layers. The field shifts electron
and hole levels of size quantization in both QWs, so that the DX energy EDX(V ) =
EDX(0)−βV 2 slowly decreases, depending quadratically on the field, due to the quantum
confined Stark effect [31]. On the other hand, the IX energy EIX(V ) = EIX(0)− γV shift
is steeper and depends linearly on the field with the proportionality coefficient being the
IX dipole moment [11].
In the absence of field, EIX(0) > EDX(0). Therefore, at a certain voltage V0 both
exciton states have the same energy and become resonantly coupled. Let us consider the
range of voltages around V0, where the IX energy shift is smaller than the energy distance
to the nearest electron confinement level or the closest cavity photon mode. This allows
one to neglect the presence of other states and to write the following system Hamiltonian
[28]:
H(Q, V ) =
EIX(V ) −J/2 0−J/2 EDX(V ) −Ω/2
0 −Ω/2 EC + TC(Q)
 , (1.47)
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where TC(Q) = ~2Q2/2mC term accounts for the propagation of light in the cavity plane
and represents the kinetic energy of the confined photon. Here Q is the wave vector in
the cavity plane and mC stands for the effective mass of the cavity photon. Similar terms
for excitons may be safely neglected due to the large exciton mass mI = mD ∼ 104mC.
Diagonalization of the Hamiltonian (4.36) gives three dipolariton branches resulting
from the strong coupling between the three initial resonances. They are shown as a
function of voltage V in the right panel of Fig. 1.12. The following parameters were
taken to qualitatively reproduce the results of Ref. [28]: EIX(0) = 1.55 eV, EDX(0) = 1.43
eV, γ = 0.027|e|, β = 7.2 10−16 eV−1, mC = 10−4me, Ω = 6 meV, J = 6 meV. Here e and
me stand for electron charge and mass.
Each dipolariton eigenstate is a linear combination of excitonic and photonic compo-
nents with the generalized Hopfield coefficients:
|Q, S〉DP =
∑
j=IX,DX,C
cj(Q, V )|Q, S〉j. (1.48)
Here, the index j spans over indirect (IX), direct (DX) exciton and cavity photon (C)
states. Q and S designate quasi-momentum and total angular momentum projection
(below denoted as spin for simplicity) on the QWs plane (in units of ~). These coefficients
may be obtained by exact diagonalization of the Hamiltonian (4.36), but their analytical
form is quite cumbersome and we do not present them here.
The excitonic part of dipolaritons, responsible for their scattering, reads:
|Q, S〉X = cIX(Q, V )|Q, S〉IX + cDX(Q, V )|Q, S〉DX, (1.49)
as it is responsible for their Coulomb interactions. The quantum states |Q, S〉IX and
|Q, S〉DX represent an IX and a DX in the 1s state with center of mass momentum Q and
spin S = ±1, described by wavefunctions having a common form with decoupled motional
and spin parts [29]:
ΨQ,S(re, rh) = Ψ
Q (R) Ψρ(ρ)Ψz(ze, zh)χ
S(se, jh), (1.50)
where R = (mere + mhrh)QW/(me + mh) is the exciton center of mass projection on the
QW plane, ρ = (re − rh)QW is the in-plane distance between the electron and the hole
bound into the exciton, ze(h) is the electron (hole) coordinate in the QW growth direction
and se, jh are the electron spin and the heavy hole angular momentum projections on
the z axis. The center-of-mass motion part ΨQ (R) = S−1/2 exp (−iQR), where S is the
normalization area, is the same plane wave for both types of excitons. The internal motion
part Ψρ(ρ) reads:
Ψρ(ρ) =
1√
2pib(b+ r0)
exp
(
−
√
ρ2 + r20 + r0
2b
)
,
where b and r0 parameters are different for IX and DX. The out-of-plane part may be set
as Ψz(ze, zh) = δ (ze − Ze) δ (zh − Zh), where Ze and Zh are the coordinates of the QWs
where the electron and the hole are confined. They coincide for DX and differ in the
case of IX. The spin part χS(se, jh) plays a major role in the calculation of the scattering
matrix elements as they drastically depend on the spin configuration of a dipolariton pair.
Only the exciton states with a total spin S = ±1 are coupled to the photonic mode, thus
forming dipolaritons. For them, we define the spin part as χ±1(se, jh) = δse,∓1/2δjh,±3/2.
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Chapter 2
Spin dynamics and topological
effects in physics of indirect excitons
Indirect excitons can be transported over sufficiently long distances up to several microm-
eters [32], which allows to consider them as potential alternative carriers of information.
Lacking the total charge, they possess the spin degree of freedom, which can be used in
novel spintronics paradigm. IX condensates present a nontrivial case of bispinor BEC-
type system. Its spin manipulation and the study of its dynamics therefore are promising
from the fundamental point of view and because of the possible applications.
The experimental study of the IX spin behaviour is in most cases conducted via
polarization-resolved IX photoemission spectra measurements with spatial and time res-
olution [33]. This type of experiment, however, leaves dark excitonic states with spin
projection ±2 on CQW growth axis out of view, since the emission of photons is forbid-
den for these excitons by the selection rules. At the same time, the dark excitonic spin
states are lower than the bright ones in energy due to electron-hole short-range exchange
[34]. Although the bright-dark splitting value is much smaller for IX in comparison with
conventional QW excitons due to the electron-hole spatial separation, it may be enough
for the condensation to occur on the dark states[35] instead of the bright ones. On the
other hand, the spatial coherence of observed IX light emission [17] clearly demonstrated
a macroscopical occupation of bright excitonic states. An experimental measurement
technique based on nonlinear optical effects, optically induced reflectivity and Kerr rota-
tion, can be able to resolve this contradiction. The theoretical base for this technique is
described in Section 1.
The spin physics of a non-coherent gas of IXs is described using the density matrix
formalism with Lindblad term phenomenologically included into the quantum Liouville
equation describing the density matrix evolution. This approach, as well as the micro-
scopic origins of the IX spin relaxation, are given in Section 2.
The situation is completely different for IX condensates obeying bispinor Gross-Pitaevskii
equation. In this model, the evolution of four spin components of the condensate wave-
function is defined by the Hamiltonian taking into account the spin-orbit interaction and
Coulomb interactions of IXs. Topologically nontrivial skyrmion-like configurations emerge
in the condensate with specific boundary conditions. Section 3 is devoted to these effects.
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2.1 Nonlinear optical spectroscopy of indirect exci-
tons
The nonlinear optical effects such as the photoinduced reflectivity and Kerr rotation are
often used for the study of excitons in QWs [36]. A nonlinear optical process, in its
broadest definition, is a process in which the optical properties of the medium depend
on the electromagnetic field itself. In the case of the optical pumping in semiconductors,
the light-induced variations of the optical properties of the medium can persist for a long
time after the perturbing light is switched off. In this case, a pump-probe arrangement
can be used, with pump and probe interactions separated in time. This allows the time-
resolved studies of optical and spin coherence in the medium. In semiconductor QWs, a
resonant optical pumping of DX resonance with circularly polarized light, and subsequent
detection of the pump-induced dispersive response are widely used to study the exciton
population and spin dynamics. Experimentally, either the modification of the probe
intensity (photoinduced reflectivity) or the rotation of the polarization plane of the linearly
polarized probe pulse (photoinduced Kerr rotation) are measured. These signals are
proportional to the square of the oscillator strength of the excitonic transition and have
a pronounced resonant character. Thus, because the oscillator strength of IX is orders of
magnitude lower than for DX, it is impossible to simply transpose the ideas developed for
nonlinear spectroscopy of DX to IX.
However, IXs, despite their vanishing oscillator strengths, can induce measurable pho-
toinduced reflectivity and Kerr rotation and therefore can be studied via these effects.
Such study relies on two properties of the CQWs structures. The first essential property
is the spin conserving tunneling of electrons between the QWs [37]. It allows creating a
substantial spin polarization of IX via the optical generation of circularly polarized DXs.
This has been unambiguously demonstrated by polarization-resolved photoluminescence
experiments [38]. The second important effect is the spin-dependent coupling between DX
and IX states. This coupling is quite strong in CQW, where each IX and each DX have ei-
ther holes or electrons located in the same QW. This is why the presence of IX population
in the structure alters the properties of the DX resonance, mainly via the spin-dependent
exchange interactions. Probing an exciton sub-system with a low oscillator strength using
an exciton sub-system with a higher oscillator strength was earlier explored in the studies
of IXs by linear methods: the optically DXs with spin ±2 [39] or with high momenta be-
yond the light cone [40, 41, 7] were probed via the energy shift and optical decay rate of
bright IXs with spin ±1 and momenta within the radiative zone, see e.g. [42]. Therefore,
we suggest that the detection of IX population and spin polarization can also be realized
by exploiting the DX resonance. The Kerr rotation measured at the DX resonance is a
sensitive method to access populations and spin polarizations of both bright and dark IX
states. It may be used, in particular, for the studies of dark excitons which strongly affect
the spin properties of excitonic condensates [33, 30]. The phenomenological description
of the two nonlinear effects measured at the DX transition frequency in presence of IXs
due to the IX-DX coupling is given in Subsection 1. It is based on the non-local dielectric
response model and predicts the spectral dependence of photoinduced Kerr rotation and
reflectivity induced by IXs, allowing to analyze the impact of bright and dark IXs and
DXs on these spectra.
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Figure 2.1: Sketch of pump-probe experiment on CQWs sample. DX and IX optical
transitions are shown. Both pump and probe frequencies are resonant with one of DX
resonance.
The effect of the DX-IX interaction is studied quantitatively in Subsection 2, by cal-
culating the spin-dependent shifts of the DX resonances in the presence of spin-polarized
gas of IXs within the Hartree-Fock and the effective mass approximations. The two other
mechanisms of nonlinear optical effects, phase-space filling, and homogeneous line broad-
ening are discussed in Subsection 3 and Subsection 4 respectively.
2.1.1 Photoinduced reflectivity and Kerr rotation
This Section presents the phenomenological analysis of the effect of the IX population in
the CQW structure on the polarization and intensity of the linearly polarized weak probe
wave, resonant with the DX transition. The considered CQW structure is schematically
shown in Figure 2.1. It consists of two QWs, separated by a potential barrier of the width
d and covered by a thick barrier layer of the width l. A static electric field is applied
along the z-axis, perpendicular to the CQW plane. Two optically-active ground DX
levels in this system with total spin ±1 are denoted as Ee and Eh, and the corresponding
wavefunctions as Ψe and Ψh, respectively. Dark DX states characterised by total spin ±2
have zero oscillator strength and do not contribute to the reflectivity spectra. Hereafter,
the indices e (h) denote the QW where electrons (holes) are driven by the static gate
voltage. In the case of two identical quantum wells, DX levels split into symmetrical
and antisymmetrical states with very small energy difference [43] that are ignored here
and assumed to be Ee = Eh. Furthermore, the regimes of weak and strong coupling are
distinguished between these levels.
The weak coupling implies coexistence of two spatially separated DX states with the
wavefunctions Ψe and Ψh and is mostly relevant to asymmetric QWs. In symmetric
QWs DX levels are strongly coupled and form symmetric (Ψs) and antisymmetric (Ψa)
combinations of excitons in left and right QWs.
The electric field of the incident probe beam can be written as E = exE0e
i(kz−ωt).
Here the normally incident probe beam characterized by the wavevector k and linearly
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Figure 2.2: Kerr rotation (δθξ) and photoinduced reflectivity (δRξ) spectra, calculated
from Eq. (2.7) assuming different nonlinearities: DX energy shift ( ξ = ω0, red solid line),
DX transition saturation (ξ = Γ0, blue dashed line) and DX non-radiative broadening
(ξ = Γ, green dotted line). From Nalitov et al. (2014) [45].
polarized along the x-axis propagates along z-axis. The amplitude reflection coefficient
from QW for such wave in the vicinity of one of DX transition frequencies ω0 = Ee(h)/~
is related to the exciton wavefunction Ψ = Ψe(h)(ρ, zel, zhh) by a textbook formula [44]
taken in the limit of kd 1:
rQW(ω) =
iΓ0
ω0 − ω − i(Γ0 + Γ) , (2.1)
where the radiative decay rate is given in
Γ0 =
pi
2
kωLTa
3
BS
[∫
Ψ(ρ = 0, z, z)dz
]2
, (2.2)
ωLT is the longitudinal-transverse splitting, aB is the bulk exciton Bohr radius, S is the
sample normalization area, and Γ is the exciton non-radiative broadening, ρ is the in-
plane separation of electron and hole, zel(hh) are electron (hole) z coordinates. For the
weak coupling case, the phase gained by light propagating between QWs is neglected,
assuming kd  1. In this case, one can distinguish the reflection coefficients re and rh
corresponding to Ψe/h states. On the other hand, in the strong coupling regime, only rs for
the symmetric combination Ψs = (Ψe + Ψh)/
√
2 is important since for the antisymmetric
exciton state the radiative decay is essentially suppressed.
In the most experimentally relevant case |rQW(ω)|  1. Taking into account the
interference between waves reflected from the surface of the cap layer having a refractive
index n and those reflected from CQWs, the barrier and the covering layer, the total
reflectivity coefficient is
r =
1− n
1 + n
+ e2ikl
4n
(n+ 1)2
rQW. (2.3)
Here, the re-reflections, the reflections from deeper layers of the structure, and the differ-
ence of the refraction indices of the CQWs are neglected.
Below, r(ω) will mean the reflection coefficient from the whole structure.
The presence of IXs can affect the DX transition parameters ω0, Γ0 and Γ through
various mechanisms. The spin-dependent Coulomb interactions between IXs and DXs
lead to the blue shift of DX levels and, in the case when IXs are polarized, their spin-
splitting. IXs also saturate DX transitions due to the phase space filling effect, since
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IXs consist of electrons and holes in the same QWs as DXs. This effect is again spin-
dependent. Finally, IXs may affect the non-radiative decay of DXs through the scattering
processes involving spin-dependent transitions between DX and IX levels, or by screening
the disorder potential. The renormalisation of exciton resonance frequencies and spin-
splittings due to these interactions is responsible for the modulation of reflectivity and
Kerr rotation spectra. Note that exciton resonance frequency renormalization due to
the interaction with the carriers at other levels was also studied for excitons in dense
electron-hole magnetoplasma [46] and for bright and dark indirect excitons [35]. Indeed,
all the interaction effects listed above can be accounted for by correcting the reflection
coefficients for two circularly polarized components of the probe pulse, σ±:
δr± =
∂r
∂ω0
δω±0 +
∂r
∂Γ0
δΓ±0 +
∂r
∂Γ
δΓ± (2.4)
The electric field of the reflected probe wave can be expressed in terms of these corrections
as
Er = E0
1√
2
[
(r + δr+)e+ + (r + δr
−)e−
]
ei(kz−ωt). (2.5)
Here the basis of right and left circularly polarized waves e± = (ex ± iey)/
√
2 is used.
One can see, that in the most general case, the corrections of the reflection coefficient
may induce (i) circular dichroism, which leads to the build up of circular polarization,
(ii) circular birefringence, which leads to the rotation of the polarization plane, or Kerr
rotation, and (iii) modification of the probe intensity. In the limit of |δr±|  |rQW|  1
Kerr rotation angle is linear in (δr+ − δr−) [47], while photoinduced reflectivity is linear
in (δr+ + δr−):
δθ = −Im
{
δr+ − δr−
2r
}
, δR = |r|2Re
{
δr+ + δr−
r
}
. (2.6)
Substitution of Eqs.(2.3, 2.4) into Eq.(2.6) gives the expressions of the three contribu-
tions to the photoinduced Kerr rotation and the reflectivity as a function of corresponding
modification of the excitonic characteristic ξ, which spans over the resonant frequency,
radiative and non-radiative decay rates ξ = ω0,Γ0,Γ:
δθξ =
2n
n2 − 1Im
{
e2ikl
∂rQW
∂ξ
}
(δξ+ − δξ−),
δRξ = −4n(n− 1)
(n+ 1)3
Re
{
e2ikl
∂rQW
∂ξ
}
(δξ+ + δξ−), (2.7)
δθ =
∑
ξ
δθξ, δR =
∑
ξ
δRξ.
Figure 2.4 shows the contributions of different mechanisms to photoinduced Kerr
rotation and reflectivity spectra in the vicinity of the DX resonance, calculated using
Eqs.(2.7), assuming 2kl << 1 and n > 1, δω−0 = δΓ
−
0 = δΓ
− = 0, and normalized so
that δω+0 /Γ = −δΓ+0 /Γ0 = δΓ+/Γ. This corresponds to: blue shift of the DX energy
δω0 (red solid line), reduction of the DX oscillator strength δΓ0 (blue dashed line) and
enhancement of non-radiative decay of DX, δΓ ( green dotted line). One can see that the
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spectral profiles are qualitatively different. Thus, measuring the photoinduced spectra
should make possible the identification of the underlying nonlinearity. Note also, that
spectral shape depends on the value of the phase factor 2kl in the Eq. (2.7), so that δθ
and δR transform as imaginary and real parts of a complex value between the braces.
The roadmap for the measurement of the pump-probe signal induced by IX and de-
termination of the underling nonlinearities can be as follows. First of all, in real time-
resolved pump-probe experiments, one operates with short pulses of light rather than
with monochromatic waves. Therefore, to measure spectral dependence of the nonlinear
signal the probe spectral width must be smaller than the DX linewidth (Γ + Γ0), which
is accessible experimentally [48]. Second, one should avoid any contribution of DX pop-
ulation to the nonlinear signal. This can be easily realized by setting the delay between
pump and probe pulses sufficiently long, because the DX lifetime does not exceed 500 ps,
while the IX lifetime is at least an order of magnitude longer. Finally, fitting the mea-
sured pump-induced reflectivity and Kerr rotation spectra to Eq.(2.6) assuming different
excitonic nonlinearities, it should be possible to determine the relative importance of dif-
ferent mechanisms of the DX-IX interaction. The Faraday rotation spectroscopy provides
the same information as the Kerr rotation spectroscopy with the only difference in the
detection geometry: the transmitted signal is studied in the Faraday configuration, while
in Kerr configuration the reflected signal is detected.
2.1.2 Exciton spin-anisotropic exchange interactions
The following Subsection demonstrates that at least one of the discussed mechanisms,
namely the spin-selective energy shift of DX resonance, indeed produces a measurable
nonlinear signal in realistic CQW structures. Following the approach of [49, 50, 30], it is
possible to use the Hartree-Fock and the effective mass approximations to find the matrix
elements of the Coulomb interaction Hamiltonian and estimate the strength of the DX-IX
Coulomb interaction in a typical CQW structure. The objective is to calculate the energy
shifts of the bright DX levels E±1e and E
±1
h induced in the first order by the population
of both bright (n±1I ) and dark (n
±2
I ) IX states. Also it is possible to estimate the IX-IX
interaction energy within the same model, to compare it with the PL line-shifts observed
experimentally and with the other existing theoretical results.
The exciton-exciton interaction energy is calculated in the first order perturbation
theory. The following orders would account for effects like mentioned interaction between
IX static dipole moment and induced dipole moment of DX. They result in corrections,
in particular, to the IX-DX interaction energy, proportional to the greater powers of the
exciton density. this approximation is therefore valid in the low-density limit.
A wavefunction of a single 1s-exciton ΨQ(rel, rhh), characterized by a center of mass
wave vector Q, may be decoupled into translational motion in the QW plane, the electron
and hole motion along z axis and the relative in-plane motion of electron and hole:
Ψ
I(D)
Q (ρ, zel, zhh) =
1√
S
exp(iQRc.m.)Ψ
I(D)
z (zel, zhh)Ψρ(ρ), (2.8)
where Rc.m. = (melr
||
el + mhhr
||
hh)/(mel + mhh), ρ = r
||
el − r||hh, r||el,hh are the electron and
hole radius vector projections on the CQW plane, mel,hh are the electron and hole in-plane
effective masses. The relative motion part of this wavefunction Ψρ(ρ) for both DXs and
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IXs can be found from the solution of a 2D radial Schroedinger equation [51] or by using
the variational approach with the trial function of the form [30]:
Ψρ(ρ) =
1√
2pib(b+ r0)
exp
(
−
√
ρ2 + r20 + r0
2b
)
, (2.9)
with r0 and b as variational parameters. The corresponding mean square of the in-plane
radius for this exciton wavefunction is given by:
p2 =
2b
b+ r0
(r20 + 3br0 + 3b
2). (2.10)
Figure 2.4 (a) shows the ψρ parameters p, b and r0 as a function of the QWs separation
d, as obtained from the variational procedure. In the limiting case of d = 0, Eq. (2.10)
coincides with the exact solution for the in-plane radius of the DX wavefunction with
r0 = 0 and b = aB/4. When the separation between QWs increases, the in-plane extension
of the IX wavefunction grows sublinearly. The wave function in z-direction in the limit of
two infinitely thin QWs reads:
Ψe(h)z =
√
δ(zel − Ze(h))δ(zhh − Ze(h)),
for DX state, and for IX state
ΨIz =
√
δ(zel − Ze)δ(zhh − Zh),
where Ze(h) are the QW coordinates in the growth direction.
The spin part of the exciton wavefunction χS(s, j) = δS,s+j, where S, s, j are exciton,
electron and hole spin projections on z axis, is identical for IX and DX.
Exiton pair wavefunction is obtained by antisymmetrization of the product of two
single-exciton wavefunctions with respect to the permutation of either electrons or holes.
For a pair of excitons, characterized by momenta Q, Q′ and spins S, S ′, it reads:
Φl,mQ,S,Q′,S′(rel, s, rhh, j, r
′
el, s
′, r′hh, j
′) =
1
2
[
ΨlQ(rel, rhh)χS(s, j)Ψ
m
Q′(r
′
el, r
′
hh)χS′(s
′, j′)−
ΨlQ(rel′, rhh)χS(s′, j)ΨmQ′(rel, r′hh)χS′(s, j′)−
ΨlQ(rel, r
′
hh)χS(s, j
′)ΨmQ′(r
′
el, rhh)χS′(s
′, j)+
ΨlQ(r
′
el, r
′
hh)χS(s
′, j′)ΨmQ′(rel, rhh)χS′(s, j)
]
.(2 11)
Here superscripts l and m stand for I or D.
In Born approximation, scattering of such a pair of excitons is governed by the matrix
element 〈Qf , Sf ,Q′f , S ′f |V̂ |Q, S,Q′, S ′〉 of interexcitonic Coulomb interactions operator:
V̂ =
e2

[
1
|rel − r′el|
+
1
|rhh − r′hh|
− 1|rel − r′hh|
− 1|rhh − r′el|
]
(2.12)
Here  is the material permittivity, e is the electron charge.
The shifts of DXs and IXs energy levels are the averages of the Coulomb interaction
energy over a two-exciton state and are obtained by equating intial and final states to
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e ↓⇑ (+1) e ↑⇓ (−1) h ↓⇑ (+1) h ↑⇓ (−1)
I ↑⇑ (+2) 0 V D−Iexch V D−Iexch 0
I ↓⇑ (+1) V D−Iexch 0 V D−Iexch 0
I ↑⇓ (−1) 0 V D−Iexch 0 V D−Iexch
I ↓⇓ (−2) V D−Iexch 0 0 V D−Iexch
Table 2.1: Matrix elements contributing to the interaction of four possible IX spin states
with bright DX states. Indices e, h and I refer to DX in electron and hole QWs and
IX states, the direction of the arrows defines the electron (↑↓) and hole (⇑⇓) angular
momentum projection.
I ↓⇑ (+1) I ↑⇓ (−1)
I ↑⇑ (+2) V I−Idir + V I−Iexch V I−Idir + V I−Iexch
I ↓⇑ (+1) 2(V I−Idir + V I−Iexch) V I−Idir
I ↑⇓ (−1) V I−Idir 2(V I−Idir + V I−Iexch)
I ↓⇓ (−2) V I−Idir + V I−Iexch V I−Idir + V I−Iexch
Table 2.2: Matrix elements contributing to the interaction of four possible IX spin states
with bright IX states. The direction of the arrows defines the electron (↑↓) and hole (⇑⇓)
angular momentum projection.
the zero momentum exciton pair in scattering matrix elements. In the general case of
two excitons with spin projections on the z axis S, S ′, corresponding to the electron spin
projections s, s′ and the heavy hole angular momentum projections j, j′ this average can
be rewritten as a sum of direct and exchange integrals [49]:
V l,mSS′ = V
l,m
dir + δSS′V
l,m
exch,X + δss′V
l,m
exch,el + δjj′V
l,m
exch,hh, (2.13)
where δij is the Kronecker delta operator. The first term Vdir is the direct Coulomb term
which corresponds to the classical electrostatic interaction between the two excitons:
V l,mdir =
∫
d3reld
3rhhd
3r′eld
3r′hhΨ
l
0(rel, rhh)Ψ
m
0 (r
′
el, r
′
hh)V̂Ψ
l
0(rel, rhh)Ψ
m
0 (r
′
el, r
′
hh), (2.14)
Vexch,X is the term describing the simultaneous exchange of the two identical electrons
and the two identical holes between two excitons:
V l,mexch,X =
∫
d3reld
3rhhd
3r′eld
3r′hhΨ
l
0(r
′
el, r
′
hh)Ψ
m
0 (rel, rhh)V̂Ψ
l
0(rel, rhh)Ψ
m
0 (r
′
el, r
′
hh). (2.15)
The third term V elexch is the term due to the electron-electron exchange:
V l,mexch,X =
∫
d3reld
3rhhd
3r′eld
3r′hhΨ
l
0(r
′
el, rhh)Ψ
m
0 (rel, r
′
hh)V̂Ψ
l
0(rel, rhh)Ψ
m
0 (r
′
el, r
′
hh), (2.16)
while V hhexch is the analogous contribution arising from the hole-hole exchange:
V l,mexch,X =
∫
d3reld
3rhhd
3r′eld
3r′hhΨ
l
0(rel, r
′
hh)Ψ
m
0 (r
′
el, rhh)V̂Ψ
l
0(rel, rhh)Ψ
m
0 (r
′
el, r
′
hh), (2.17)
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In the limit of zero transferred momentum one can approximate V l,ldir = V
l,l
exch,X and
V l,lexch,el = V
l,l
exch,hh [49, 30]. In realistic systems, the electron and hole exchange inte-
grals may be different for several reasons, including the differences in the Bloch am-
plitudes of electrons and holes and the differences in the penetration depths of their
wavefunctions into the barrier layer. Besides this, if two quantum wells are not identi-
cal, V l,lexch,el 6= V l,lexch,hh, in general. It turns out that in this case the Kerr rotation and
differential spectra provide information not only on the population but also on the spin
polarization of the dark IX states. These effects will be discussed in the system of sym-
metric QWs, where Vexch,el = Vexch,hh is assumed, as well as in the system of asymmetric
QWs, where Vexch,el 6= Vexch,hh for the sake of comparison.
Table 2.1 provides a convenient visual representation of all the interaction terms in Eq.
(3.23). Along the vertical axis, all IX spin states are listed. Four columns show the matrix
elements responsible for their interaction with a pair of bright excitons in each QW. The
mutual orientation of the electron and hole spin in each exciton state is shown by the
arrows. Analogous representation of the interactions between all the four IX spin states
and the bright IX states are given by Table 2.2. All possible carrier exchange interactions
are additionally illustrated in graphical form in Fig. 2.3.
For the IX-DX interaction it can be shown that V I,Ddir = V
I,X
exch,X = 0 due to the absence
of stationary dipole moment for DXs and the assumed zero overlap of the DX and IX
wavefunctions. Therefore, the energy shifts of DXs due to IXs are goverened by just one
carrier exchange matrix element V D,Iexch,el = V
D,I
exch,hh ≡ V D−Iexch . As can be seen from Table 1,
carrier exchange interaction for bright IXs is only possible with DXs with the same spin
in both QWs, while DXs interacting with dark IXs have different spin projection signs in
left and right QWs.
In the case of IX-IX interaction the direct Coulomb term does not vanish in the
Born approximation due to the oriented dipole moments of IXs, and the energy shifts
of IXs are expressed in terms of two interaction constants V I,Idir = V
I,I
exch,X ≡ V I−Idir and
V I,Iexch,el = V
I,I
exch,hh ≡ V I−Iexch. The direct Coulomb term is spin independent and enters every
line in Table 1, while the carrier exchange between two IXs is only possible if either
electrons or holes have the same spin projections. Two IXs with both electrons and holes
having the same spin projections can also exchange them simultaneously. This gives the
factor 2 before V I−Idir in corresponding cells of Table I.
Using the Table I, one can write the expressions for the DX and IX energy shifts,
induced by the IX population. The bright DX energy shifts depend on the population of
the IXs with different spin projections on the growth axis as:
δE±e = V
D−I
exch (n
±1
I + n
∓2
I ), δE
±
h = V
D−I
exch (n
±1
I + n
±2
I ). (2.18)
The energy shifts of bright IXs are related to IXs populations in a similar way (see
Table II):
δE±I = (V
I−I
dir + V
I−I
exch)(n
+2
I + n
−2
I ) +
+2(V I−Idir + V
I−I
exch)n
±1
I + V
I−I
dir n
∓1
I (2.19)
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The listed interaction constants are the matrix elements of interaction operator (3.23):
V D−Iexch =
∫
d3reld
3rhhd
3r′eld
3r′hhΨ
D
0 (rel, rhh)Ψ
I
0(r
′
el, r
′
h)V̂Ψ
D
0 (r
′
el, rhh)Ψ
I
0(rel, r
′
hh),
V I−Idir =
∫
d3reld
3rhhd
3r′eld
3r′hhΨ
I
0(rel, rhh)Ψ
I
0(r
′
el, r
′
h)V̂Ψ
I
0(rel, rhh)Ψ
I
0(r
′
el, r
′
hh),
V I−Iexch =
∫
d3reld
3rhhd
3r′eld
3r′hhΨ
I
0(rel, rhh)Ψ
I
0(r
′
el, r
′
h)V̂Ψ
I
0(r
′
el, rhh)Ψ
I
0(rel, r
′
hh). (2.20)
While V I−Idir can be found analytically [30], V
I−I
exch and V
D−I
exch should be calculated numer-
ically using e.g. the Monte-Carlo integration method. The result of the matrix elements
calculation by the Monte Carlo method is shown in Figure 2.4 (b) in the units of Ra2B,
where R and aB are the bulk exciton Rydberg energy and Bohr radius, respectively. One
can see that V D−Iexch almost does not depend on the separation between the QWs (dash-
dotted line). In contrast, both V I−Iexch (solid line) and V
I−I
dir (dashed line) terms increase
in absolute value with increasing distance between QWs, but have different signs. This
result is in a good agreement with the calculations of Refs. [49, 30].
To further check the validity of our approach, it is instructive to calculate using Eqs.
(2.18)-(2.19) the PL shifts of IX and DX lines in a typical CQW structure. It is assumed
that most of the IXs are depolarized, so that the energy shifts of the light emitting states
should be averaged over the IX spin projections. This gives:
δEe = δEh =
1
2
V D−Iexch nI
δEI =
(
5
4
V I−Idir + V
I−I
exch
)
nI , (2.21)
where nI is the total density of IXs. The resulting energy shifts normalized to the unitary
IX density nI0 = a
−2
B are shown in Figure 2.4 (c). Note that the shifts are obtained
assuming a negligible tunnel coupling between QWs, which is incorrect in the vicinity of
d = 0, where transition from weak to strong tunnel coupling occurs. In the latter case
the DX PL shift is twice higher. One can see that for a given density of IX excitons, the
PL shift of the IX line exceeds the DX line shift. This difference dramatically enhances
with increasing separation between QWs. For IXs densities ∼ 1010 cm−2 and d ∼ 10 nm,
the DX and IX PL shifts are of the order of 0.1 meV and 1 meV respectively. This is
consistent with the experimental observations [9].
Now it is possible to write down the expressions for both Kerr rotation and the pho-
toinduced reflectivity in the vicinity of each DX resonance. Substituting Eq.(2.18) into
Eq.(2.7) with Ee(h) as ξ these signals related to the IX populations read:
δθe =
2n
n2 − 1V
D−I
exch Im {Se}
[
n+1I − n−1I + n+2I − n−2I
]
δθh =
2n
n2 − 1V
D−I
exch Im {Sh}
[
n+1I − n−1I − n+2I + n−2I
]
δRe =
4n(1− n)
(n+ 1)3
V D−Iexch Re {Se}
∑
s
nsI
δRh =
4n(1− n)
(n+ 1)3
V D−Iexch Re {Sh}
∑
s
nsI (2.22)
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Figure 2.3: All possible carrier exchange interactions between IXs and bright DXs. IX
consists of electron in the left(e) QW and hole in the right(h) QW, while electron and
hole in one QW form DX. Bright IXs interact with DXs with the same spin in both QWs,
while DXs interacting with dark IXs have different spin projection signs in left and right
QWs.
where s = −2,−1,+1,+2 numerates the IX spin projections and the complex values
between the braces are defined by:
Se(h)(ω) = e
2ikl ∂rQW
∂Ee(h)
(2.23)
The numerical application of these formula for IXs densities ∼ 1010 cm−2, d ∼ 10 nm
and 100 % spin polarization of IXs, gives for both the photoinduced differential reflectivity
and Kerr rotation angle the values of the order of 10−2. This allows predicting a mea-
surable nonlinear signal in the differential reflectivity and Kerr rotation even for weakly
spin polarized IXs. Moreover, the measurement of Kerr rotation at both DX resonances,
Ee and Eh, allows the determination of spin polarization degree of dark and bright IX
separately: The above relations allow expressing the concentrations of spin-polarized dark
and bright excitons induced by the pump in normalized values of signals:
n+1I − n−1I ∼ δθL + δθL, (2.24)
n+2I − n−2I ∼ δθL − δθL,
n+1I + n
−1
I + n
+2
I + n
−2
I ∼ δRL ∼ δRR.
n+1I − n−1I ∼ δθe + δθh, n+2I − n−2I ∼ δθe − δθh, (2.25)
as well as for the determination of the total density of IXs:
n+1I + n
−1
I + n
+2
I + n
−2
I ∼ δRe ∼ δRh (2.26)
On the other hand, measuring the decay times of the signals in pump-probe experiment
one can extract the IX lifetime τIX and the IX-bound electron and hole spin depolarization
rate γes and γhs:
τ−1IX = −
ln(δRe(t))
t
= − ln(δRh(t))
t
(2.27)
γes = − ln(δθe(t))
t
− τ−1IX
γhs = − ln(δθh(t))
t
− τ−1IX .
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Figure 2.4: (a) Parameters of the IX wave function obtained via variational procedure and
the resulting in-plane radius. (b) Interaction constants computed by Monte-Carlo method.
DX-IX carrier exchange constant V D−Iexch (blue dot-dashed line), IX-IX carrier exchange
constant V I−Iexch (red dashed line) and direct or exciton exchange interaction constant V
I−I
dir
(red solid line). (c) PL shifts of IX and DX lines calculated from Eqs. 2.21. Units are
given in the bulk exciton Rydberg energy R and Bihr radius aB. From Nalitov et al.
(2014) [45].
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Note that the determination of the dark IX polarization degree is only possible for
the asymmetric CQW structure, where |Ee − Eh|  Γ, and two resonances at direct
transitions provide independent signals. In symmetric CQWs δE±e = δE
±
h , which means
that only total IXs density and polarization of bright IXs can be determined, while the
polarization of dark IXs remains hidden in this case.
IX and DX contributions to the energy shift of the DX transition frequencies are essen-
tially the same (per particle) due to the fact that V I−Iexch ≈ V D−Iexch for any realistic distance
between the QWs. This allows predicting a strong measurable nonlinear signal in differ-
ential reflectivity and Kerr rotation due to IXs. For a strongly polarized excitonic system
with a density of the order of 1010 cm−2, both the photoinduced differential reflectivity
and Kerr rotation angle values are of the order of 10−2 in the vicinity of the DX resonance.
In principle, the same effects may be observed at the IX transition frequency, although
their magnitude is proportional to the radiative decay Γ0 entering Eq.(2.1), which decays
exponentially for IX resonance with separation of QWs. Indeed, in the IX resonance case,
the integrand of Eq.(2.2) describes the vanishing tails of the electron(hole) wavefunction
in the hole(electron) QW. Substituting Eq.(2.19) into Eq.(2.7) in a similar manner yields
the following expressions:
δθI =
2n
n2 − 1
(
V I−Idir + 2V
I−I
exch
)
Im {SI}
[
n+1I − n−1I
]
δRI =
4n(1− n)
(n+ 1)3
(
3
2
V I−Idir + V
I−I
exch
)
Re {SI}
[
n+1I + n
−1
I
]
+
+
4n(1− n)
(n+ 1)3
(
V I−Idir + V
I−I
exch
)
Re {SI}
[
n+2I + n
−2
I
]
. (2.28)
where SI is defined in the same manner as in Eq.(2.23).
Equations (2.22) and (2.28) form a closed non-degenerate system of linear equations
on the IXs spin state occupancies nsI, therefore, the measurements of nonlinear effects on
both DX and IX transition frequencies in asymmetric CQWs allow resolving all spin com-
ponents of IXs system. In particular, bright and dark state populations can be resolved.
The experimental study of the spectra of the nonlinear effects have demonstrated that
the mechanism of the spin-dependent exciton energy renormalization dominates in Kerr
rotation angle, but does not describe the photoinduced rotation [52]. In terms of the
spin-dependent amplitude reflectivity variations δr± for DXs with spin projections +1
and −1 this means that the difference between them is smaller than their absolute values:
|δr+ − δr−|  |r±|.
2.1.3 Phase-space filling
Both IXs and DXs are spatially confined in the same CQWs and consist of physically
indistinguishable elctrons and holes. Consequently, any IX present in the system takes
one electron from the valence band and partially fills the conduction band with it, reducing
the number of electron states eligible for the direct interband transitions. Although the
IX gas cannot empty the valence band and fill up the conduction band completely even at
densities close to the Mott transition, it affects the oscillator strength of DX transitions
in both QWs and reduces the radiational decay rate Γ0. Taking the electron and hole
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Figure 2.5: Probe spectra of the photoinduced reflectivity (a) and Kerr rotation (b)
measured at 5 ns pump-probe delay, and at the direct exciton transition frequency. The
direct exciton density at this delay is negligible, and the effect is due to long-living indirect
ones. Lines are calculated using Eq.(2.7) assuming photoinduced modification of the DX
properties: energy blue shift (blue), saturation (red) and narrowing (green) [17]. The
covering layer thickness l = 200 nm. The other parameters are chosen to fit both spectra.
From Andreakou et al. (2014) [52].
spins into account, one arrives to a spin-dependent reduction of DX decay rate Γ±0 due to
the presence of corresponding IX densities n±.
The negative δΓ±0 entering Eq. (2.4) implies a contribution of this effect to the dynam-
ical amplitude reflectivity coefficient and, consequently, to the nonlinear optical effects:
the optically induced reflectivity and Kerr rotation. This contribution has a unique de-
pendence on the probe frequency, which is clearly distinguishable from that of the IX-DX
interaction contribution for a given covering layer thickness. This mechanism plays a
major role in QW systems with substantial free carrier density, where the trion optical
transition becomes important [47]. However, the comparison of the experimental non-
linear optical effect spectra due to IXs in CQWs with the theoretical prediction of the
spectrum of this contribution did not demonstrate that this mechanism is dominant [52].
2.1.4 Homogeneous line broadening
The last mechanism of the nonlinear optical effects is related to the variations of the
broadening of the optical transition linewidth Γ. Contrary to the energy shift and the
phase filling contributions, the sign of δΓ± in this case is not known prima facie. The DX
linewidth may be additionally homogeneously broadened due do the Coulomb scattering
on IXs [53]. On the other hand, at sufficiently low temperatures IX, spatially localized
on the QW disorder potential, may screen and flatten the disorder potential for DXs and
therefore decrease the inhomogeneous broadening of the linewidth.
In the simplest approximation, the inhomogeneous broadening is taken into account as
an additional imaginary term in the denominator of expression for the amplitude reflectiv-
ity (2.1). The total linewidth is then simply defined as a sum of radiative, homogeneous,
and inhomogeneous nonradiative broadenings. A more accurate calculation of the re-
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flectivity spectra is done via the averaging of the QW dielectric susceptibility [54]. The
experimental dynamical photoinduced reflectivity spectra are fitted with the expression
(2.7) [52] with a negative δΓ± when |δΓ±|  |δΓ+ − Γ−|, implying the dominance of the
line narrowing mechanism in the photoinduced reflectivity effect.
2.2 Relaxational spin dynamics of indirect excitons
The nonlinear optical effects described in the previous section are used to study the
evolution of the IXs spin systems. On a sufficiently large time scale, the IX gas above the
condensation temperature follows a relaxational spin dynamics. The total spin projection
of the system on an axis, being a sum of all IXs spin projections, decays due to stochastic
processes, like scattering of the excitons on a random potential. As scattering does not
affect spin directly, the spin relaxation relies on SOC.
The microscopic mechanisms of exciton spin relaxation due to electron and hole SOC
are introduced in Subsection 1. A phenomenological description of the IX spin relaxation
based on the Lindblad equation written in terms of exciton spin density matrix is given
in Subsection 2. Finally, a model of a nonlinear optical pump-probe experiment revealing
the exciton density and the spin relaxation is constructed in Subsection 3.
2.2.1 Exciton gas spin relaxation
The spin relaxation of a two-dimensional exciton gas is mainly caused by the interplay
between the SOC and exciton stochastic scattering, either due to dipole-dipole Coulombic
repulsion or QW random disorder potential. The electron-hole exchange is suppressed in
IXs by the spatial separation, the electron and hole spins are therefore uncoupled and
relax independently. This marks the difference between the spatially direct and indirect
exciton spin relaxation. The Maille, Andrada e Silva, and Sham mechanism [39], which
relies on the electron-hole long-range exchange, is negligible for the latter. The IX spin
relaxation is therefore in general slower than that of DX, as this mechanism plays an
important role for excitons in QWs.
The IX gas spin relaxational dynamics is described with the Dyakonov-Perel’ model
[55]. In this representation, the electon and hole spins precess in effective fields Ωe and Ωh,
attributed to SOC. The direction and the magnitude of this field depend on the exciton
wave vector. As the momenta of the exciton ensemble are changing stochastically due to
the scattering, the exciton spins are thus precessing in randomly changing effective fields.
This process is described with an average free path time τ , during which an exciton keeps it
momentum. This time may also be interpreted as the exciton momentum relaxation time,
or the transport time. The average exciton electron and hole spin polarizations, which
may be induced by circularly polarized optical excitation, decay with time exponentially
with effective spin relaxation times τe and τh. They may be estimated in two opposite
limits: 〈Ωe(h)〉  τ−1 and 〈Ωe(h)〉  τ :
τ−1e(h) ≈
{〈Ωe(h)〉2τ, 〈Ωe(h)〉  τ−1
τ−1, 〈Ωe(h)〉  τ−1 (2.29)
Here, the angular brackets denote the averaging of the effective field value over the exciton
ensemble. It is defined by the SOC strength. For a conduction band electron it is primarily
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determined by the Dresselhaus and Rashba SOC constants. For the valence band the
situation is more complicated. The heavy hole energy dispersion branch is split from the
light hole branch. However, the two branches anti-cross at large in-plane wave vectors, and
the heavy hole strongly couples to the light hole, which strongly affects its spin structure.
The exciton-bound hole relaxation time is in most cases shorter than that of the electron
[34].
2.2.2 Spin density matrix model
The exponential relaxation of initially prepared spin polarization is commonly described
via the Lindblad equation, written in terms of spin density matrix ρ [56, 57, 58]. It repre-
sents the quantum Liouville equation with phenomenologically introduced non-Hamiltonian
Lindblad term L(ρ):
dρ
dt
= − i
~
[H, ρ] + L(ρ), (2.30)
where H is the Hermitian Hamiltonian of the system, describing all coherent processes.
For excitons, the dimensionality of the reduced spin density matrix ρ corresponds to
the number of possible exciton spin projections and equals four. The Hamiltonian H
accounts for (i) the Zeeman splittings 2∆e(h) = ge(h)µBB of electron(hole) spin states in
external magnetic field B, (ii) the bright-dark energy splitting 2δ and (iii) the splittings
between the linearly polarized bright and dark states 2δb and 2δd. In the basis of spin
states
(
+2 +1 −1 −2 )T is reads:
H =

−δ + ∆ez + ∆hz ∆e+ ∆h+ −δd
∆e− −∆ez + ∆hz −δb ∆h−
∆h− −δb +∆ez −∆hz ∆e−
−δd ∆h+ ∆e+ −δ −∆ez −∆hz
 , (2.31)
where ∆
e(h)
± = ∆
e(h)
x ± i∆e(h)y .
The phenomenological Lindblad term, accounting for the electron and hole spin relax-
ation decay rates γe(h) = 1/2τe(h) and the recombination rates for bright and dark IXs τb
and τd, is written as:
L(ρ) = −γe [(ρ+2,+2 − ρ+1,+1)(δ+2,+2 − δ+1,+1) + (ρ−2,−2 − ρ−1,−1)(δ−2,−2 − δ−1,−1)]
−γh [(ρ+2,+2 − ρ−1,−1)(δ+2,+2 − δ−1,−1) + (ρ−2,−2 − ρ+1,+1)(δ−2,−2 − δ+1,+1)]
−γb [δ+1,+1 + δ−1,−1]− γd [δ+2,+2 + δ−2,−2] . (2.32)
Here δi,j is the Kronecker delta symbol. The terms with γe(h) describe relaxation of
electron(hole) spin and originate from electron(hole) individual spin flip processes, while
that with γb(d) describe simultaneous electron and hole spin flips in bright(dark) excitons
due to electron-hole exchange interaction. The nondiagonal spin density matrix terms
represent the coherence between the spin states. Their relaxation is described with another
characteristic time.
In the following, contrary to the common approach, we neglect coherent effects and
concentrate on the Lindblad term in order to describe a pump-probe experiment in CQWs.
Lindblad equation (2.30) is solved either with initial conditions to model a pulsed
experiment, or with additional phenomenological source term in the constant excitation
case. It is used to model time dependencies of the exciton spin component populations.
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2.2.3 Pump-probe experiment model
The spin density matrix formalism may be used to model a proof-of-principle pump-probe
nonlinear optical spectroscopy experiment. It is based on the time-resolved measurements
of the optically induced reflectivity and Kerr rotation in CQWs. The proposed formalism
is similar to the formalism which was developed and successfully applied to QW microcav-
ities in Ref. [59]. In this type of experiment, a short and circularly polarized pump pulse
is tuned to a direct exciton resonance and creates DXs with certain spin. The short living
DXs either relax into an IX state or recombine, leaving a partially polarized IX system.
The linearly polarized probe pulses, also set to the DX transition frequency and weak
compared to the pump, act as analyzers of the current exciton density and polarization.
The density matrix formalism is used to model the dynamics of a system containing
both DXs and IXs between the arrival of the pump and probe pulses. The system state
may be conveniently described by a 16 x 16 density matrix with elements denoted as
ρs,s
′
e,h,e′,h,′ , where e, h, e
′, h′ = 0, 1 indicate the positions of electron and hole (0 or 1 for the
electron or hole QW, respectively), s, s′ = −2,−1,+1,+2 is the exciton spin state. This
basis is convenient for the description of the electron and hole tunneling which converts
DXs to IXs.
The initial conditions for the density matrix are governed by the pump polarization and
frequency. In the considered case of circularly polarized pumping, only diagonal elements
of the initial density matrix ρs,se,h,e,h, with s = ±1 for σ± pump helicity, are nonzero.
Furthermore, if CQWs are asymmetric, DXs in both QWs can be pumped independently,
so that only one diagonal component of the initial density matrix is nonzero, ρ±1,±10,0,0,0 if
the pump is tuned to the electron QW resonance, or ρ±1,±11,1,1,1 if it is set to the hole QW
resonance. In the case of symmetric CQWs, both diagonal components with the same
spin are initially nonzero.
The evolution of the density matrix is generally described by a quantum Liouville equa-
tion analogous to Eq.(2.30). The Lindblad term in this case accounts for: (i) the tunneling
and energy relaxation of electrons from the hole QW to the electron QW and of holes vice
versa, described by the rates γe and γh respectively, (ii) the radiative recombination rate
of bright DXs in both QWs Γe0 = Γ
h
0 = Γ
D
0 , the one of bright IXs Γ
I
0 and corresponding
nonradiative recombination rates ΓDNR and Γ
I
NR, (iii) separate spin flips of electrons and
holes, described by the spin relaxation rates γe,s and γh,s, and the simultaneous electron
and hole spin flips, its rate γX,s is defined by electron-hole exchange and is only present
for DXs, since this mechanism is suppressed for IXs by the spatial separation of electron
and hole [39, 38, 60]. Note that the DX nonraditive recombination rate ΓDNR does not
coincide with the nonradiative broadening Γ of the excitonic resonance, as the latter in-
cludes collisions and inhomogeneity contributions with nonradiative recombination. The
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Lindblad term reads:
L
(
ρs,s
′
e,h,e′,h,′
)
=[(
ΓD0 δe,hδe′,h′ + Γ
I
0δe,1−hδe′,1−h′
)
(δs,+1 + δs,−1) + ΓDNRδe,hδe′,h′ + Γ
I
NRδe,1−hδe′,1−h′
]
δs,s′ρ
s,s′
e,h,e′,h,′
+ γes
[
δs,+1δs′,+1ρ
+2,+2
e,h,e′,h′ + δs,+2δs′,+2ρ
+1,+1
e,h,e′,h′ + δs,−1δs′,−1ρ
−2,−2
e,h,e′,h′ + δs,−2δs′,−2ρ
−1,−1
e,h,e′,h′
]
+ γhs
[
δs,+1δs′,+1ρ
−2,−2
e,h,e′,h′ + δs,−2δs′,−2ρ
+1,+1
e,h,e′,h′ + δs,−1δs′,−1ρ
+2,+2
e,h,e′,h′ + δs,+2δs′,+2ρ
−1,−1
e,h,e′,h′
]
+ δe,hγXs
[
δs,+1δs′,+1ρ
−1,−1
e,h,e′,h′ + δs,−1δs′,−1ρ
+1,+1
e,h,e′,h′ + δs,+2δs′,+2ρ
−2,−2
e,h,e′,h′ + δs,−2δs′,−2ρ
+2,+2
e,h,e′,h′
]
+ γeδe,0δe′,0ρ
s,s′
1,h,1,h,′ + γhδh,1δh′,1ρ
s,s′
e,0,e′,0 (2.33)
Only the lowest-energy IX state, for which e = 0 and h = 1, is populated in this
model via the carrier tunneling and energy relaxation, while the one with e = 1 and h = 0
remains unpopulated and can be safely ignored. Neglecting the nondiagonal elements of
the density matrix, Eq.(2.30) is reduced to a linear matrix differential equation on the
12-component vector of the DX and IX spin states populations nse = ρ
s,s
0,0,0,0, n
s
h = ρ
s,s
1,1,1,1
and nsI = ρ
s,s
0,1,0,1:
d
dt
nsensh
nsI
 =
L̂D 0 00 L̂D 0
γhÎ γeÎ L̂I

nsensh
nsI
 , (2.34)
where Î is the 4x4 identity matrix, L̂D and L̂I describe decay and spin relaxation of DXs
and IXs, respectively:
L̂D =

−ΓDNR γes γhs γXs
γes −ΓD0 − ΓDNR γXs γhs
γhs γXs −ΓD0 − ΓDNR γes
γXs γhs γes −ΓDNR
 , (2.35)
L̂I =

−ΓINR γes γhs 0
γes −ΓI0 − ΓINR 0 γhs
γhs 0 −ΓI0 − ΓINR γes
0 γhs γes −ΓINR
 (2.36)
The solution of Eq.(2.34) can be expressed using a matrix exponent:(
nse n
s
h n
s
I
)T
=
(
nse n
s
h n
s
I
)T ∣∣∣
t=0
exp(tM̂), (2.37)
where M̂ is the 12x12 relaxation matrix given explicitly in the right part of (2.34).
The solution (2.37) may be analyzed in in the region of time t  (ΓDNR)− 1, when
all DXs have vanished and the time evolution is reduced to a 4x4 equation on IX spin
conponent densities:
∂
∂t
(
n+2I , n
+1
I , n
−1
I , n
−2
I
)T
= LˆI
(
n+2I , n
+1
I , n
−1
I , n
−2
I
)T
. (2.38)
The four eigenvalues of LˆI read:
−γ = −ΓINR −
ΓI0
2
− γes − γhs ±
√(
ΓI0
2
)2
+ (γes ± γhs)2 (2.39)
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and correspond to characteristic decay rates of IX system, which in principle may be
extracted from the time dependences of measured nonlinear signals. Those of the rates
faster than DX decay ΓDNR, however, are not relevant in the considered regime. Realisti-
cally, the slowest decay rate, which fully describes the system relaxation at long times,
reads:
γ0 = Γ
I
NR +
ΓI0
2
+ γes + γhs −
√(
ΓI0
2
)2
+ (γes + γhs)2. (2.40)
In the limits γes + γhs  ΓI0 and γes + γhs  ΓI0 it may be further simplified:
γ0 ≈ ΓINR + min(ΓI0/2, γes + γhs). (2.41)
The model formulated above neglects several non-linear effects which may become
important in realistic structures. In particular, it neglects all possible nonlinearities in
the Lindblad superoperator, which may come from the effective exchange field arising
in a circularly polarized dense exciton system, the decrease of DX radiative decay rate
with increase of the exciton density, supplementary decoherence mechanism due to the
collisional broadening of the exciton states, which is sensitive to the exciton density, pair
scattering and resulting conversion of bright to dark excitons and vice versa [61]. Its
purpose is to show on a simplest example how the Kerr rotation and differential reflection
measured at the DX frequency can be used to obtain information on the population and
polarization of bright and dark IX states.
Substituting different initial conditions into Eq.(2.37), one can address various exper-
imental scenarios. In the numerical analyses we focus on three important cases: (i) DXs
in both symmetric QWs are pumped simultaneously, (ii) CQWs are asymmetric, and we
excite selectively DXs in the electron QW, in which case IXs are formed due to the hole
tunneling, (iii) CQWs are asymmetric, and we excite selectively DXs in the hole QW, so
that IXs are formed due to the electron tunneling. The cases (ii) and (iii) will be referred
to as ”electron QW pumping” and ”hole QW pumping”, respectively, to emphasize that
in the case (ii) we optically create electrons in the same well where the electrons of the
lowest energy IXs are, while in the case (iii) we excite holes in the same well where the
holes of the lowest energy IXs stay.
Figures 2.6(a,b,c) show the populations of bright and dark DX and IX states as func-
tions of time in the cases (i,ii,iii), respectively. In all cases, the main features or IX and
DX population dynamics are the same: the IXs population initially increases, while the
DX population shows a fast decay due to the tunneling of electrons (ii), holes (iii), or
both (i), and due to the radiative recombination of DXs. At longer times, the IX pop-
ulation slowly decreases. The bright and dark exciton populations quickly equalize due
to the hole spin relaxation. Note that the maximum amount of IXs left after the decay
of DXs depends on the rate of conversion from DXs to IXs, which is different for listed
cases. The conversion due to the electron tunneling is faster than one due to the hole
tunneling because of the lighter electron effective mass with respect to the heavy hole (in
the structure growth direction). Figure 2.6(d) shows the dynamics of polarization degrees
of bright DXs and IXs which is the same for all considered cases. The DX polarization
induced by light quickly decays due to the γX,s relaxation term describing the simultane-
ous electron and hole spin-flips. IX polarization lives much longer, as for IXs this term
is inhibited. Interestingly, the fast depolarization of holes does not lead to the decay of
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Figure 2.6: Exciton relaxation dynamics in CQWs after a short circularly polarized pump
pulse: (a) the normalised exciton populations in equally pumped symmetric CQWs; (b)
the same for the pumping of an ”electron” QW in asymmetric CQWs; (c) the same
for the pumping of a ”hole” QW in asymmetric CQWs; (d) DX and IX bright exciton
polarization degrees. For all panels solid and dashed curves correspond to bright and dark
states, respectively, blue and purple curves are related to DXs in electron and hole QWs,
while red curves describe IXs. The parameters used in this calculation: γh = (300 ps)
−1,
γe = (30 ps)
−1, ΓDNR  ΓD0 = (100 ps)−1, ΓINR  ΓI0 = (10 ns)−1 [62], γes = (1 ns)−1,
γhs = (10 ps)
−1, γXs = (50 ps)−1 [39]. From Nalitov et al. (2014) [45].
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polarization degree of either bright or dark excitons. Indeed, the transformations from
+1(+2) to −1(−2) spin states or vice versa require both electron and hole spin flips. Fast
hole spin flips, however, do lock bright and dark excitons polarization degrees to the same
absolute values and different signs, which is why we only plot bright excitons polarization.
The simulations presented in Figure 4 neglect the nonradiative recombination of excitons.
This approximation is well justified for high quality CQW structures, where the nonra-
diative recombination rate is much lower than the radiative recombination rate [63]. We
note also, that the re-polarization of DXs due to the effective Zeeman splitting induced
by polarized IXs is negligibly small in the chosen range of parameters.
Figure 2.2.3 shows the differential reflectivities and Kerr rotation angles obtained
for asymmetric (a,b) and symmetric (c) CQWs. These quantities are obtained using
Eqs.(2.22) for the IXs contributions and the following expressions for the DXs contribu-
tions obtained within the same assumptions as in the Section III:
δθe(h) =
4n
n2 − 1V
D−D
exch Im
{
Se(h)
} [
n+1e(h) − n−1e(h)
]
δRe(h) =
8n(1− n)
(n+ 1)3
V D−Dexch Re
{
Se(h)
}∑
s
nse(h), (2.42)
where V D−Dexch = V
I−D
exch (d = 0) = V
I−I
exch(d = 0) are the exchange interaction constants cal-
culated in [49]. In the present calculation, we have assumed equality of the interaction
constants V D−Dexch = V
I−D
exch , which is reasonable due to the weak dependence of V
I−D
exch on
the distance between the QWs d (see Fig. (2.4)). One can see that the Kerr rotation
signal decays faster than the differential reflectivity signal, in general. This is not sur-
prising as the Kerr effect is sensitive not only to the population of IXs but also to their
spin polarization, which decays faster than population. There are two time-scales in the
Kerr signal corresponding to the hole and electron spin relaxation times. In the case
of asymmetric CQWs both reflectivity and Kerr signals are initially much stronger at
the exciton resonance in the pumped QW, while at the characteristic time-scale of the
tunneling transfer the reflectivity signals from both wells become comparable. The Kerr
signal is always stronger in the electron QW than in the hole QW as the electron spin
relaxation time is much longer than the hole spin relaxation time. The dynamics of Kerr
rotation and differential reflectivity gives a direct access to DX and IX spin relaxation
and recombination times, but also to the electron and hole spin relaxation and tunneling
times.
The calculated nonlinear optical signals may be compared with experimental Figure
2.8, showing optically induced reflectivity and Kerr rotation spectra as a function of the
delay between pump and probe pulses. They demonstrate a short initial decay of both
types of signals, attributed to DXs, and a transition to a long slow density and spin
relaxation phase, corresponding to the phase where only IXs are left. In the absence
of applied electric bias, both spin and density relaxation times are much shorter, as the
ground exciton state is spatially direct. This demonstrates that the presence of IX is
evidenced in both photoinduced reflectivity and Kerr rotation effects, measured at the
DX transition freuency.
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Figure 2.7: Calculated dynamics of the photoinduced reflectivity (dashed curves) and
Kerr rotation (solid curves) signals in CQWs after a short circularly polarized pump: (a)
symmetric CQWs, both QWs are pumped (b) asymmetric CQWs, electron QW pumping
(c) asymmetric CQWs, hole QW pumping. Blue and purple lines describe signals on elec-
tron and hole QWs resonant frequencies respectively, black curves describe folded signals
from both symmetric CQWs. Parameters of calculation are the same as in Figure2.6.
From Nalitov et al. (2014) [45].
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Figure 2.8: Reflectivity (a, b) and Kerr rotation (c, d) induced by pump pulses resonant
with DX transition (Epp = 1.568 eV), measured as a function of the pump-probe delay
and probe energy in absence of applied bias (a, c) and at voltage 0.8 V (b, d). From
Andreakou et al. (2014) [52].
2.3 Coherent spin dynamics of indirect excitons
Apart from the relaxational dynamics, an IX system in some cases may be described in
terms of wavefunction and coherent wave equations of Schroedinger type. An example of
such a system is an IX condensate, where the effect of interest is linear in exciton density
and interactions therefore may be neglected in the Gross-Pitaevskii equation. In general,
a balistically propagating or expanding cloud of IXs is coherent on scales below the mean
free path or the mean collision time, and obeys the wave equations.
To take into account the spin-orbit interaction, naturally present in zinc-blende sym-
metry CQWs and introduced in Subsection 1.2.2, the Schroedinger equation must be
generalized to quasi-particles with spin. Excitons, having four possible spin projections
on CQWs growth axis, are described with bispinor, or four-component wavefunction. The
coherent wave equation on this bispinor is introduced in Subsection 1. Diagonalization
of the Hamiltonian, entering this equation and defining the bispinor evolution, results in
four branches of IX energy dispersion.
The ground state energy dispersion branch has an axial symmetry and a peculiar
minimum at nonzero wavevector, which implies radial expansion of a IX system initially
created at zero wavevector even in absence of interparticle repulsion. It is described in
Subsection 2.
The solutions of the wave equation depending on the boundary conditions may have
topologically nontrivial spin configurations of the skyrmion type, which is obtained in
Subsection 3.
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2.3.1 Bispinor evolution equation
Experimental results, recently obtained in Ref. [17], suggest that a coherent wave equation
description may be used for their interpretation. They can be summarized as follows.
Faraway from the local pumping area, the strong maxima in the bright exciton distribution
are observed. They were attributed to complex processes of carrier diffusion. These
localized bright spots (LBS) were found to generate a radial outward flow of bright excitons
characterized by: 1) a spatial coherence, with a coherence length of the order of 10 microns;
2) a specific linear polarization pattern over the same length scale; and 3) the presence
of phase singularities. This specific linear polarization pattern has been attributed to the
radial cloud expansion from localized sources (See supplemental material of Ref.[17]). The
wave vector distribution of the electron and the hole wavefunctions forming the excitonic
wave packet was neglected. This approach allowed to reproduce the polarization pattern,
but not the presence of phase singularities observed.
A different and more complete approach, allowing to qualitatively reproduce all the
experimental features, may be used. First, the internal structure of excitons is taken into
account to obtain comparable Dresselhaus spin-orbit interaction contributions coming
from the electron and the hole composing the exciton. Second, a bright IX condensate
with a well defined spin state is assumed to be locally formed at the center of the LBS,
analogously to Ref.[17]. Then, unlike the approach of Ref.[17], coherent expansion of
the resonantly created exciton cloud may be obtained by direct numerical solution of the
Schroedinger equation, in the presence of the Dresselhaus SOC. The renormalization of the
dispersion induces a radial flow of excitons outwards from the pump spot. The repulsive
exciton-exciton interactions can also contribute to this effect, but may be neglected. Since
the typical time scale of IXs scattering on phonons is of the order of a few ns [64], the
ballistic propagation length is expected to be of the order of 10-20 microns. Within
this length scale, we reproduce both the polarization pattern, and the presence of phase
singularities of the wave function components, which are associated with the formation of
skyrmions. These topological defects appear thanks to the interplay between the radial
flow and the SOC, as recently shown theoretically [65] for cavity polaritons flowing in
a TE-TM effective magnetic field. Inspired by the experimental results, we propose a
configuration leading to the onset of circular polarization domains, fully equivalent to the
one observed in the optical spin Hall effect[25]. This happens despite the fact that the
wavevector dependence of the effective magnetic field of the Dresselhaus SOC is completely
different from the one given by the TE-TM splitting in the microcavities.
As discussed in Subsection 1.2.2, for a gas of free 2D electrons, Dresselhaus SOC is
linear versus the electron wave-vector and the corresponding term of the Hamiltonian in
the basis (+1/2,−1/2)T takes the form:
HDe = β˜e(σ+k
e
− + σ−k
e
+), (2.43)
where β˜e is a Dresselhaus interaction constant. Here and after, the following notations
are used: kγ± = k
γ
x ± ikγy , kγx,y are x- and y-components of wave-vector kγ, and γ =e, h or
X for electrons, holes or excitons respectively. σ± = σx± iσy when σx,y are Pauli matrices.
For free heavy holes in 2D, the SOC terms of the same form and order as for electrons
(2.43), but in the basis of spin states (+3/2,−3/2)T , may be obtained either through
averaging of cubic-in-k SOC terms over internal electron-hole motion, or directly from
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multiple band k ·p model [15, 16]. One may therefore write a common SOC term for both
electron and hole bound into exciton as:
HDe,h = βe,hνe,h(σ+k
X
− + σ−k
X
+ ). (2.44)
Here βe,h are the effective Dresselhaus interaction constants of electrons and holes.
In addition to the SOC, a k-independent energy splitting between linearly polarized
states, e.g. parallel and perpendicular to crystallographic axis, can occur and can be de-
scribed as a k-independent effective magnetic field. Finally, we can write the Hamiltonian
for IXs on the basis of the four spin states (+2,+1,−1,−2)T as follows:
H(kX) =

E+2
(
kX
)
νeβek
X
+ νhβhk
X
− −δd
νeβek
X
− E+1
(
kX
) −δb νhβhkX−
νhβhk
X
+ −δb E−1
(
kX
)
νeβek
X
+
−δd νhβhkX+ νeβekX− E−2
(
kX
)
 (2.45)
Here E±1,±2(k) = E0(k) = ~2(kX)2/2mX are the parabolic dispersions of the bare IX
states, δb,d give the energy splittings between linearly polarized bright (dark) states. We
take the exciton energy at kX = 0 as the zero point and put δb = δd = 0.
Introducing a phenomenological IX decay term, one may write the evolution equation
on the bispinor (Ψ+2,Ψ+1,Ψ−1,Ψ−2)
T in the momentum representation with the Hamil-
tonian (2.45):
∂
∂t

Ψ+2(k
X)
Ψ+1(k
X)
Ψ−1(kX)
Ψ−2(kX)
 = − i~H(kX)

Ψ+2(k
X)
Ψ+1(k
X)
Ψ−1(kX)
Ψ−2(kX)
− 12τ(kX)

0
Ψ+1
Ψ−1
0
 , (2.46)
where τ(kX) is the wave vector dependent radiational recombination time, tending to
infinity outside the light cone, and nonradiational decay is neglected. The evolution
equation (2.46) may be solved under boundary conditions either with the source term in
the case of constant pumping, or with initial conditions set by an excitation pulse.
2.3.2 The minimum of the energy dispersion
Diagonalization of the effective Hamiltonian (2.45) is trivial and results in four branches
of energy dispersion, plotted in Fig. 2.9:
EI
(
kX
)
EII
(
kX
)
EIII
(
kX
)
EIV
(
kX
)
 =

E0
(
kX
)
+ (νhβh + νeβe) k
X
E0
(
kX
)
+ (νhβh − νeβe) kX
E0
(
kX
)− (νhβh − νeβe) kX
E0
(
kX
)− (νhβh + νeβe) kX
 (2.47)
with corresponding eigenstates:
ψI =

1
+e−iφ
+e+iφ
1
 , ψII =

−1
+e−iφ
−e+iφ
1
 , ψIII =

−1
−e−iφ
+e+iφ
1
 , ψIV =

1
−e−iφ
−e+iφ
1
 (2.48)
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Figure 2.9: Isotropic dispersion branches of the indirect exciton eigen modes [see
Eqs.(2.47)]. Gray area marks the light cone. From Vishnevsky et al. (2013) [66].
Here φ is the polar angle in reciprocal space.
The two lower branches of the energy dispersion have their minima at nonzero wave
vector. This implies that a resonantly prepared IX system with zero momentum, be that
a cold exciton gas or a condensate, is unstable with respect to relaxation. This stands, in
particular, for the case of optical excitation, when excitons are created with small wave
vectors within the light cone. Such an IX system starts expanding due to the effect of the
SOC, even when the repulsion between the excitons is weak.
If the exciton ground state wave vector lays outside of the light cone, light emission
form the ground state is forbidden due to energy-momentum conservation rather than
total angular momentum conservation. In this case, a condensate eventually relaxes to a
”dark” state and only emits light when it is scattered on the disorder.
The combinations of .Eqs(2.48) correspond to ”linear polarizations” for the bright
(rows 2 and 3) part given the usual identities ψ± = ψX±iψY . While the dark components
are isotropic, the bright components have a linear polarization that is φ-dependent and
the polarization changes from X to Y when φ is changed by pi/2. This peculiarity is
analogue to the exciton-polariton case in the presence of the so-called TE-TM splitting
that gives birth to the optical spin Hall effect [65, 25, 26, 67]. One can therefore expect the
formation of the same polarization pattern from the bright exciton states under proper
excitation.
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2.3.3 Topologically nontrivial spin configurations
Depending on the boundary conditions or on the exact type of the source term, equation
(2.46) yields different polarization and IX density textures. In particular, spin configura-
tions with nontrivial topology, that cannot be transformed to a trivial ones continuously,
may emerge. Among these nontrivial configurations the most famous are the topologi-
cal defects. The examples of such configurations are vortices and half-vortices, studied in
cavity polariton condensates [68, 69]. The difference between an integer vortex in a spinor
condensate and a half-vartex in the same condensate is that the latter is a topological
defect in one spin component of a polariton condensate, while the first one is a couple of
half-vortices in both spin components, characterized by a point in real space with zero to-
tal density. Another significant property of a quantized vortex in the indetermined phase
in its center accompanied with a nonzero phase, gained in a full circumrotation around it
in real space. They appear in experimental phase maps as fork-like dislocations.
Quantized vortices, however, do not exhaust all possible nontrivial spin configurations
of an IX condensate. An example of topologically nontrivial spin configuration is the
skyrmion. By definition it is a topologically nontrivial multicomponent wavefunction with
constant total density. Similarly to vortices, it is characterized by pseudospin winding
around the core with undefined phase. It may be realized if a density dip in one spin
component, which creates phase uncertainty, is compensated in the others, so that that
the total density remains constant. Unlike vortices and half-vortices, skyrmions in a
IX system can not be seen on the total emission intensity maps, but appear as phase
dislocation in phase maps.
In the idealized case of a Dirac delta source in real space, the excitation of an eigenstate
can be found analytically. For example, the dynamical equation for the first component
ψI(k
X) of the full bispinor in the basis of spin states, given by (2.48), reads:
i~
∂ψI
(
kX, t
)
∂t
=
~2
2m
(kX)2ψI
(
kX, t
)
+ i∆βkXψI
(
kX, t
)
+ AP e
iωP t. (2.49)
Here kX is a two-dimensional in-plane wave vector, and Ap is the corresponding first
component of the source term in the same spin basis (2.48).
and the stationary radial solutions are found writing ψI(k
X
r , t) = ψI(k
X
r ) exp(iωP t)
which yields:
~ωPψI
(
kXr
)
=
(
~2
2m
(kXr )
2 + i∆βkX
)
ψI
(
kXr
)
+ AP (2.50)
the Green’s function of the problem reads
GI
(
kX
)
= − AP~2
2m
(kXr )
2 + i∆βkXr − ~ωP
(2.51)
whose Fourier transform gives
GI (r) =
APκ1
κ2 − κ1
 log ( 2κ1) J0(κ1r)2 − pi2H0 (κ1r)
+0F1
(
1,−κ21r2
4
)  (2.52)
− APκ2
κ2 − κ1
 log ( 2κ2) J0(κ2r)2 − pi2H0 (κ2r)
+0F1
(
1,−κ22r2
4
)  (2.53)
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which is nothing but ψI(r) for the delta source. Here J0(κr), H0(κr) and 0F1(1,−κ2r2/4)
are the Bessel, the Struve and the Generalized Hypergeometric functions respectively, κ1,2
are the poles of Eq.(2.51) and Eqs.(2.52,2.53) require that κ1 > 0 and κ2 < 0 which means
that ~ωP > 0. The solutions for the other eigenstates are found with a similar procedure
and one can therefore construct any combination using the eigenstates (2.48).
For a numerical simulation, a linearly polarized (P±2 = 0, P±1 6= 0) bright exciton state
is chosen as the initial condition. Here and after, the Dresselhaus constants for electrons
and holes βe,h = 6µeV · µm, and the masses me = 0.07m0, mh = 0.5m0, where m0 is
the free electron mass. Figs. 2.10 (a,b,c) shows the stationary real space images of linear
and circular polarization degrees and the phase of the bright states. One can observe the
formation of a skyrmion lattice associated with the formation of the spin domains. The
situation is analogous with the polaritonic spin Hall effect recently analyzed theoretically
[65]. This similarity is expectable, since the effective field acting on the bright states is
exactly equivalent to the case of exciton polaritons in the presence of the so-called TE-TM
splitting. Fig. 2.10 (c) shows the density profile of bright states along the diagonal line
(white dashed line on Fig. 2.10 (b)). Densities of σ+ and σ− states are oscillating while
the total density decays in space with r. Phase structure of σ+-polarized bright state is
plotted on Fig. 2.10 (d). However, the linear polarization pattern that we observe has 8
polarization domains and differs from the one measured in [17], which has 4 domains.
In order to reproduce the experimental picture, a different initial spin state for the con-
densate is chosen (Fig. 2.11). First, a condensate of dark states with a slight asymmetry
between dark components is considered (P−2/P+2 = 0.9, P+1 = P−1 = 0). Then, in order
to mix the circularly polarized bright states, an additional constant splitting between the
linearly polarized bright states along and perpendicular to the main crystallographic axis
of the sample is introduced δb = 1µeV .
Fig. 2.11 (a,b) shows the spatial distribution of linear and circular polarization degree,
while Fig.2.11(d) shows the phase of the X-component. Both circular and linear polar-
ization structures present 4 domains and are stretched along the x axis (because of δb) as
it was observed in experiment [17]. Interestingly, we also observe pairs of phase singular-
ities (red crosses), situated symmetrically with respect to the exciton source. This phase
singularity is accompanied by a density dip only in the Y component. This topological
defect is therefore similar to a skyrmion but in the linear polarization basis. Contrary
to conventional skyrmion, for instance, in magnetic systems with Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
interactions, its existence is provided by SOC rather than interparticle interactions. On
the contraty, the field configurations of this type are not stable with respect to nonlinear
effects [65]. Our approach shows that the appearance of phase singularities is a gen-
eral feature of radial flows of particles in the presence of coupling between the spin and
motional degree of freedom.
2.4 Conclusion
The present chapter mainly gives an overview of our two recent theoretical works in the
field of spatially indirect excitons in coupled quantum wells [45, 66].
The first one examines the possibility of applying nonlinear optical experimental tech-
niques for the study of these quasiparticles. We demonstrated that despite their vanishing
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Figure 2.10: (Color online) (a) Degree of linear polarization of bright states. (b) Degree of
circular polarization of bright states. (c) Density profile for σ+- (nb+, red dashed line),σ
−-
(nb−, blue dashed line) polarized bright states and total density (ntotb , black solid line) of
bright states along the diagonal line y = −x (white dashed line in (b)). (d) Phase of
σ+-polarized bright component. From Vishnevsky et al. (2013) [66].
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Figure 2.11: (Color online) (a) Degree of linear polarization of bright states. (b)Degree
of circular polarization of bright states. (c) Total density of bright states. (d) Phase of
x-component of bright states. Red crosses point the phase singularities in x-component.
From Vishnevsky et al. (2013) [66].
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oscillator strength, indirect excitons can be proped on the direct exciton transition fre-
quency. The suggested technique is based on the optically induced reflectivity and Kerr
rotation effects stemming from the interactions between direct and indirect excitons. Im-
portantly, both dark and bright states can be probed using this approach, contrary to
photoluminescence measurements. A proof-of-concept pump-probe experiment was mod-
elled with the density matrix approach applied to relaxational kinetics of excitons. An
experimental work based on the proposed technique confirmed our predictions [52].
The second work gives an explanation of experimentally observed specific phase disclo-
cations in regions of an indirect exciton condensate, where the excitonic density does not
vanish [17]. We have shown that skyrmions, topologically nontrivial spin configurations,
may emerge in this type of condensates. Contrary to topological defects like vortices, they
are described with a constant density field and their existance may expain the observed
phase dislocations.
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Chapter 3
Spin dynamics of the polariton
optical parametric oscillator
The optical parametric oscillator (OPO) device scheme can be realized with planar mi-
crocavities, as it was demonstrated in the first chapter. The OPO is a frequency convert-
ing optical device, which exploits the light-matter coupling in microcavities to obtain a
strong optical nonlinearity. Parametric scattering, which converts light frequency, is due
to Coulomb interaction between excitonic components of polaritons. Apart from this,
the OPO relies on the bosonic nature of cavity polaritons, which provides stimulation of
parametric scattering.
The OPO may convert not only light frequency, but polarization as well. In particular,
linear polarization of excitation may be rotated by 90◦ and also converted to circular
polarization [70, 71, 72]. This system therefore is of a special interest from the point of
view of spin dynamics.
This chapter is focused on two spin-related effects in the OPO scheme. Polarization
inversion effect is introduced in Section 1 and studied profoundly on a particular case of
a one-dimensional potential trap in a planar microcavity. Experimental observation of
nontrivial behaviour of polarization inversion is explained in terms of Boltzmann kinetic
equations formalism and Gross-Pitaevskii equation [73]. The idea of an OPO scheme
realization with dipolaritons, light-matter quasi-particles with an indirect exciton compo-
nent, is discussed in Section 2. Possibility of voltage control and switching of polarization
inversion is predicted in this system [29].
3.1 Optical parametric oscillator in one-dimensional
trap potential
Resonant optical excitation of a specific point on the lower polariton energy dispersion
branch results in parametric scattering of polaritons. In this process, a pair of optically
pumped polaritons elastically scatters, so that one of the polaritons loses its kinetic energy
and goes towards the ground state, while the other gains energy and finishes on the top
of the lower polariton branch. If pumping power is sufficient, a polariton macrooccupied
state (which is sometimes simply called a ”condensate”) is formed in the bottom of the
dispersion branch and the parametric scattering is stimulated due to bosonic nature of
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Figure 3.1: Real-space emission, and polariton dispersion for 2D phase-matching condi-
tions. In (a), the normalized real-space emission is shown, integrated in energy and in
a linear false-color scale, in a region of the sample where the planar cavity is split by a
line defect; (b) shows the dispersion taken along the axis of the 1D system. Here, both
systems show nonlinear emission from the bottom of their respective branch. In (c), the
dispersion is normal to the 1D system: marked differences are seen, the 1D system shows
no dispersion while the 2D remains the same. A logarithmic false-color scale is used for
(b) and (c). From Cuadra et al. (2013) [73].
polaritons.
Polarization inversion effect in planar microcavities, explained by the opposite signs of
polariton-polariton scattering matrix elements in signlet and triplet configurations (anti-
parallel and parallel spins), consists in rotation of the linear polarization plane of light by
90◦ with respect to that of the optical pumping. Due to the axial symmetry of a planar
microcavity (if the TE-TM splitting is neglected), the rotation angle is constant and does
not depend on pump linear polarization plane orientation.
A one-dimensional in-plane cavity defect reduces the symmetry and may affect the
polarization inversion behavior. It may also reduce the polariton dimensionality, acting
as a potential trap for polaritons in the cavities of the type of a quantum wire. In this
case, the OPO scheme may be tuned so that the signal state is confined in the trap, as
it is shown in Fig. 3.1. The parametric scattering conditions may be as well satisfied for
both confined 1D signal and planar 2D signal states, so that two condensates are formed
at the same time. Such a situation is demonstrated in Fig. 3.2. The size quantization
splits the 1D signal states linearly polarized parallel and perpendicularly to the defect
axis. Should the value of this splitting exceed polariton linewidths, it strongly affects
the energy conservation condition, making parametric scattering more preferable for one
of the linear polarizations. Experimental measurement of the signal linear polarization
plane orientation dependence on that of the pumping demonstrates that it makes two full
circumrotations when the latter makes one [73].
The present section is organized as follows. Subsection 1 introduces the semi-classical
Boltzmann equations approach used for the simulation of the OPO in a planar microcavity.
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Figure 3.2: Real-space emission, and polariton dispersion for 1D phase-matching condi-
tions. In (a), the normalized real-space emission, integrated in energy, at the same region
as in Fig.2is shown in a linear false-color scale, but now there is only significant emission
from the 1D condensate. (b) Dispersion taken along the axis of the 1D system. Here, the
2D polariton dispersion does not show condensation, whereas in the 1D system nonlinear
emission is found. In (c), the dispersion is normal to the 1D system: marked difference are
seen, the 1D system shows no dispersion while the 2D remains the same. A logarithmic
false-color scale is used for (b) and (c). From Cuadra et al. (2013) [73].
The polarization inversion effect is derived from this model in Subsection 2. The model
is generalized to the case of a one-dimensional potential trap in Subsection 3. The model
is further checked with numerical solution of the Gross-Pitaevskii equation in Subsection
4.
3.1.1 Semiclassical Boltzmann kinetic equations model
Polariton-polariton scattering is strongly anistropic. It stems from the Coulomb interac-
tion between the excitonic components of microcavity polaritons. The latter is mostly
due to carrier exchange between excitons and is only allowed for pairs of excitons with
aligned spins. For excitons with opposite spin projections, scattering matrix element is
only nonzero in the second order of perturbation theory [74].
The semi-classical Boltzmann equation formalism, introduced in Chapter 1, may be
generalized to account for the spin anisotropic polariton-polariton scattering [75]. The
equations for the populations of plane wave states Nk↑(↓), having spin up(down) spin
projection, and the corresponding total in-plane pseudospin Sk read [6]:
dNk↑(↓)
dt
=− Nk↑(↓)
τk
+
(
dNk↑(↓)
dt
)∣∣∣∣
rot
+
(
dNk↑(↓)
dt
)∣∣∣∣
p−p
+ Pk, (3.1)
dSk
dt
=− Sk
τk
+
(
dSk
dt
)∣∣∣∣
rot
+
(
dSk
dt
)∣∣∣∣
p−p
+ Pk. (3.2)
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Here τk is the radiational decay time, which depends on the polariton wave vector value
k, Pk and Pk are the source terms describing excitation of polarized quasiparticles.
The second terms in the right-hand parts of Eqs. (3.1,3.2) account for spin rotation
in effective magnetic field created by TE-TM splitting (ΩTE-TM,k) [76], (ii) polarization
splittings due to microcavity in-plane asymmetry (Ωa,k) and spin-anisotropic polariton-
polariton interactions (Ωint,k):
(
dNk↑
dt
)∣∣∣∣
rot
=−
(
dNk↓
dt
)∣∣∣∣
rot
= ez · [Sk × (ΩTE-TM,k + Ωa,k)] , (3.3)(
dSk
dt
)∣∣∣∣
rot
= [Sk ×Ωint,k] + Nk↑ −Nk↓
2
(ΩTE-TM,k + Ωa,k) . (3.4)
The effective field describing the energy splitting between the two spin components
due to the spin-anisotropic interactions reads [77, 78]:
~Ωint,k = 2ez
∑
k′
(
V
(1)
k,k′,0 − V (2)k,k′,0
)
(Nk′↑ −Nk′↓) + 2
∑
k′
V
(2)
k,k′,0S
′
k (3.5)
where V (1)and V (2) are the matrix elements of polariton-polariton scattering described in
detail below, and ez is a unit vector in the z direction of the Stokes space, corresponding
to circularly polarized light.
The third pair of terms in Eqs. (3.1,3.2) describe the polariton-polariton stimulated
scattering with a transfer of momentum:
(
dNk↑
dt
)∣∣∣∣
p−p
=
∑
k′,q
{
W
(1)
k,k′,q[(Nk↑ +Nk′↑ + 1)Nk+q↑Nk′−q↑ − (Nk+q↑ +Nk′−q↑ + 1)Nk↑Nk′↑]
+W
(1)
k,k′,q[(Nk↑ +Nk′↓ + 1)(Nk+q↑Nk′−q↓ +Nk+q↓Nk′−q↑) + 2Sk+q · Sk′−q]
− (Nk↑Nk′↓ + (Sk · Sk′))(Nk+q↑ +Nk′−q↓ +Nk+q↓ +Nk′−q↑ + 2)
+ 2W
(12)
k,k′,q[Nq↑(Sk′ · Sk′−q) +Nk′−q↑(Sk′ · Sk+q)−Nk↑Sk′ · (Sk′−q + Sk+q)]
+W
(12)
k,k′,q[(Sk · Sk+q)(Nk′−q↑ +Nk′−q↓ −Nk′↑ −Nk′↓)
+(Sk · Sk′−q)(Nk+q↑ +Nk+q↓ −Nk′↑ −Nk′↓)]
}
(3.6)
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(
dSk
dt
)∣∣∣∣
p−p
=
∑
k′,q
{
W
(1)
k,k′,q
2
Sk [Nk+q↑Nk′−q↑ +Nk+q↓Nk′−q↓
−Nk′↑(Nk+q↑ +Nk′−q↑ + 1)−Nk′↓(Nk+q↓ +Nk′−q↓ + 1)]
+W
(1)
k,k′,q (Sk+q(Sk′ · Sk′−q) + Sk′−q(Sk′ · Sk+q)− Sk′(Sk+q · Sk′−q))
+
W
(2)
k,k′,q
2
[2(Sk + Sk′) (Nk+q↑Nk′−q↓ +Nk+q↓Nk′−q↑ + 2(Sk+q · Sk′−q))
− (Sk(Nk′↑ +Nk′↓) + S1(Nk↑ +Nk↓))(Nk+q↑ +Nk′−q↑ +Nk+q↓ +Nk′−q↓ + 2)]
− 2W (12)k,k′,qSk ((Sk′ · Sk+q) + (Sk′ · Sk′−q))
+
W
(12)
k,k′,q
2
Sk′−q [2((Nk′↑ + 1)Nk+q↑ + (Nk′↓ + 1)Nk+q↓)
+(Nk+q↑ +Nk+q↓ −Nk′↑ −Nk′↓)(Nk↑ +Nk↓)]
+
W
(12)
k,k′,q
2
Sk+q [2((Nk′↑ + 1)Nk′−q↑ + (Nk′↓ + 1)Nk′−q↓)
+(Nk′−q↑ +Nk′−q↓ −Nk′↑ −Nk′↓)(Nk↑ +Nk↓)]
}
. (3.7)
A similar term for Nk↑ is obtained with a transformation ↑↔↓. The parameters W (1), W (2)
and W (12) represent the polariton-polariton interactions in different spin configurations:
W
(1)
k,k′,q =
2pi
h
∣∣∣V (1)k,k′,q∣∣∣2 δ(Ωk + Ωk′ − Ωk+q − Ωk−q) (3.8)
W
(2)
k,k′,q =
2pi
h
∣∣∣V (2)k,k′,q∣∣∣2 δ(Ωk + Ωk′ − Ωk+q − Ωk−q) (3.9)
W
(12)
k,k′,q =
2pi
h
Re(V
(1)
k,k′,qV
∗(2)
k,k′,q)δ(Ωk + Ωk′ − Ωk+q − Ωk−q) (3.10)
Eq. (3.8)-(3.10) are written for the most general case. Taking into account the exci-
tonic fraction of the relevant to the OPO scheme states V (1) and V (2) are the polariton
parametric scattering matrix elements in triplet and singlet configurations respectively.
Kinetic equations (3.1,3.2) are formulated for an infinite and, in general, continuous
space of states. In the case of the OPO, the population of most of these states, except
for the pump, signal and idler ones, may be safely neglected. The infinite system of
equations thus is reduced to a system of 9 equations for the populations and the total
in-plane pseudospins.
3.1.2 Polarization inversion
The semi-classical Boltzmann kinetic equations account for the bosonic stimulation of
parametric scattering. However, it is only important when the population of the signal
state is macroscopic (Ns,↑(↓) ∼ 1). This condition is not fulfilled at the initial phase of
OPO, when a constant wave optical pumping is being turned on. In this case, Ns(i),↑(↓) 
1  Np,↑(↓), |Ss(i),↑(↓)|  1  |Sp,↑(↓)|, and the kinetic equations for the signal state are
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simplified:
dNs↑(↓)
dt
=W (1)N2p↑(↓) + 2W
(2)
(
Np↑(↓)Np↓(↑) + |Sp|2
)
, (3.11)
dSs
dt
=2W (12)Sp (Np↑ +Np↓) , (3.12)
If the pump state is linearly polarized, Np↑ = Np↓ = |Sp|, and therefore the signal
average pseudospin in this regime reads:
Ss
Ns↑ +Ns↓
=
4W (12)
W (1) + 4W (2)
Sp
|Ss| . (3.13)
The characteristic values of the ratio V (2)/V (1) ∼ −0.01 [70, 79] yields negative pa-
rameter W (12) and positive W (1)  W (2). From this, one concludes that signal and pump
pseudospins have opposite directions. For a pair of in-plane pseudospins this means that
the linear polarization planes of the states, described with these pseudospins, are perpen-
dicular. In other words, the signal linear polarization plane is rotated with respect to
that of the pump by 90◦. The relation between the signal and pump linear polarization
degrees reads:
ρs
ρp
≈ −4V
(2)
V (1)
. (3.14)
The initial signal pseudospin and, therefore, the linear polarization are conserved
when the stimulated scattering regime turns on. This is due to the fact that scattering to
the signal states, initially populated during the spontaneous scattering regime, becomes
stimulated and preferable. Signal parameters are thus auto-locked and the OPO system
works in a steady state, defined by the initial phase.
3.1.3 One-dimensional trap potential effect
A quantum-wire type potential trap acting on the photonic component of cavity polaritons
may be either engineered or appear spontaneously from a structure defect. Depending
on the trap width and energy depth, it produces a number of size-quantized polaritonic
subbands from the lower branch of the energy dispersion. The quasi-1D polariton states,
nevertheless, have a finite overlap with 2D cavity states, so that the freely propagating
states may be parametrically scattered into the confined ones. Taking into account the
finite lifetime and linewidth of lower branch polaritons, several signal states, 1D and 2D,
may satisfy the energy conservation conditions for parametric scattering.
The TE-TM splitting, which may be interpreted in terms of different effective masses
mL < mT for states, linearly polarized longitudinally and transversely to the wave vector,
affects the size quantization in the trap. It is even further enhanced in 1D confined systems
because of strain and other mechanisms. The size quantization energy depends on the
masses of states with in-plane wave vectors normal to the potential trap axis. Polariton
states in a sufficiently thin trap contain sufficiently large wavevectors in the reciprocal
space, in the normal to the trap axis direction. TE-TM splitting therefore produces a
strong energy splitting of linear polarizations parallel and perpendicular to the trap.
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Figure 3.3: Degree of linear polarization as a function of the linear polarization angle
of the pump: Color bars next to the vertical and bottom axis represent the DLP of the
emission and the pump, respectively. At θP = 0
◦(θP = 90◦), the laser is polarized normal
(parallel) to the wire, as indicated by the ⊥(|) symbol. The symbols at the ordinates
indicate the main orientation of the emissions polarization plane: ⊥(|) perpendicular
(normal) to the wire axis. (a) The evolution of the DLP for the 2D system, for 2D
phase-matching conditions. (b) The evolution of the DLP for the 1D system, for 2D
phase-matching conditions. (c) The evolution of the DLP for the 1D system, for 1D
phase-matching conditions. Experimental data is plotted with black circles. The solid
lines (red open points) are calculated DLPs using the Boltzmann (GP) model. From
Cuadra et al. (2013) [73].
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In Ref. [73], this splitting is of the order of 0.1 meV and is comparable to the polari-
ton linewidths. Consequently, it strongly affects the energy conservation conditions for
parametric scattering and cannot be included into the Boltzmann kinetic equations model
only via an effective magnetic field, rotating the spin of the signal state. To incorporate
the linear polarization splitting into the model, one may introduce a phenomenological
term to the signal pseudospin evolution equation:
dSs
dt
= −Ss
τs
+
(
dSs
dt
)∣∣∣∣
rot
+
(
dSs
dt
)∣∣∣∣
p−p
+ exδW
(
dNs
dt
)∣∣∣∣
p−p
, (3.15)
where ex is the unitary vector along the x axis, coinciding with the trap axis, and the
coefficient δW is defined by:
δW = (W⊥ −W‖)/(W⊥ +W‖). (3.16)
The new term proportional to δW originates from the difference in the overlap integrals
between the states localized in the trap and the extended propagating states of the pump
and the idler. Indeed, the trap is wide enough to contain several quantized levels, and
the highest levels of the two orthogonal polarizations that become strongly populated
in the experiments, do not have the same transverse quantum number n, otherwise the
transverse-polarized state ⊥ would be higher in energy than the longitudinal-polarized
state ‖ because of the longitudinal-transverse splitting. The overlap integrals, contained in
the scattering rates W , exhibit a 1/n dependence, implying that scattering into the lower
lying states is favored. On the other hand, phase matching conditions favor the population
of higher lying ones, because the pump is tuned to the free 2D signal resonance conditions.
This balance leads actually to a further decrease of δW . Thus, this term is comparable
to the one responsible for the polarization inversion (the latter is proportional to α2/α1),
and the competition between them can determine the relative sign of the signal and pump
DLP. Values of α2/α1 = −0.01 and δW = 0.008 are typically used in the simulations.
Thus, in the spontaneous scattering regime the term given in Eq.(3.15) competes with
the polarization inversion, which is proportional to α1 × α2.
The signal linear polarization degree, obtained with numerical solution of the semi-
classical Boltzmann kinetic equations, in dependence on the pump linear polarization
plane orientation with respect to the trap axis, is plotted with solid lines in Fig. 3.3 in
different situations. It qualitatively reproduces the experimental results. In particular,
the linear polarization degree of the 1D signal changes sign twice faster than that of the
2D signal both for 2D and 1D phase-matching conditions.
3.1.4 Gross-Pitaevskii model
In the first model, we write the coupled equations for a 2D four-component exciton-
photon wavefunction composed by a photonic fraction ψ↑↓(x, y) and an excitonic fraction
ϕ↑↓(x, y):
i~
∂ψ↑↓
∂t
= − ~
2
2mph
∆ψ↑↓ +
~ΩR
2
ϕ↑↓ +Hxψ↓↑ + Uψ↑↓ − i~
2τph
ψ↑↓ + P↑↓ + f↑↓ (3.17)
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i~
∂ϕ↑↓
∂t
= − ~
2
2mX
∆ϕ↑↓ +
~ΩR
2
ψ↑↓ + α1 |ϕ↑↓|2 ϕ↑↓ + α2 |ϕ↓↑|2 ϕ↑↓ (3.18)
Here, mph = 4×10−5m0 is the photon mass, mX = 0.6m0 is the exciton mass (m0 is the
free electron mass), ~ΩR = 4.2 meV is the Rabi splitting, α1 = 6Eba2B and α2 ∼ −0.01α1
are the triplet and singlet interaction constants [79], respectively (Eb = 10 meV is the
exciton binding energy and aB = 10 nm is the exciton Bohr radius). The potential
acting on photons and confining them in the trap (width 4.25 µm, depth 0.6 meV) is
described by U ; τph = 1 ps is the photon lifetime (the exciton decay is neglected), P is the
quasi-resonant pumping term, exciting the system at a given frequency ω ≈ 1.6 meV/~
above the bottom of the polariton branch and f is the noise, which serves to account
for the effects of spontaneous scattering. Pumping provides an average of 10 particles in
a unit cell of h = 0.25 µm in the steady state, and the spontaneous scattering creates
0.01 particle. The term Hx = σx × 30 µeV describes the effective magnetic field (and
corresponds to polarization splitting of 60 µeV) acting only inside the 1D wire.
The results of the simulations performed for the same four orientations of the pump
polarization as in the experiments (θP = 0
◦, 20◦, 45◦ and 90◦) are presented in the Fig.
3.3, and reproduce qualitatively the experimental values.
In these simulations, as in the experiments, in the 2D region the polarization is always
inverted because of the opposite signs of α1 and α2, while in the quantized 1D region the
polarization is determined by an interplay between the signs of the α’s coefficients and
the splitting between the parallel and transverse polarized modes, as explained in detail
below.
Note, that in the simulations the 2D condensate extends over the entire area shown
in the figure, in contrast to the experiments, where the condensate’s extension is about
40 µm. Also, the DLP is higher in the calculations than in the experiments; however, a
qualitative overall agreement between experiment and theory is evident. Although this
model is nicely fitting the experiments, it is quite demanding numerically because of the
need for a large 2D grid, small step size (to describe accurately the potential defect and the
profiles of the modes), and long calculation times (necessary to obtain spontaneous OPO
with a relatively weak noise). However, it further justifies the assumptions and validity
of the semiclassical kinetic equations model. The latter is based on the phenomeno-
logically introduced polarization generation term (3.15). The Gross-Pitaevskii equation
model naturally satisfies energy conservation and does not need terms introduced by hand.
Nevertheless, both models give qualitatively similar predictions for signal polarization de-
pendence on the pump linear polarization angle, in particular, specific doubled anglular
dependence.
3.2 Dipolariton optical parametric oscillator
Dipolaritons, quasi-particles representing a mixture of light with direct and indirect ex-
citons, have an intrinsic dipole moment oriented normally to the cavity plane by applied
electric bias. Coulombic interaction between dipolaritons is therefore stronger in compar-
ison with conventional polaritons. The latter have zero dipole moment on the average
and mostly interact via the carrier exchange, which is only possible in a triplet configura-
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Figure 3.4: A sketch of the studied system: asymmetric double quantum well (ASDQWs)
is situated between the contacts and two Bragg reflectors forming a microcavity. Voltage
V , applied to the contacts, shifts the energy diagram of the ASDQW and the energies
of the indirect (EI) and direct (ED) exciton states, coupled via tunneling of the electron
through the barrier.
tion of polariton pair [74]. Aside from this mechanism of scattering, dipolaritons directly
interact through dipole-dipole repulsion. This mechanism may be at least one order of
magnitude stronger [29] than the exchange. This is why the dipolaritons in asymmet-
ric double quantum wells (ASDQWs) are promising candidates for realization of optical
parametric oscillators, which rely on parametric scattering of polaritonic quasi-particles.
Moreover, the properties of the dipolaritons strongly depend on the applied electric
bias. Indirect excitonic part of the dipolariton states, in particular, may be controlled
with voltage, as it is demonstrated in the first chapter. The energy dispersion itself
is transformed depending on the electric bias magnitude. Overall, it means that the
parametric scattering of dipolaritons may be tuned with applied voltage.
A model cavity with ASDQWs, experimentally studied in Ref. [28], is considered in
this chapter. All physical parameters of the system are chosen to fit the photoluminescence
measurements [80] for definitiveness. The physical effects, demonstrated on this particular
structure, however, may be obtained with arbitrary parameters.
The section is organized as follows. The possibilities of parametic scattering with
dipolariton energy dispersion is examined in Subsection 1. The dipolariton-dipolariton
scattering matrix elements, entering the Boltzmann kinetic equations for parametric scat-
tering, are calculated in Subsections 2 and 3. Finally, the controllability of polarization
inversion effect with voltage is discussed in Subsection 4.
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Figure 3.5: Dipolaritonic branches stemming from direct (DX), indirect (IX) excitonic
and microcavity photonic modes. (a) Lower (LP), middle (MP) and upper (UP) dipolari-
tonic branches (solid lines), lower (LD) and upper (UD) dark exciton branches (dashed
lines), uncoupled DX,IX and microcavity energies (dotted lines) versus applied voltage at
zero wave vector. (b) The same branches versus wave vector at specific voltage (4.5 V).
Parameters of the branches calculation are taken to fit the results of the reference [80].
From Nalitov et al. (2014) [29].
3.2.1 Dipolariton parametric scattering
The dipolariton energy dispersion consists of three branches, among which the two lower
ones are s-shaped and have inflection points. Therefore, they provide multiple variations of
the OPO configuration. The parametric scattering of two dipolaritons from the resonantly
excited pump state (Qp) into the signal (Qs = 0) and idler (Qi = 2Qp) states conserves
both energy and momentum. Solution of the energy conservation equation 2Ep = Es+Ei
gives all possible pump state wave vectors, satisfying the parametric scattering condition,
as a function of the applied voltage, plotted in Fig. 3.6.
Note, that in contrast to the single-branch OPO schemes, where all states involved
in the OPO lie on the same branch (for example, lower polariton branch), the ASDQW
structure permits in principle an interbranch OPO scheme with LP signal, MP pump
and UP idler states. Such an OPO configuration may be used for generation of entagled
photon pairs as both signal and idler states are photonic, therefore the problem of idler
polariton coherence loss due to the strong excitonic interactions is avoided.
The UP branch alone does not provide a possibility of a single-branch OPO scheme
due to the absence of an inflection point. Moreover, the states lying above the bare
exciton energy are resonantly coupled to a large density of excitonic states and can suffer
from a significant dephasing, even if their excitonic fraction is small. This dephasing is
not accounted for in our approach. The resonant pumping of the LP is therefore the only
configuration which we expect to be properly described by our approach.
Parametric scattering rate and spin dynamics are governed by the dipolariton scat-
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Figure 3.6: Numerical solution of energy-momentum conservation law for parametric
scattering, sketched on the inset. Two dipolaritons in the pump state (large circles)
scatter to signal and idler states (small circles). Depending on applied bias there are
from 2 to 4 solutions corresponding to different scattering configurations. Wave vector of
the pump state, representing the magic angle of optical excitation, is plotted with colours
corresponding to configurations: red and green for scattering within LP and MP branches,
orange and blue for interbranch scattering. From Nalitov et al. (2014) [29].
tering matrix elements entering Boltzmann kinetic equations. They are calculated in the
following subsections.
3.2.2 Dipolariton scattering: Born approximation
Dipolariton-dipolariton scattering matrix elements may be calculated using the pertur-
bation theory within the Born approximation and following the approach of references
[81, 82, 83]. When the corresponding contribution becomes weak, as it happens for the
inter-spin interaction in the range of voltages where IX and DX modes are weakly coupled,
we need to proceed further to the second order correction, which is presented in the next
subsection.
The excitonic part of a dipolariton pair state, accounting for the fermionic nature of
carriers, is constructed from the direct product of two excitonic parts of single dipolariton
states, introduced in Chapter 1:
|Q, S; Q′, S ′〉 = [|Q, S〉X ⊗ |Q′, S ′〉X]a , (3.19)
where the subscript a denotes the antisymmetrization with respect to the permutations
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of both electrons (re ↔ r′e, se ↔ s′e) and holes (rh ↔ r′h, jh ↔ j′h).
Considering the two possible spin configurations of a scattering pair, triplet (S = S ′)
and singlet (S = −S ′), without loss of generality one may write the scattering matrix
elements in the Born approximation as:
V
(1)
f←i = 〈f |Vˆ |i〉 ≡ 〈Qf , S; Q′f , S ′|Vˆ |Qi, S; Q′i, S ′〉
with Vˆ for the scattering potential, which accounts for the inter-exciton carrier Coulomb
interactions:
Vˆ =
e2

[
1
|re − r′e|
+
1
|rh − r′h|
− 1|re − r′h|
− 1|rh − r′e|
]
,
where e is the electron charge and  is the dielectric constant.
The matrix elements (3.20) may be decomposed into the following sum:
V
(1)
f←i =
∑
i,j,k,l=IX,DX
Ck,li,j (Qi, Q
′
i, Qf , Q
′
f , V )
[〈Qf , S|k ⊗ 〈Q′f , S ′|l]a Vˆ [|Qi, S〉i ⊗ |Q′i, S ′〉j]a ,
(3.20)
where Ck,li,j = ci(Qi, V )cj(Q
′
i, V )c
∗
k(Qf , V )c
∗
i (Q
′
f , V ).
Let us consider the range of wave vectors Q  a−1B , where aB ∼ 10 nm is the bulk
exciton Bohr radius. In this range, all quantum averages in the summation (3.20) are
independent on the wave vectors, as their characteristic scale of variation is a−1B . Therefore,
the dependence on the wave vectors, as well as on the bias, is only kept in the Hopfield
coefficients product Ck,li,j (Qi, Q
′
i, Qf , Q
′
f , V ). Finally, the vanishing overlap of DX and IX
wavefunctions allows us to keep only the terms where either i = k, j = l or i = l, j = k,
and to obtain:
V
(1)
f←i = C
DX,DX
DX,DXV
S,S′
DX,DX + C
IX,IX
IX,IXV
S,S′
IX,IX +
[
CIX,DXIX,DX + C
DX,IX
IX,DX + C
IX,DX
DX,IX + C
DX,IX
DX,IX
]
V S,S
′
DX,IX
(3.21)
with interaction constants V S,S
′
DX,DX, V
S,S′
IX,IX and V
S,S′
DX,IX representing DX-DX [49], IX-IX [84]
and DX-IX [45] interactions. The corresponding matrix elements can be written as follows:
V S,S
′
i,j = [〈0, S|i ⊗ 〈0, S ′|j]a Vˆ [|0, S〉i ⊗ |0, S ′〉j]a . (3.22)
where i, j span over IX,DX. The spin dependence of each of the above integrals is then
conveniently described by its decomposition into a sum of four terms with evident spin
parts:
V S,S
′
i,j = V
dir
i,j + δS,S′V
X
i,j + δse,s′eV
e
i,j + δjh,j′hV
h
i,j, (3.23)
The first term represents the direct dipole-dipole interaction and is present for any
combination of exciton spins. The second term describes the exciton exchange contri-
bution and accounts for the bosonic nature of the exciton. Finally, the last two terms
represent the electron and hole exchange contributions, accounting for the fermionic na-
ture of the carriers. Matrix elements (3.22) are evidently expressed in these terms:
V +1,+1i,j = V
dir
i,j + V
X
i,j + V
e
i,j + V
h
i,j,
V +1,−1ij = V
dir
i,j (3.24)
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Figure 3.7: Interaction parameters calculated in Born approximation as a function of the
separation distance between the QWs. The red lines represent interaction between two
IXs, while the blue one corresponds to the interaction of an IX with a DX. The solid lines
describe interaction of two excitons with the same spin (αII1 ,α
DI
1 ) and the dashed one is
for two excitons with opposite spins (αII2 ). From Nalitov et al. (2014) [29].
Neglecting the DX dipole with respect to that of the IX results in V +1,−1DX,DX = V
+1,−1
DX,IX = 0.
Figure 3.7 shows the dependence of nonzero matrix elements (3.24) on the QWs separation
distance d. The zero separation limit corresponds to the transition from IX to DX. At
d ≈ aB/4, the carrier exchange contribution changes sign and therefore V +1,−1IX,IX > V +1,+1IX,IX
for d > aB/4.
Note that V +1,+1DX,IX , plotted by the blue line, is inaccurate in the vicinity of the point
d = 0, where the IX and DX are indistinguishable. Moreover, the range where the distance
between the QWs centers is shorter than their widths is physically meaningless.
Setting i = f = |Q, S,Q, S ′〉 states at a given point of the energy dispersion branches,
one calculates the effective dipolaritonic interaction constants α1 and α2 responsible for
frequency shifting of dipolaritonic luminescence due to interaction between dipolaritons
with the same (α1) and opposite (α2) spins, as quantum averages (3.20):
α1 =|cDX(Q, V )|4V +1,+1DX,DX + |cIX(Q, V )|4V +1,+1IX,IX + 4|cDX(Q, V )|2|cIX(Q, V )|2V +1,+1DX,IX ,
α2 =|cIX(Q, V )|4V +1,−1IX,IX . (3.25)
Figure 3.8 presents the results of the numerical calculation of these constants through-
out the three dipolaritonic branches in dependence on the applied bias. Note that α1(2)
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Figure 3.8: Interaction constants responsible for the blueshift and the bistability of
pumped dipolariton states calculated in Born approximation. Left and right columns
correspond to α1 and α2, while the three rows correspond to LP, MP and UP dipolariton
branches. The voltage and wave-vector dependences are due to the variation of Hopfield
coefficients. From Nalitov et al. (2014) [29].
reflects blueshift of photoluminescence in a particular circular polarization due to optical
pumping with the same(opposite) circular polarization.
All listed interaction constants are positive, therefore, the dipolariton scattering ma-
trix elements (3.22) obtained in this section only describe repulsive interactions. In order
to include the dipolariton attraction in our model we continue the expansion of the inter-
actions to the second order.
3.2.3 Dipolariton scattering: Second order correction
Second order corrections to the interaction matrix elements are important for scattering
of two dipolaritons with opposite spins in the region of voltages and momenta, where the
IX fraction of either initial or final state are small and so is the first order matrix element.
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This condition can be satisfied for the voltages where |EI−ED|  J and excitonic modes
are uncoupled. The IX state in this case may be excluded from the consideration and
dipolariton reduces to conventional polariton. One may expect the change of sign of
the singlet interaction parameter α2 at the point where the first and the second order
contributions become comparable.
Scattering of two polaritons with opposite spins has been recently studied theoretically
[74] and experimentally [79]. In particular, the reference [79] reports a strong attraction
of singlet lower branch polariton pairs depending on the energy detuning between the DX
and cavity modes.
Generalization of reference [74] results to the case of the lower branch dipolaritons with
the expression for the correction to the scattering matrix element in the second order of
the perturbation theory [85]:
V
(2)↑↓
f←i =
∑
m
〈f |Vˆ |m〉〈m|Vˆ |i〉
Ei − Em =
∑
m
〈Qf ,+1; Q′f ,−1|Vˆ |m〉〈m|Vˆ |Qi,+1; Q′i,−1〉
Ei − Em (3.26)
where m enumerates all intermediate states of two electrons and two holes playing the
role of the interaction mediator. Their energies Ei and Ef coincide due to the elasticity
of the scattering, while the energy distance between them and the intermediate states
must be large enough so that |Ei−Eint|  V (2)f←i for the applicability of the perturbation
theory.
Intermediate states representing two dipolaritons with opposite spins are coupled with
initial and final states by spin-conserving dipole-dipole scattering and result in a second
order correction to the repulsion. On the contrary, states formed by two ”dark” exci-
tons |Q + P,+2; Q′ −P,−2〉 are coupled to dipolariton pair states |Q,+1; Q′,−1〉 via
virtual fermion exchange. Terms with such intermediate states give negative contribution
to the interaction potential exceeding the first order repulsion in absolute value. The
same applies to the contribution coming from biexcitonic intermediate states. It becomes
important in the case of polaritonic Feshbach resonance [86], when the dipolariton pair
energy coincides with the biexciton energy and expression (3.26) diverges. If polariton
states are far from the bi-exciton and dark exciton resonance, both terms gives qualita-
tively the same type contributions. Then, in order to simplify the calculations, one may
neglect biexciton states contribution and focus on the contribution of dark exciton states.
Due to the electron tunneling through the barrier, the dark IX and DX states are cou-
pled and form two anti-crossing branches LD and UD plotted with dashed lines in Figure
3.5. Direct and indirect fractions d
LD(UD)
D and d
LD(UD)
I of the dark branches, obtained by
diagonalization of the Hamiltonian 3x3 matrix form, introduced in Chapter 1, with Ω = 0,
are independent of Q due to equal IX and DX effective masses. Similarly to the previous
subsection, we derive the following:
V
(2)↑↓
f←i =
m,n=LD,UD∑
i,j,k,l=IX,DX
Ck,li,j D
m,n
i,j,k,l
∑
P
V exchk,l (P )V
exch
i,j (P )
−∆m,n − ~2P 2/MX ,
where Dm,ni,j,k,l(V ) = d
m
i (V )d
n
j (V )d
m
k (V )d
n
l (V ) and ∆m,n(V ) = Em(V ) + En(V ) − Ei. Here,
once again the dependence of the virtual fermion exchange matrix elements V exchi,j (P )
on the dipolariton momenta Q  aB are neglected, although the virtual transferred
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Figure 3.9: Effective interaction parameters responsible for blueshift, bistability and po-
larization of the ground dipolariton state (sketched in the inset), calculated in the second
order of the perturbation theory, are plotted in red. Interaction parameter α2, describing
interaction potential of two dipolaritons with opposite spins, changes sign with votage and
even exceeds α1, the one describing two dipolaritons with aligned spins. Grey(hatched)
area represent possible values of α1 (α2) for conventional polaritons. The result of the first
order calculation of α2 is plotted with black dashed line for comparison. From Nalitov et
al. (2014) [29].
momentum P, which spans over the whole reciprocal space, is kept. Furthermore, the
terms where i = j = IX and k = l = IX, representing the next order correction to the IX
repulsive contribution, are omitted. The virtual exchange matrix elements read:
V exchIX,DX(P ) = [〈0,+1|IX ⊗ 〈0,−1|DX]aVˆ [|P,−2〉IX ⊗ | −P,+2〉DX]a ,
V exchDX,DX(P ) = [〈0,+1|DX ⊗ 〈0,−1|DX]aVˆ [|P,−2〉DX ⊗ | −P,+2〉DX]a
+ [〈0,+1|DX ⊗ 〈0,−1|DX]aVˆ [|P,+2〉DX ⊗ | −P,−2〉DX]a .
Note that the two terms of the latter correspond to electron and hole exchange, contrary
to the IX-DX case, where only the hole exchange is possible. Both matrix elements are
integrated numerically as functions of the transferred momentum[49, 45] and vanish at
P > aB/2.
Substituting the two-particle ground dipolariton state as both i and f into Eqs.
(3.21,3.26), one calculates the effective interaction constants for the ground state. The
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results of this calculation are plotted in Figure 3.9. One may observe that α2 is chang-
ing sign at a particular voltage, similarly with the case of resonant interaction with the
bi-exciton resonance [79, 86], which has the disadvantage of inducing strong losses. Here,
the mechanism is the increase of the mixing with the IX state which does not add any
losses to the dipolarion. However, the whole system can be affected by the large intrinsic
losses of the dipolaritonic states, induced by the presence of the metallic contacts and
doped mirrors. A second remarkable point occurs at a slightly larger voltage, when α2
and α1 become equal. In case of a dipolariton condensation, this boundary corresponds
to a transition between linearly and circularly polarized states [79] which can therefore
be tuned, simply by changing the applied voltage.
3.2.4 Polarization inversion switching
OPO spin kinetics strongly depends on the type of polariton-polariton interaction. Polar-
ization of photons, emitted from the signal state once the OPO turns on, is defined by the
one of pumping and two interaction constants α1 and α2 describing parametric scattering
of a pair of dipolaritons with aligned and anti-aligned spins respectively. In the particular
case of linearly polarized pumping, the signal linear polarization degree is expressed by a
simple relation, following from Eq. (3.13) [72]:
Plin,s =
α1α2
α21 + α
2
2
Plin,p, (3.27)
where Plin,p is the linear polarization of the optical pumping. The sign of Plin,s and thus the
orientation of the signal polarization plane are therefore determined by the relative sign
of the interaction parameters α1 and α2 describing parametric scattering of dipolaritons
with aligned and opposite spins.
To calculate them accounting for the second order correction one substitutes the pump,
signal and idler dipolariton states into Eqs.(3.21,3.26):
α1 = c
2
DX(Qp, V )cDX(Qs, V )
∗cD(Qi, V )∗V
+1,+1
DX,DX + c
2
IX(Qp, V )cIX(Qs, V )
∗cIX(Qi, V )∗V
+1,+1
IX,IX
+ 2cIX(Qp, V )cDX(Qp, V ))[cDX(Qs, V )
∗cIX(Qi, V )∗ + cDX(Qs, V )∗cIX(Qi, V )∗]V
+1,+1
DX,IX ,
α2 = c
2
IX(Qp, V )cIX(Qs, V )
∗cIX(Qi, V )∗V
+1,−1
IX,IX
+
m,n=LD,UD∑
i,j,k,l=IX,DX
ci(Qp, V )cj(Qp, V )ck(Qs, V )
∗cl(Ci, V )∗
× dmi (V )dnj (V )dmk (V )dnl (V )
∑
P
V exchk,l (P )V
exch
i,j (P )
−∆m,n − ~2P 2/MX , (3.28)
The results of this calculation are plotted in Figure 3.10 for LP, MP and interbranch
scattering configurations. Notably, the following situations may be achieved by voltage
variation for different OPO configurations: (i) α2 < 0, linear polarization inversion is
on; (ii) 0 < α2 < α1 and (iii) α2 > α1, linear polarization inversion is off. Moreover, as
can be seen in Figure 3.10, in a certain range of voltages, the dipolaritonic OPO inter-
action constant exceeds the theoretically achievable value of α1 = 6Ra
2
B for conventional
microcavity polaritons [74].
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Figure 3.10: Interaction constants calculated for dipolariton parametric scattering in the
second order of the perturbation theory. Solid lines represent interaction between the
dipolaritons with the same spin (α1), dashed lines are for dipolaritons with opposite
spins (α2). Grey (hatched) area limits the possible values of α1 (α2) for conventional
microcavity polaritons. Both LP and MP configurations have a range of voltages where
α2 > α1. In the LP case, α2 is changing sign due to variation of the energy detuning and
dipolariton oscillator strength. The inset shows the relation between linear polarization
degrees of signal emission and optical pumping in the most relevant case of LP parametric
scattering. From Nalitov et al. (2014) [29].
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Substitution of the calculated interaction constants into the relation (3.27) finally gives
the dependence of the signal linear polarization degree on the applied bias for the case
of full linear polarization of the pumping (Plin,p = 1), plotted in the inset of Figure 3.10.
It has a narrow switching region from negative to positive values in the vicinity of the
crossing point of the three modes, where α2 value crosses zero. Realistically, the absolute
value of the signal polarization degree is lowered by spin relaxation processes. However,
the main result is that the orientation of the signal emission polarization plane may be
switched between the one of the optical pump and the one orthogonal to it.
In conclusion, the calculated spin-dependent interaction parameters can be one order
of magnitude larger than for conventional polaritons. By tuning the applied voltage, the
interaction parameter α2 between dipolaritons with opposite spin changes sign and can
become larger than α1 – the interaction parameter between dipolaritons having the same
spin.
This shows that dipolaritons are promising particles for spin-optronic applications. In
particular, a dipolaritonic OPO scheme has a very low threshold due to the large values of
the interaction parameters. It offers the possibilities of interbranch parametric scattering.
The flipping of the sign of the singlet interaction α2 parameter allows the on-demand linear
polarization inversion switching and polarization degree control by the applied bias.
3.3 Conclusion
The two works overviewed in this chapter are united with the common topic of the optical
parametric oscillator (OPO) [73, 29]. Section 1 covers our collaborative attempt with
experimentalists to explain specific behaviour of polarization inversion effect of an OPO
in presence of one-dimensional trap potential. In particular, linear polarization plane of
the OPO signal rotates twice faster than that of the pump: while the latter makes a
full circumrotation, signal polarization plane makes two. Two independent approaches
were used to account for the trap potential effect on parametric scattering, and both
qualitatively reproced the observations.
The second work is a proposal of a novel OPO device based on dipolaritons in a special
type of cavities. Dipolaritons were proven to provide at least one order of magnitude
strondger parametric scattering, which reduces potential threshold pump power of the
devise. Importantly, parametric scattering interaction parameters, as well as the polariton
band structure, depend on the electric bias applied to cavity contacts. We have shown that
the singlet configuration parametric scattering may be tuned from attractive to repelling
with changing the bias. This property may be used for fast voltage controlled signal
switching between two perpendicular linear polarizations.
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Chapter 4
Spin dynamics and topological effects
in microcavity pillar structures
The present chapter is devoted to the study of polariton spin physics in cavity superstruc-
tures, based on planar microcavities. In particular, pillar cavity lattices are considered for
definiteness, although the same conclusions hold for other realizations of in-plane poten-
tials for polaritons. This type of structures present interest as a platform for simulation
of bosonic analogs of electron states and bands in molecules and solids. We concentrate
here on the effects related to the effective spin-orbit coupling (SOC) for cavity polaritons,
which is due to the TE-TM splitting, inherited by pillar structures from planar microcavi-
ties. Its strength may be controlled by tuning the Bragg reflectors and cavity parameters,
and generally exceeds that of SOC acting on the QW exciton component of polaritons.
The first Section introduces basic properties of the effective SOC in microcavity pillar
structures, starting from polariton molecules and proceeding to polariton graphene - a
honeycomb lattice of overlapping pillar cavities. Some of consequences of the effective
SOC properties, including peculiar behaviour of the optical spin Hall effect (OSHE),
which may be evidenced in experiment, are demonstrated as well.
The second Section is focused on one particular implication of the SOC on the spin
dynamics in polariton graphene. It is demonstrated that in presence of sufficiently strong
external magnetic field the polariton graphene band structure resembles that of a Z topo-
logical insulator. This yields a very specific behaviour of polaritons on the edges of the
polariton graphene. Polariton edge states are propagating along the edge and protected
from both scattering into the bulk and backscattering. They only have one allowed prop-
agation direction governed by the magnetic field direction.
4.1 Effective spin-orbit interaction
The splitting of TE and TM linearly polarized photonic confined modes in a microcavity
results in a coupling between the polartion pseudospin and momentum, or an effective
spin-orbit interaction. In planar microcavities it manifests itself in the optical spin Hall ef-
fect [25]. The present chapter is, however, devoted to the description of more sophisticated
microcavity pillar structures, etched out of planar microcavities. Spin-orbit interaction
properties are strongly modified in this type of structures due to the specific geometry.
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Pillar microcavities are characterized by size-quantized polariton states because of
the in-plain confinement of the photonic mode. In this sense they represent photonic
”atoms” with discrete spectra. Placed sufficiently close to each other, they form polariton
”molecules” and even ”crystals” due to the overlapping of the photonic modes in the
neighbouring pillars. Contrary to the real molecules, the photonic ones may have arbi-
trary geometry in two dimensions. Basic types of polariton molecules and the effect of the
photonic spin-orbit interaction on their eigenstates are introduced in Subsection 1. Po-
laritons in these structures simulate the electronic subsystem of real molecules and solids,
with the possibility of direct optical probing of any state. In particular, single polariton
dispersion in polariton graphene reproduces that of real graphene, a two-dimensional hon-
eycomb lattice of carbon atoms [87]. This includes conical dispersion law in the vicinity
of the touching points of the conduction and valence bands. Polaritons in this region of
the reciprocal space behave like ultra-relativistic Dirac particles.
The present section is organized in the following way. The tight-binding approxima-
tion, which is used later for description of polariton graphene, is introduced on a simple
example of polariton molecules in Subsection 1. Polariton benzene [88] is considered in
Subsection 2. The polariton graphene effective Hamiltonian, accounting for SOC, is con-
structed in Subsection 3. The energy dispersion law, obtained with diagonalization of the
effective Hamiltonian, is analyzed in Subsection 4. In particular, a peculiar transition of
the band structure topology is obtained. Finally, the effective SOC field is derived and
developed in the vicinity of the Dirac points in Subsection 5.
4.1.1 Polariton molecules
A microcavity pillar contains a discrete spectrum of photonic modes coupled to excitons
which, in the strong coupling case, result in size-quantized polariton states. The lowest
energy mode is axially symmetric and twice degenerate in polariton spin. The higher
modes are characterized with quantized non-zero angular momenta. Each pillar thus can
be treated as a two-dimensional polaritonic atom. If placed sufficiently close, microcavity
pillars form coupled polariton modes and represent molecules in this sense.
The simplest case of a polariton molecule is a pair of overlapping microcavity pillars
[89]. The localized polariton states overlap and form bonding and anti-bonding states,
evidenced by photoluminescence spectra, shown in Fig. 4.1. A conventional way to
describe the coupling between the localization centers is the tight-binding approach. It is
based on the perturbation theory, with polariton states localized in each pillar taken as
the zero approximation, and polariton tunneling between the pillars as the perturbation.
Below, the ground polariton state with energy E0 is considered by default and only the
tunneling between the nearest neighbours is introduced. For simplicity, all pillars are
assumed to be equal and axially symmetric, therefore, the ground polariton states in all
pillars are degenerate.
To construct the Hamiltonian, we take into account the TE-TM splitting. It acts as
an effective magnetic field, acting on propagating polariton spin and thus entering the
nondiagonal Hamiltonian matrix elements. It can also be treated by assigning different
effective masses for polaritons polarized longitudinally (mL) and transeversely (mT > mL)
to their wave vectors.
The consequence of the action of the TE-TM splitting on the simplest polariton
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Figure 4.1: A photoluminescence experiment, demonstrating the coupling of the polariton
modes localized in the pillars. (a) Emission spectrum measured on a single molecule at
low excitation power (pillar diameter d = 4µm and the distance between the centers of
pillars dCC = 3.73µm); A and B indicate the binding and antibinding states, respectively.
Inset: Scanning electron micrograph of an array of pillars and molecules. (b) Emission
spectra measured on a 4µm round micropillar (black line) and on photonic molecules with
d = 4µm and various values of dCC . From Galbiati et al. (2012) [89]
(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: (a) A scheme of the simplest polariton molecule - a pair of overlapping pillar
microcavities. The basis of linearly polarized polariton modes, localized in each cavity, is
chosen according to the axis between the pillar centers. (b) A sketch of effective potential
for polaritons. Potential barrier dependence on polarization is due to TE-TM coupling.
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molecule, consisting of A and B pillars, is the dependence of the tunneling probability on
polarization. The potential barrier due to the size quantization at the narrow junction
between the pillars for a given polarization may be estimated as VL(T ) = pi
2~2/2mL(T )w2,
where w is the junction width. Note that the barrier height depends on the mass of the
same polarization, but in the direction, orthogonal to the axis between the pillars. For
the state |A,L(T )〉, localized in the pillar ”A” and having L(T ) polarization (see Fig.
4.2), the wavefunction tail in the pillar ”B” is determined by tunnel extinction coefficient
κL(T ) = ~−1
√
2mL(T )(VT (L) − E). Therefore, we find that the nondiagonal blocks of the
Hamiltonian matrix have different matrix elements −JL,T , JL > JT at their diagonals,
whose values depend on the overlaps of corresponding wavefunctions. The off-diagonal
terms are zero, because all sources of spin conversion other than LT splitting are neglected.
In the basis of states |A,L〉, |A, T 〉, |B,L〉 and |B, T 〉 the Hamiltonian therefore reads:
HAB = −

0 0 JL 0
0 0 0 JT
JL 0 0 0
0 JT 0 0
 . (4.1)
A transition to the basis of circularly polarized polaritons |A,+〉, |A,−〉, |B,+〉, |B,−〉,
where the polarization state |±〉 = |x〉 ± i|y〉 is defined with reference to x, y axes, only
affects nondiagonal blocks of the Hamiltonian (4.1):
HAB = −

0 0 J δJe−2iϕ
0 0 δJe2iϕ J
J δJe−2iϕ 0 0
δJe2iϕ J 0 0
 , (4.2)
where J = (JL + JT )/2 , δJ = (JL − JT )/2 and ϕ is the angle between AB and x axes.
The diagonalization of the Hamiltonian (4.2) gives the eigenstates of the polariton
molecule. In the absence of the TE-TM splitting (δJ = 0) the eigenstates are double de-
generate pairs of symmetric and anti-symmetric polariton states. Effective SOC therefore
lifts the degeneracy for both binding and anti-binding states and splits them by 2δJ .
Estimations of J may be made from energy splitting between bonding and anti-bonding
states of a single polariton molecule (see Fig. 4.1(b)). It may be of the order of 10 meV
for closely positioned microcavity pillars.
4.1.2 Polariton benzene
A peculiar nontrivial case of polariton molecules is a hexagon, composed by six overlapping
pillars [88]. The same tight-binding formalism may be applied in this case to obtain
polariton eigenstates composed of the ground pillar-pinned modes.
Let us consider the tunnel coupling between two neighboring pillars j and j + 1. In
the basis of linearly polarized polariton single pillar states |j, L/T 〉 tunneling is described
by single polariton Hamiltonian matrix elements
JL = −〈j, L|Ĥ|j + 1, L〉, (4.3)
JT = −〈j, T |Ĥ|j + 1, T 〉,
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: (a) A polariton benzene scheme with basis polarization vectors. (b) Eigenstate
energy (blue, in units of J) and angular momentum (red, in arbitrary units) mean value
versus total angular momentum quantum number. Dashed lines are given as guides for
the eye.
while
〈j, L|Ĥ|j + 1, T 〉 = 〈j, T |Ĥ|j + 1, L〉 = 0. (4.4)
In normal and tangential polarizations basis,
|j, n〉 =
√
3
2
|j, T 〉 − 1
2
|j, L〉, (4.5)
|j, τ〉 = 1
2
|j, T 〉 −
√
3
2
|j, L〉,
|j + 1, n〉 =
√
3
2
|j + 1, T 〉+ 1
2
|j + 1, L〉,
|j + 1, τ〉 = −1
2
|j + 1, T 〉+
√
3
2
|j + 1, L〉,
polariton benzene Hamiltonian reads
Ĥ =

En 0 −Jnn Jnτ 0 0 0 0 0 0 −Jnn −Jnτ
0 Eτ −Jnτ −Jττ 0 0 0 0 0 0 Jnτ −Jττ
−Jnn −Jnτ En 0 −Jnn Jnτ 0 0 0 0 0 0
Jnτ −Jττ 0 Eτ −Jnτ −Jττ 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −Jnn −Jnτ En 0 −Jnn Jnτ 0 0 0 0
0 0 Jnτ −Jττ 0 Eτ −Jnτ −Jττ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −Jnn −Jnτ En 0 −Jnn Jnτ 0 0
0 0 0 0 Jnτ −Jττ 0 Eτ −Jnτ −Jττ 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −Jnn −Jnτ En 0 −Jnn Jnτ
0 0 0 0 0 0 Jnτ −Jττ 0 Eτ −Jnτ −Jττ
−Jnn Jnτ 0 0 0 0 0 0 −Jnn −Jnτ En 0
−Jnτ −Jττ 0 0 0 0 0 0 Jnτ −Jττ 0 Eτ

,
(4.6)
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where
Jnn =
1
4
(3JT − JL), (4.7)
Jττ =
1
4
(3JL − JT ),
Jnτ =
√
3
4
(JT + JL).
To change the basis one may express normal and tangential polarization states in each
pillar |j, n〉 and |j, τ〉 in right and left circular polarization single pillar states:
|j, n〉 = 1√
2
[
exp
(
−ipi j − 1
3
)
|j,+〉+ exp
(
ipi
j − 1
3
)
|j,−〉
]
(4.8)
|j, τ〉 = 1√
2
[
exp
(
−ipi
(
j − 1
3
+
1
2
))
|j,+〉+ exp
(
ipi
(
j − 1
3
+
1
2
))
|j,−〉
]
via basis transition matrix
X0 =
1√
2

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
−i i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 e−i
pi
3 ei
pi
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 e−i
5pi
6 ei
5pi
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 e−i
2pi
3 ei
2pi
3 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 ei
5pi
6 e−i
5pi
6 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 i −i 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ei
2pi
3 e−i
2pi
4 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ei
pi
6 e−i
pi
6 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ei
pi
3 e−i
pi
3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e−i
pi
6 ei
pi
6

1+
1−
2+
2−
3+
3−
4+
4−
5+
5−
6+
6−
(4.9)
Let us now introduce a basis of many-pillar states with left and right circular polar-
izations:
|l±〉 =
6∑
j=1
exp
(
i
l(j − 1)pi
3
)
|j±〉, (4.10)
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where l = 0,±1,±2, 3, via transition matrix
X =
√
6

1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
1 0 ei
pi
3 0 ei
2pi
3 0 −1 0 e−i 2pi3 0 e−ipi3 0
0 1 0 ei
pi
3 0 ei
2pi
3 0 −1 0 e−i 2pi3 0 e−ipi3
1 0 e−i
pi
3 0 e−i
2pi
3 0 −1 0 ei 2pi3 0 eipi3 0
0 1 0 e−i
pi
3 0 e−i
2pi
3 0 −1 0 ei 2pi3 0 eipi3
1 0 ei
2pi
3 0 e−i
2pi
3 0 1 0 ei
2pi
3 0 e−i
2pi
3 0
0 1 0 ei
2pi
3 0 e−i
2pi
3 0 1 0 ei
2pi
3 0 e−i
2pi
3
1 0 e−i
2pi
3 0 ei
2pi
3 0 1 0 e−i
2pi
3 0 ei
2pi
3 0
0 1 0 e−i
2pi
3 0 ei
2pi
3 0 1 0 e−i
2pi
3 0 ei
2pi
3
1 0 −1 0 1 0 −1 0 1 0 −1 0
0 1 0 −1 0 1 0 −1 0 1 0 −1

−1
0+
0−
+1+
+1−
−1+
−1−
+2+
+2−
−2+
−2−
3+
3−
(4.11)
Desired Hamiltonian in new basis (|0±〉, | ± 1±〉, | ± 2±〉, |3±〉) Ĥ ′ = X−1X−10 ĤX0X
has the following form:
Ĥ =

E1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ∆1,8 0 0 0 0
0 E2 0 0 0 0 0 0 ∆2,8 0 0 0
0 0 E3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ∆3,12
0 0 0 E4 ∆4,5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 ∆4,5 E5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 E6 0 0 0 0 ∆6,11 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 E7 0 0 ∆7,10 0 0
∆1,8 0 0 0 0 0 0 E8 0 0 0 0
0 ∆2,8 0 0 0 0 0 0 E9 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 ∆7,10 0 0 E10 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 ∆6,11 0 0 0 0 E11 0
0 0 ∆3,12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E12

0+
0−
+1+
+1−
−1+
−1−
+2+
+2−
−2+
−2−
3+
3−
(4.12)
where
E1 = E2 = E − 2J, E3 = E4 = E5 = E6 = E − J,
E7 = E8 = E9 = E10 = E + J, E11 = E12 = E + 2J,
∆1,8 = −∆E −∆J , ∆2,8 = −∆E −∆J , ∆3,12 = −∆E + ∆J ,
∆4,5 = −∆E − 2∆J , ∆6,11 = −∆E + ∆J , ∆7,10 = −∆E + 2∆J ,
E =
1
2
(Eτ + En), J =
1
2
(JL + JT ), ∆E =
1
2
(Eτ − En), ∆J = 1
2
(JL − JT ) (4.13)
As seen from the Hamiltonian matrix Eq. (4.12), all states with defined total angular
momenta split in coupled pairs. Note that the coupling lifts the degeneracy between
the states 4 and 5, 7 and 10 with orbital momenta absolute values 1 and 2 respectively.
The degeneracies are defined by the time-reversal symmetry, which yields the angular
momentum conservation. Time reversion inverts spins and angular momenta, therefore
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pairs of states, which may be converted one into the other be changing signs of spins
and orbital momenta, must have the same energy. Spin-orbit coupling does not break
the time-reversal symmetry: it lifts the degeneracies, as the resulting split states are
invariant under time reversion. On the contrary, time-reversal symmetry may be broken
with external magnetic field, acting on polariton spin through the excitonic part.
This Hamiltonian can also be expressed in a form of operator acting on a spinor
[Ψ+(j)Ψ−(j)]T , where j plays a role of generalized integer coordinate, j = 1..6. For
this we introduce the diagonal part of the Hamiltonian Ĥ0 = Ĥ(∆E = ∆J = 0) and
conventional operator of angular momentum L̂ on this integer space. The eigenstates of
H0 have defined quantum number l and produce the basis of the Hamiltonian 4.12. Its
eigenvalues El are
El = E − 2J cos
(
pil
3
)
. (4.14)
While L̂ has the same eigenstates as Ĥ0, while its eigenvalues have a different depen-
dence on l:
〈l|L̂|l〉 ∼ ∂El
∂l
=
2pi
3
J sin
(
pil
3
)
. (4.15)
Then the Hamiltonian 4.12 can be finally rewritten:
Ĥ = Ĥ0 −∆E
(
0 e−2iϕj
e2iϕj 0
)
+
√
3
pi
∆J
J
[
L̂,
(
0 e−2iϕj
e2iϕj 0
)]
, (4.16)
where ϕj =
jpi
3
. Using spin operator sˆ = σ, where σ is the Pauli matrices vector, and
conventional field Ω = cos (2ϕj) ex + sin (2ϕj) ey, we can rewrite the Hamiltonian:
Ĥ = Ĥ0 −∆EΩs−
√
3
pi
∆J
J
[
Ωs, Lˆ
]
(4.17)
Finally, if we express angular momentum operator as L̂ = [rˆ× pˆ], the Hamiltonian
reads
Ĥ = Ĥ0 −∆EΩs−
√
3
pi
∆J
J
[
Aˆ, pˆ
]
, (4.18)
where
Ax = cosϕj (cos(2ϕj)sx + sin(2ϕj)sy) (4.19)
Ay = − sinϕj (cos(2ϕj)sx + sin(2ϕj)sy) ,
and p has a meaning of operator of phase difference between neighbouring pillars.
4.1.3 Polariton graphene
A honeycomb lattice based on a patterned planar microcavity, similar to the one re-
cently fabricated and studied [87], simulates graphene, a two-dimensional layer of Carbon
atoms. The tight-binding approximation, as well as numerical solution of Schroedinger
equation with honeycomb potential, were used to calculate the band structure of polari-
ton graphene. The same model, however, can be applied to other physical realizations of
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Figure 4.4: (a) Scanning electron microscope image of a corner of the microstructure.
One hexagon of pillars is underlined with blue disks. The dark arrows show the growth
axis of the cavity. The overlap between pillars is sketched in (b). (c) First Brillouin zone.
(d) Measured momentum space energy resolved photoluminescence at kx = −2pi/3a [line
0 in Fig. 2(a)], under nonresonant low-power excitation. (e) Sketch of the real space
distribution of S and P modes in a single pillar. From Jacqmin et al. (2014) [87]
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Figure 4.5: (color online) A schematic sketch of the tight-binding model. (a) Pho-
ton tunneling between microcavity pillars is described as photon propagation through
”waveguide”-like links. (b) Polarization dependence of tunneling probability due to TE-
TM energy splitting: L state which is polarized longitudinally to the ”waveguide” link
is closer in energy to the degenerate pillar-pinned states than the transversely-polarized
state T , resulting in higher L-photon tunneling probability through the link.
honeycomb lattices, in optical and non-optical systems. Photons and exciton-polaritons
behave in a similar way and our formalism applies to both strong coupling regime and an
empty photonic cavity (without active layer).
We take a degenerate basis of σ± polarized ground polariton states localized on each
pillar of the lattice as a zeroth approximation for the tight-binding model and introduce
the hopping of photons from a pillar to one of its nearest neighbors as a perturbation.
The SOC appears due to the difference in the tunneling coefficients of the tight-binding
Hamiltonian for light polarization longitudinal and transverse with respect to the junction
between the pillars. This difference is described in Subsection 1 and the Hamiltonian of
a cavity pillar pair (4.2) is used to construct the polariton graphene Hamiltonian.
The zeroth approximation of the model is the basis of σ polarized polariton states,
localized on one of the pillars ϕσ(r− ai(bi)), where σ = ±1 and ai(bi) is the radius
vector of the ith type-A(B) pillar. The general form of polariton wavefunction may be
represented as a linear combination of the basis states
|Ψ(r)〉 ≡
∑
i,σ
[
cAi,σ|ϕσ(r− ai)〉+ cBi,σ|ϕσ(r− bi)〉
]
(4.20)
We assume a slight difference in the tunneling coefficients between two neighboring
pillars for a polariton linearly polarized along and transverse to the axis between them
(due to the TE-TM splitting, as discussed above):
〈ϕL(T )(r− ai)|Hˆ|ϕL(T )(r− ai − δj)〉 = −JL(T ), (4.21)
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where δj vector links a type-A pillar to its jth neighbor, as shown in Figure 4.5. We
further put the energy of the degenerate basis states to 0 and define the Hamiltonian
non-diagonal matrix elements (see Eq. (4.2)):
Hσ,σj ≡ 〈ϕσ(r− ai)|Hˆ|ϕσ(r− ai − δj)〉 = −J,
H+,−j ≡ 〈ϕ+(r− ai)|Hˆ|ϕ−(r− ai − δj)〉 = −δJeij
2pi
3 , (4.22)
where J = (JL+JT )/2 and δJ = (JL−JT )/2. Note that presence of δJ results in a nonzero
probability for a σ polarized polariton to tunnel to a neighboring pillar, simultaneously
flipping its polarization. Moreover, the phase gained in such tunneling is different for each
of the three tunneling directions.
Consequently multiplying the Schroedinger equation HˆΨ = EΨ on 〈ϕ±(r− an)| and
〈ϕ±(r− bn)| and substituting the general form (4.21) with cA(B)i,σ = cA(B)σ (k)e−ikai(bi), we
obtain a system of four coupled equations on the coefficients c
A(B)
σ (k):∑
j,σ
cB(A)σ e
−ikδjH+(−),σj = Ec
A(B)
+(−), (4.23)
which is evidently presented in a matrix equation form:
Ek 0 fkJ f
′
kδJ
0 Ek f
′′
k δJ fkJ
f ∗kJ f
′′∗
k δJ Ek 0
f ′∗k δJ f
∗
kJ 0 Ek


cA+
cA−
cB+
cB−
 = 0, (4.24)
where fk =
∑2
j=0 e
−ikδj , f ′k =
∑2
j=0 e
−ikδj+ij 2pi3 and f ′′k =
∑2
j=0 e
−ikδj−ij 2pi3 .
The polariton dispersion is obtained from the block determinant of the matrix Mk in
the left-hand part of equation (4.24):
det(Mk) = det(Eˆ
2
k − Fˆ †k Fˆ ) = 0, (4.25)
where Eˆk and Fˆk are the upper-left and the upper-right 2x2 blocks of M . Equation (4.25)
presents a biquadratic equation on E, having a set of solutions:
E2k = |fk|2J2 +
|f ′k|2 + |f ′′k |2
2
δJ2 ±
√
(|f ′k|2 − |f ′′k |2)2δJ4 + 4|fkf ′∗k + f ∗kf ′′k |2J2δJ2
2
. (4.26)
Note that in absence of SOC δJ = 0 and Eq. (4.26) is reduced to conventional equation
on graphene dispersion law. The topology of the dispersion if analyzed in the following
Subsection.
4.1.4 Trigonal warping and band topological transition
The energy band structure of polariton graphene reflects the general properties of hon-
eycomb carbon layers. The reciprocal lattice also possesses the honeycomb symmetry,
and the Brillouin zone may be chosen as a hexagon. Two nonequivalent points of the
reciprocal space K and K ′ are then positioned in the corners of the Brillouin zone. In the
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Figure 4.6: (a) Polariton energy dispersion plotted along the principal directions for
δJ/J = 0.1. (b) A furhter close-up on the band intersection (inset of (a)) demonstrating
the band structure topology. Each Dirac cone is split in four, one of which stays at the
corner of the Brillouin zone, and the other three are move along the Brillouin zone edges
with increasing SOC strength δJ/J . From Nalitov et al. (2015) [90]
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 4.7: Topological transition of the polariton band structure. The energy dispersion
is plotted along the principal directions for different values of the relation δJ/J . The
topological transition occurs at δJ/J = 0.5.
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KГ
M
K
Figure 4.8: The eigenstate pseudospin map of the lowest energy dispersion branch. Pseu-
dospin direction is plotted with white arrows, and its projection on the x axis is addition-
ally plotted with colour. Blue corresponds to negative projection and horizontal linear
polarization, red signifies positive sign of projection and vertical linear polarization. (b)
panel is a zoom of the whole Brillouin zone pseudospin polarization map, plotted in (a)
panel. It demonstrates Dresselhaus SOC field configuration of the effective field due to
TE-TM field in the vicinity of the Dirac points, as the eigenstate pseudospin is directed
along the effective field. From Nalitov et al. (2015) [90]
absence of effective SOC the upper and lower degenerate in spin branches intersect at K
and K ′ points, forming Dirac cones. The band energy width is 6J .
SOC, however, changes the topology of the band structures, lifting the spin degeneracy.
The SOC strength may be characterized by the ratio δJ/J . In sufficiently weak SOC
(δJ/J < 0.5) each Dirac cone is split in four, so that instead of two intersection points
lower and upper bands have 8 points of intersection, as seen from Fig. 4.6(b). This
effect is known as the trigonal warping and also occurs in bilayer graphene [91] and in
monolayer graphene with Rashba SOC [92]. If δJ  J , the distance δK between a Dirac
point and additional pockets is approximately given by (δJ/J)2a−1. These pockets stay
on the Brillouin zone edges and move towards the centers of the edges with increasing
δJ/J .
When δJ = J/2, a transition of the dispersion topology occurs: the additional Dirac
points originating from K and K′ meet at the M point and annihilate. The energy disper-
sion along the principal directions below and above the critical SOC strength is plotted
in Fig. 4.7.
4.1.5 Optical spin Hall effect in polariton graphene
The effective Hamiltonian of polariton graphene may be formulated in terms of pseudospin
operators σ and s, having the same matrix form of Pauli matrices vector and correspond-
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ing to sublattice (A/B) and polarization degrees of freedom. It may be separated into
polarization-independent part H
(0)
k , coupling σ with momentum and giving a standard
graphene dispersion with two Dirac valleys K and K′, and a spin-orbit term HSOk , coupling
s with σ and momentum:
H
(0)
k =− Jσ+fk ⊗ 1̂ +H.c., (4.27)
HSOk =− δJσ+ ⊗
(
f+k s+ + f
−
k s−
)
+H.c.. (4.28)
where σ± = (σx± iσy)/2, s± = (sx± isy)/2, the ⊗ symbol denotes Kronecker product and
1̂ is the identity operator in the spin subspace. Expanding Eqs. (4.27, 4.28) and keeping
the first order in q = k−K, we isolate the momentum independent and dependent parts
HSOK and H
SO
K to finally rewrite all terms in the low-energy approximation
H(0)q =~vF (τzqxσx + qyσy) , (4.29)
HSOK =∆ (τzσysy − σxsx) , (4.30)
HSOq =
∆a
2
[sx (τzqyσy − qxσx)− sy (τzqxσy + qyσx)] , (4.31)
where vF = 3Ja/(2~), ∆ = 3δJ/2 and τz equals +1 and −1 for K and K′ valleys respec-
tively. Here, the same basis as the the one of Kane and Mele [93] is used in order to allow
a direct comparison with their Hamiltonian. This basis is different from the original basis
of Wallace [94], which is used in the Eq. (4.36). The passage from Wallace to Kane is
obtained by writing qx → qy,qy → −qx). The term in Eq. (4.30), similar to the Rashba
term introduced by Kane and Mele [93, 95], is dominant in the region of reciprocal space
where qa  δJ/J and is responsible for the band splitting at K and K′. The interplay
between (4.29) and (4.30) produces an effective photon mass m∗ = (2c~2δJ)/(3a2J2) in
this region.
Provided δJ  J , the term in Eq. (4.30) dominates over that of Eq. (4.31) in
the region δJ/J  qa  1, but plays a role of a perturbation over the polarization-
independent term (4.29), splitting its linearly polarized eigenstates in energy. It may
therefore be interpreted as pseudospin interaction with an emergent in-plane effective
magnetic field in this region. Considering either positive (c = +1) or negative (c = −1)
energy states, spin-orbit term (4.30) transforms to a symmetry-allowed Dresselhaus-like
emergent field
HSOc =−∆cτz (qxsx − qysy) /q. (4.32)
The SOC effective field Hamiltonian in the highest order in momentum may be there-
fore expressed in the minimal coupling form:
H(0)q +H
SO
K = ~vF
(
τzσx
[
qx − ∆~vF τ
−1
z sx
]
+ σy
[
qx +
∆
~vF
τzsy
])
. (4.33)
The effective field x and y components are not commutative, inheriting this property from
the Pauli matrices sx and sy. It therefore can be represented as a non-Abelian gauge field.
The effective field follows the direction of the lowest branch pseudospin direction map,
plotted in Fig. 4.8.
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Figure 4.9: optical spin Hall effect (OSHE) modelling in polariton graphene. (a) Potential
profile: black regions correspond to negative potential and simulate photon confinement.
(b) OSHE modelling with resonant linearly polarized excitation of the Γ point of the
lowest energy dispersion branch (the ground state). The circular polarization ρc, given
with color, has four domains in space, analogously to the conventional OSHE in planar
microcavities. (c) and (d) panels demonstrate OSHE simulation with resonant excitation
of K and K ′ points (excitation frequency corresponds to the center of the lowest band).
They have two spatial domains of circular polarization sign, revealing gauge nature of the
effective spin-orbit interaction field. From Nalitov et al. (2015) [90]
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The tight-binding approach may be further checked with direct simulation of the
Schroedinger equation with TE-TM splitting and a honeycomb symmetry potential, in-
cluding the broadening induced by the finite life time. A structure etched out of a planar
microcavity, where the graphene atoms are represented by overlapping pillars (Fig. 3a),
was considered. The equation of motion for the photonic spinor reads:
i~
∂ψ±
∂t
=
[
− ~
2
2m
∆ + U − i~
2τ
]
ψ± + β
(
∂
∂x
∓ i ∂
∂y
)2
ψ∓ +
∑
j
Pj±e
− t2
τ20
− (r−rj)
2
σ2
+i(kr−ωt)
.
(4.34)
where ψ(r) = ψ+(r), ψ−(r) are the two circular components of the photon wave func-
tion, m is the cavity photon mass, and τ = 25 ps the lifetime. This equation describes
the photon dynamics in a planar cavity in the presence of TE-TM splitting of strength
β = ~2
(
m−1l −m−1t
)
/4m, where ml,t are the effective masses of TM and TE polarized
particles, respectively, and m = 2 (mt −ml) /mtml [96]. The following effective masses
were taken: mt = 5 × 10−5m0, ml = 0.95mt, with m0 representing the free electron
mass. The honeycomb lattice is account for via the potential U(r), as shown in Fig.
4.9(a) (24x24 elementary cells). Here, P0 is the amplitude of the pumping laser (identical
for both components, corresponding to horizontal polarization), the pulse duration being
τ0 = 1 ps, and the size of the spot σ = 15 µm. The pumping is localized in real space
and in reciprocal space close to the selected point (Γ, K or K ′). We have performed nu-
merical simulation of optical spin Hall effect in photonic graphene using a high-resolution
(512x512) representation of a potential, similar to the one already studied in experiments
[87]. The nVidia CUDA graphical processor was used to carry out the integration of the
2D spinor Schroedinger equation.
Fig. 4.9(a,b,c) demonstrates the snapshots of the circular polarization degree as a
function of coordinates, taken at t = 30ps. Panel b) shows the polarization degree for
the excitation at the Γ point, where the field has the typical TE-TM texture, featuring
the four polarization domains [25, 26, 97]. Panels c), d) demonstrate the optical spin
Hall effect at the K and K ′ points respectively, where the field has the texture of the
Dresselhaus SOC. This is evidenced by two polarization domains in real space [66, 98],
being inverted between the K and K ′ points, as the fields around K and K ′ have opposite
signs
The OSHE texture is a demonstration of the different nature of the effective SOC field
at the two Dirac points K and K ′. From this numerical experiment, one may clearly
see the advantage of photonic systems in comparison to solid state systems, which allow
us to excite and analyze any point of the dispersion with much more facility. Another
very interesting consequence of this work relies on the possibilities offered i) by the ma-
nipulation of the lattice geometry and ii) by the hybrid exciton-photon nature of the
polaritons. The same system geometry has been used to create a photonic topologi-
cal insulator [99]. Combined with SOC, it paves the stage for very broad applications.
For example, the mixed nature of exciton-polaritons provides a magnetic response of the
system at optical frequencies, which is crucial for realization a photonic topological insu-
lator [100, 101, 102, 103]. Moreover, polariton-polariton interactions, resulting in strong
nonlinear optical response, allow for exploration of quantum light with spin-anisotropic
interactions [104, 96]. Nonlinear OSHE associated with the transmutation of topological
defects and focusing of spin currents has been already described in planar structures [97].
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The behavior of soliton states in photonic topological insulators was recently considered
[105]. Polaritonic graphene [87] therefore opens very large possibilities for the studies of
interacting spinor quantum fluids, in the presence of different types of real and effective
magnetic fields which suggest accessibility to various quantum phases.
4.2 Polariton topological insulator
Figure 4.10: Topologically protected light propagation along the edge of a polariton topo-
logical insulator. The polariton graphene considered is based on an etched planar micro-
cavity. The cavity is constituted by two Distributed Bragg Reflectors (DBRs) sandwiching
a cavity with embedded Quantum Wells (QWs). The energy splitting existing between
TE and TM polarized modes provides the photonic SOC. The application of a real mag-
netic field perpendicular to the x-y plane of the structure opens the non-trivial gap. Edge
modes are one way propagative modes which cannot elastically scatter to the bulk states.
In a stripe geometry, normally incident light is guided either clockwise or anti-clockwise,
depending on the external magnetic field sign.
The history of topological insulators (TI) dates back to the discovery of Quantum Hall
Effect (QHE) by Klaus von Klitzing in the year 1980 [106]. In his experiment, a strong
magnetic field pinned the conduction band electrons to the Landau levels, opening a band
gap in the bulk and thus converting an electron conductor to an insulator. The edge elec-
tron states, on the contrary, carried one-way currents, protected from backscattering and
responsible for the integer Hall conductance [107]. This is an example of a Z topological
insulator. The classification which allowed to distinguish this phase from a conventional
band insulator, is based on the Chern topological invariant [108] – an integer number
characterizing the band structure in terms of Berry phase.
A whole new family of TI materials with different sets of topological invariants and
symmetries were later proposed and discovered [109]. Graphene has a special place in
this family: it allowed the observation of QHE at room temperature [110] and played a
role of a model system for QHE without net magnetic flux [111] and the quantum spin
Hall effect (QSHE) [93]. The latter is associated with topologically-protected boundary
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spin currents and is characterized by a non-zero Z2 invariant stemming from the SOC
for electrons [95] (without external magnetic field). These spin currents in the Z2 TI are
formed from two spin components propagating in opposite directions, contrary to the Z TI,
where both spin components propagate in the same direction, the other being forbidden.
Although the extremely small SOC has not allowed to observe QSHE in graphene, it was
later demonstrated in various 2D and 3D structures [112, 113]. A Floquet TI having a
topologically nontrivial gap was realized in 2D heterostructure under a microwave-range
electromagnetic irradiation [114].
Many promising implementations of topological phases in bosonic systems were re-
cently proposed in honeycomb photonic gyromagnetic waveguides [100, 115], coupled mi-
crocavities [116], coupled cavity rings [117], coupled waveguides with a spatial modulation
[99], and photonic waveguides (out of the optical range) based on metamaterials with bi-
anisotropic behaviour [118, 119]. Finally, optical QHE due to artificial gauge fields [120]
was predicted in microcavity lattices.
The microcavity platform provides natural susceptibility of polaritons to magnetic
field due to the excitonic component and the effective SOC due to the photonic part.
This chapter is devoted to the demonstration of the Z topological insulator behaviour
of polariton graphene in external magnetic field. The band gap opening is discussed in
terms of tight-binding approximation in Subsection 1. Topological invariant analysis of
the band structure with gap is conducted in Subsection 2. Polaritonic edge states are
directly derived from the tight-binding model in Subsection 3. Finally, a full numerical
simulation of edge propagation is described in Subsection 4 within the spin Schroedinger
wave equation formalism.
4.2.1 Energy polariton bandgap in external magnetic field
We construct the polaritonic graphene effective Hamiltonian in nearest neighbor ap-
proximation. A state of the polariton graphene can be described by a bispinor Φ =(
Ψ+A,Ψ
−
A,Ψ
+
B,Ψ
−
B
)T
, with Ψ±A(B) – the wave functions of the two sublattices and two spin
components. We account for the magnetic field via the Zeeman splitting ∆ of states,
localized at each pillar. It affects the diagonal blocks of the Hamiltonian matrix form
(4.24). The effective Hamiltonian in the presence of a real magnetic field applied along
the z-direction reads:
Hk =
(
∆σz Fk
F†k ∆σz
)
, ∆ = |x|2gXµBHz/2, (4.35)
where σz is the Pauli matrix, x is the excitonic Hopfield coefficient, gX is the effective
g-factor for the 2D exciton, µB is the Bohr magneton, and Hz is the applied magnetic
field, giving rise to polariton Zeeman splitting ∆.
Fk = −
(
fkJ f
+
k δJ
f−k δJ fkJ
)
, (4.36)
where complex coefficients fk,f
±
k are defined by:
fk =
3∑
j=1
exp(−ikdϕj), f±k =
3∑
j=1
exp(−i [kdϕj ∓ 2ϕj]),
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and ϕj = 2pi(j − 1)/3 is the angle between horizontal axis and the direction to the jth
nearest neighbor of a type-A pillar. J is the polarisation independent tunneling coefficient,
whereas δJ is the SOC-induced polarisation dependent term. Without the magnetic field,
the Hamitonian (4.35) can be exactly diagonalized [90]. The energy dispersions obtained
are relatively close to those of bilayer graphene [121], and of a monolayer graphene in
presence of Rashba SOC [92]. The polarization texture of the eigenstates is, however,
different.
The dispersion close to the K point is shown in dashed line on Fig. 4.11(a). Under the
effect of SOC, the Dirac point transforms into four inverted parabolas. Two parabolas
are split off, while the two central ones cross each other. It is instructive to consider the
eigenstates exactly at the Dirac points. At the K point, the eigenstates of the two central
parabolas are fully projected on Ψ−A and Ψ
+
B respectively, whereas at the K
′ point they
project on Ψ+A and Ψ
−
B respectively. Let us now qualitatively consider the consequence of
a finite Zeeman splitting. As sketched on the Fig. 2(b), the degeneracy between the states
in the crossing points of two branches (dashed lines) is lifted by 2∆, and the states split
off by the SOC are further shifted. At the K(K ′) point, the ”valence” band is formed
from the B(A)-pillars and the ”conduction” band from the A(B)-pillars. The reversed
order of the band in the basis of the sublattices signifies a topological non-triviality of the
gap[109]. In the spin basis, however, the valence and conduction bands are equivalent at
K and K ′, unlike the Z2-topological insulator [109].
The result of the complete diagonalisation of the Hamiltonian (4.35) is plotted with
solid lines in the Fig. 2(a). As expected, it shows an energy gap, saturating to Eg ∼ 3δJ
at |∆| ∼ δJ . Without SOC (δJ = 0), the application of a magnetic field does not not
open any gap, as it keeps the symmetry between K and K’ valleys, while breaking the
symmetry between the spin projections on the z axis. The band structure in this latter
case is constituted by two graphene dispersions shifted in energy by the polariton Zeeman
splitting.
4.2.2 Topological invariant analysis
The topological invariants are integer numbers characterizing the band structure, which
cannot be changed with continuous transformations of the bands. Nonzero topological
invariants distinguish topologically trivial band insulators from nontrivial ones. In par-
ticular, nonzero Chern numbers correspond to a topological insulator of Z type. Band
Chern number may be calculated from the Berry connection over the Brillouin zone [109]:
Cm =
1
2pi
∫∫
BZ
Bk,md
2k, (4.37)
where m is the branch index, and the Berry curvature Bk,m is expressed in the effective
Hamiltonian (4.35) and its eigenstates |Φk,m〉 with corresponding energies Ek,m:
Bk,m = i
∑
l 6=m
〈Φk,m|∇kHk|Φk,l〉 × 〈Φk,l|∇kHk|Φk,m〉
(Ek,m − Ek,l)2 . (4.38)
A direct numerical calculation of the Berry curvature for the polariton graphene bands
shows that it is nonzero in the vicinity of the Dirac points. The two inner branches, split
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a) b)
Figure 4.11: Non-trivial bulk band structure of the polariton graphene in an external
magnetic field. (a) bulk energy dispersion without (dashed) and with (solid) magnetic
field. (b) illustration of degeneracy lifting in K and K′ points. Due to coupling between
sublattice and polarisation, the states, localized on one sublattice, go up in energy at one
point and down in the other. Chern numbers at each point are shown in green. From
Nalitov et al. (2015) [103]
by the interplay of the external magnetic field and effective SOC, have non-zero Berry
connections around K and K′ point, each giving ±1 contribution to the total band Chern
number ±2 (marked in green in Fig. 4.11(b)). Outer branches, on the contrary, have zero
Berry curvature over all reciprocal space. Parameters taken: δJ/J = 0.1, ∆/J = 0.01.
Nonzero Chern numbers demonstrate the topological nontriviality of the polariton
graphene band structure in presence of external magnetic field. The bulk-boundary cor-
respondence yields the existence of one-way edge states on an interface between topolog-
ically trivial and nontrivial insulators. The energy of states must lie in the energy gap,
and their dispersion connects the lower and upper bands. The vacuum itself is a trivial
band insulator, therefore, any edge of the polariton graphene, either zigzag or armchair,
conducts polaritons in a direction specified by the magnetic field sign.
4.2.3 Topologically protected edge states
To demonstrate the consequence of the bulk-boundary correspondence, one-way edge
states, we used the same tight-binding approach to model a quasi-1D stripe of microcavity
pillars, consisting of N = 50 zig-zag chains. We derive and diagonalize the 4Nx4N Hamil-
tonian to obtain the band structure. For this, we set a basis of Bloch waves Ψ±A/B,n(kx),
where n index numerates stripes, and kx is the quasi-wavevector in the infinite zig-zag
direction. 4x4 diagonal blocks Dkx describe coupling withing one stripe and are derived
in the same fashion as Hamiltonian (4.35), while the coupling between the stripes is ac-
counted for in subdiagonal and superdiagonal 4x4 blocks S†kx and Skx . The whole matrix
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Figure 4.12: Numerical calculation of eighenstates: edge states are marked with colour.
Direction of their propagation is given by the sign of the product HzgX and is protected
from both backscattering and scattering into the bulk. From Nalitov et al. (2014) [103].
reads:
Hkx =

Dkx Skx 0 . . . 0 0 0
S†kx Dkx Skx . . . 0 0 0
0 S†kx Dkx . . . 0 0 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
0 0 0 . . . Dkx Skx 0
0 0 0 . . . S†kx Dkx Skx
0 0 0 . . . 0 S†kx Dkx

︸ ︷︷ ︸
50 blocks 4x4
, (4.39)
where
Dkx = −

−∆ 0 Jfkx δJf+kx
0 ∆ δJf−kx Jfkx
Jf ∗kx
(
δJf−kx
)∗ −∆ 0(
δJf+kx
)∗
Jf ∗kx 0 ∆
 , Skx = −

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
J δJ 0 0
δJ J 0 0
 , (4.40)
and complex coefficients fkx and f
±
kx
are defined by the following:
fk =
2∑
j=1
exp(−ikdϕj), f±k =
2∑
j=1
exp(−i [kdϕj ∓ 2ϕj]),
Note that here the summation is only conducted over two terms corresponding to two the
nearest neighbours within a zigzag chain.
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Fig. 2(c) shows the result of the band structure calculation. The degree of localization
on edges is calculated from the wave function densities on the very left and the very right
zigzag chains |ΨL|2 and |ΨR|2 (see inset), and is shown with colour, so that the edge
states are blue and red. The propagation direction of these edge states is related to the
direction of the external magnetic field: the photon edge current is either clockwise or
anti-clockwise depending on the signs of Hz and gX . One should insist on the fact that
we deal with a real polariton current and not with a spin current.
The presented results were obtained for the most realistic case of rather small SOC
(δJ/J = 0.1). In this case, the dispersion topology in the absence of magnetic field is
characterized by the trigonal warping effect, typical for bilayer graphene [121] and mono-
layer graphene with Rashba SOC [92]. It consists in emergence of three additional Dirac
cones in the vicinity of each Brilouin zone corner. However, at a critical strength of the
spin-orbit interaction δJ = J/2, a transition occurs in the topology of the dispersion: ad-
ditional Dirac cones with opposite Chern numbers meet in pairs at the centers of Brillouin
zone edges and recombine. This leads to a change of the band Chern number set from
Cm = ±2 to Cm = ±1.
4.2.4 Edge propagation simulation
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of experimental observations and to confirm the pre-
dictions of the tight-binding model, namely, one-way propagation, schematically sketched
in Fig. 4.10, a full numerical simulation was conducted, which describes the time evolution
of the polariton wavefunction by solving the spinor Schrodinger equation:
i~
∂ψ±
∂t
=
[
− ~
2
2m
∆ + U − i~
2τ
±∆
]
ψ±+β
(
∂
∂x
∓ i ∂
∂y
)2
ψ∓+
∑
j
Pj±e
− t2
τ20
− (r−rj)
2
σ2
+i(kr−ωt)
.
(4.41)
where ψ(r, t) = ψ+(r, t), ψ−(r, t) are the two circular components of the wave function,
m is the polariton mass, τ the lifetime. Particles are created in three spots by pulsed
quasi-resonant pumping. The nVidia CUDA graphical processor was used to carry out
the numerical integration of the 2D spinor Schrodinger equation. The high-resolution
(1024x1024) honeycomb lattice potential U(r) contains 23x30 elementary cells. The pillar
size was 1.3 µm, and the center-to-center distance d = 2.5 µm. All energies are measured
from the bottom of the polariton branch, which can shift with the magnetic field. Circular
excitation allows to be sure that all linearly polarized states are pumped with sufficient
efficiency.
Fig. 4.13 demonstrates qualitatively different behaviour with and without the mag-
netic field (parameters of the simulations are given in the caption). Without the field
(∆ = 0), the excitation energy corresponds to propagating states, and the resulting ex-
pansion of polaritons is visible on panel a). No gap is opened, and the particles created
on the surface by the two corresponding pumps are rapidly expanding into the bulk: after
only 20 ps, the intensity is distributed over a significant part of the sample. However,
under an applied field giving ∆ = 0.1 meV, the excitation energy lies within a gap, which
makes the injection in the center ineffective: no particles created by the pump are visible
in the center after 100 ps. But the spots on the edges become now resonant with the sur-
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Figure 4.13: Propagation of light in the conducting (∆ = 0) and topological insulator
phase (∆ 6= 0) Calculated spatial distribution of emission intensity. a) rapid expansion
of the bulk propagative states after 20 ps at ∆=0; b) surface states after 100 ps at
∆=0.1 meV. White circles show the pumping spots located at rj, and black line traces
the contours of the potential. The parameters are: β = ~2
(
m−1l −m−1t
)
/4m where
ml,t are the effective masses of TM and TE polarized particles respectively and m =
2 (mt −ml) /mtml; mt = 5×10−5m0, ml = 0.95mt, wherem0 is the free electron mass.τ0 =
35 ps, σ = 1 µm, ω = 1.6 meV and lies within the bulk energy gap, τ = 25 ps. Pumping
P is circularly polarized. From Nalitov et al. (2014) [103].
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face states which have appeared there, and their one-way propagation is visible in panel
b): after 100 ps, particles are about 25 µm away from the pump spots. Although particles
are created with both positive and negative wavevectors along a given edge, they prop-
agate in only one direction, which proves the one-way nature of the surface states. The
transverse profile of these states shows an exponential decay with a characteristic length
of (2κ)−1 = 3.1 ± 0.1 µm, corresponding to the analytical estimate of the extinction co-
efficient κ ≈ √2mEg/~2 determined by the size of the gap Eg. Thus, the full numerical
simulation confirms the predictions of the tight-binding model on the appearance of the
gap in the presence of magnetic field and the formation of one-way surface states.
Various configurations of polaritonic graphene geometry were used to test the topo-
logical protection of the edge states. In square geometry states, resonantly excited at
one of the edges propagated along the perimeter, turning around the corners. Defect
configuration had one cavity pillar missing at one of the edges. In this case one-way edge
state went around the defect without backscattering. In general edge states are protected
from elastic scattering, although inelastic scattering on phonons may result in populating
the the bands. Importantly, finite lifetime of polaritons limits the protection because of
energy broadening of the edge states. Finally, one should note that a smooth potential
defect of the same order as the bandgap value may thransfer polaritons, initially gener-
ated at an edge in the bandgap, into the regions of the edge state branches, where they
can elastically scatter into the bulk polaritonic band.
All the parameters used in numerical simulations are entirely realistic. Indeed, the
experimental realisation of the effect has one important requirement: both δJ and ∆
must exceed the broadening, which is of the order of 1/(25 ps) ≈ 30 µeV [87]. The
photonic SOC finds its origin in the polarisation splittings of photonic nanostructures. In
etched planar cavities, it is induced by the TE-TM splitting [96], but also by strain and
other structural effects which enhance the splittings up to 50-200 µeV in 1D ridges [122],
or coupled pillar structures [89]. The Zeeman splitting between the spin components of
polaritons can be of the order of 100-200 µeV at moderate magnetic fields (about 10 T)
[123, 124]. The size of the pillars we consider allows the formation of clearly separated
s and p-bands, so the presence of the excited states does not affect the lowest band.
Moreover, as shown by our preliminary calculations, the p-band [87] might be even more
suitable for the observation of topologically protected surface states due to the increased
SOC.
4.3 Conclusion
The final chapter is an focused on our three most recent works on the effects of SOC for
light in microcavity pillar superstructures [88, 90, 103]. It starts with the derivation of
effective SOC stemming from the TE-TM splitting of microcavity photonic modes. Its
application to the case of polariton benzene molecule results in an energy splitting of
eigenstates with defined orbital momentum. Interestingly, the split levels conduct quanta
of circular spin currents.
In polaritic graphene, a two-dimensional honeycomb structure formed by microcavity
pillars, the effctive SOC transforms the topology of the polariton band structure. In the
vicinity of the band touching points, the derived SOC effective field texture is similar to
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that of the Dresselhaus SOC term. Similarly to the latter, it can be incorporated into
the Hamiltonian in terms of minimal couling as an interaction with a non-Abelian gauge
field. The effective SOC field was proven to manifest itself in the optical spin Hall effect
realized with resonant excitation of the Dirac point. Contrary to the conventional optical
spin Hall effect, the spatial texture of the circular spin polarization degree in this case
has two sign domains instead of four.
Finally, polariton graphene was demonstrated to become a Z topological insulator
with protected edge states at optical frequencies under an applied external magnetic
field. It resembles the QHE behaviour of electrons and photons [116], both based on
the appearance of Landau levels. However, its origin is different, being closer to the
Haldane proposals [111, 100]. The gap appears in the present case due to the Zeeman
splitting of electrically uncharged particles and specific spin orbit coupling acting together
similarly to spatially alternating magnetic fields [111, 100]. The difference is underlined
by the unique set of band Chern invariants Cm = ±2 (transforming into Cm = ±1
above critical SOC strength). From the point of view of symmetry, the topologically
nontrivial gap is a manifestation of broken time-reversal and in-plane rotational symmetry
by external magnetic field and effective SOC respectively. The interacting nature of
polaritons opens interesting possibilities of studying collective bosonic effects [104] in
TIs. The spin-anisotropy of these interactions [96] leads to self-induced Zeeman splitting,
allowing a self-induced TI for a polarized polariton Bose-Einstein condensate.
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List of used acronyms
• OPO - Optical Parametric Oscillator
• IX - (spatially) Indirect Exciton
• DX - (spatially) Direct Exciton
• QW - Quantum Well
• CQWs - Coupled Quantum Wells
• ASDQWs - Asymmetric Double Quantum Wells
• BEC - Bose-Einstein Condensation
• DBR - Distrubuted Bragg Reflector
• SOC - Spin-Orbit Coupling
• BIA - Bulk-Induced Asymmetry
• SIA - Structure-Induced Asymmetry
• IIA - Interface-Induced Asymmetry
• PL - Photoluminescence
• OSHE - Optical Spin Hall Effect
• QHE - Quantum Hall Effect
• LBS - Localized Bright Spot
• LP - Lower Polariton (branch)
• MP - Middle Polariton (branch)
• UP - Upper Polariton (branch)
• TE - Transverse Elerctric (mode)
• TM - Transverse Magnetic (mode)
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